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Abstract

Structural Maintenance of Chromosomes Hinge Domain-containing protein 1 (SMCHD1)

has been established as an epigenetic regulator, with critical roles in X-chromosome

inactivation, autosomal gene silencing and genomic imprinting. Recently, variations

in SMCHD1 have been associated with two human conditions: facioscapulohumeral

muscular dystrophy (FSHD) and Bosma arhinia microphthalmia syndrome (BAMS).

There has therefore been a growing interest in unveiling SMCHD1’s atomic structure

and the molecular mechanisms underlying its function in both a healthy and diseased

state.

To provide a better understanding of Smchd1’s molecular structure and function, I

successfully expressed and purified the full-length 2007-amino acid mouse Smchd1

protein. Electron microscopy analyses of the Smchd1 dimer revealed an elongated

rod-like structure that displays a high conformational flexibility, similar to that of

other structural maintenance of chromosomes (SMC) proteins. This flexibility is

largely conferred by the intermediate region of the protein that connects Smchd1’s two

functional domains: the N-terminal GHKL ATPase and the C-terminal SMC hinge

domain. In follow-up studies of the two individual domains, we revealed the first

atomic-resolution structure of Smchd1’s hinge domain, providing a novel insight into

its DNA-binding and dimerisation modes. Contrary to previously suggested models

describing the DNA interaction mode of canonical SMC proteins, I showed that nucleic

acids are not threaded through the central pore region of the Smchd1 hinge domain.

Subsequent immunofluorescence studies additionally revealed that the hinge domain

targets full-length Smchd1 to chromatin, and that a functional hotspot within the

hinge is required for chromatin localisation in cells.

SMCHD1’s ATPase domain has been of particular interest due to the identification of

disease-related variants that are frequently located within this region of the protein.

However, the mechanisms by which some of these pathogenic variants affect SMCHD1

function are poorly understood. Using analytical ultracentrifugation, I demonstrated

that the wild-type SMCHD1 ATPase undergoes dimerisation, which was reliant on the

inclusion of both the UBL domain and the presence of substrate, ATP. Follow-up cellular
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studies revealed that Smchd1’s catalytic activity, as well as the presence of the newly-

identified UBL domain, are both necessary for the localisation of full-length Smchd1 to

chromatin.

Together, these studies provide an insight into the molecular basis of Smchd1 function

and highlight how chromatin binding may be compromised in human disease. Future

studies will further investigate the cellular localisation and dimerisation properties of

disease-associated SMCHD1 variants, contributing towards our ongoing drug

development program aimed at developing therapeutic treatments for FSHD patients.
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Introduction 2

1.1 Epigenetic Control of Gene Expression

1.1.1 Introduction

All the information required to sustain an organism is stored within its DNA, measuring

approximately two metres in every nucleus of a human cell. It must therefore be very

tightly packaged, yet in such a way that allows it to be easily accessible by enzymes

such as transcriptional or DNA repair machinery. Chromatin, describing the complex

of DNA with specialized associated proteins, is the basic organizational form of DNA in

the eukaryotic nucleus and represents the first level of packaging into higher orders of

organization. The functional repeat unit of chromatin is a nucleosome, where 147 base

pairs of DNA are wrapped around a histone octamer that consists of two of each core

histones: H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 (Figure 1.1). This structure is further held together by

the linker histone H1, which interacts with the exterior of the nucleosomal core particle,

around the DNA entry and exit sites [1, 2].

A higher-order chromatin arrangement is achieved, which is required to further

compact the genome into one of two core chromosomal packaging patterns:

heterochromatin or euchromatin (Figure 1.1). Genes located in heterochromatic

regions are typically inaccesible to transcriptional machinery and less likely to be

expressed, whereas euchromatin describes a more loosely packed structure that is

therefore associated with transcriptionally active regions [3]. Differential chromatin

packaging thus affects which underlying genes can be expressed, acting as a key

regulator of gene expression regulation.

Chromatin is a very dynamic structure that globally alters its packaging state every

cell cycle. During interphase, chromatin is found in its least condensed state and is

more loosely distributed throughout the nucleus. As cells begin to divide, it remains

largely condensed throughout the various stages of mitosis as transcription is globally

silenced [4]. Proteins such as cohesin and condensin also contribute to the highly

condensed state of chromatin during cell division. For example, cohesin promotes sister

chromatid cohesion thereby allowing sister chromatids to separate and move towards

opposite spindle poles [5], whereas condensin is thought to directly interact with

chromatin and promote its condensation by linking distant segments of a single

chromatid [6]. Both cohesin and condensin additionally play important roles during
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interphase, as both are required for the spatial organization of the genome by

extruding DNA into large loops [7]. Manipulating interactions between different

chromatin regions is therefore another means of transcriptional regulation.

Epigenetics can be described as the study of mitotically heritable changes in gene

expression that occur without altering the underlying DNA sequence [2]. Studies of

epigenetic mechanisms largely focus on modifications added to DNA or histone

proteins and the way these are able to influence the overall chromatin structure,

resulting in changes in gene expression. As the epigenome essentially dictates a unique

gene expression program in each cell type, it defines a cell’s functional identity

throughout development [8]. A precise coordination and organization of which genes

can be expressed at a given time is therefore crucial for ensuring correct cellular

function is maintained. As such, aberrant changes in epigenetic regulation are

associated with a vast spectrum of consequences that include disorders such as cancer,

autoimmune diseases and neurological disorders, overall highlighting the importance of

epigenetic regulation throughout an organism’s lifetime [9].

1.1.2 DNA Methylation

DNA methylation is one of the best characterized chemical modifications of chromatin.

This modification preferentially occurs at sites known as CpG dinucleotides, describing

sections of DNA where cytosine is positioned adjacent to a guanine nucleotide. CpG

methylation is established by DNA methyltransferase (DNMT) enzymes, which

catalyze the covalent addition of a methyl group at position 5 of the pyrimidine ring of

cytosine [10]. Different subgroups of DNMTs are known to carry out different

functions. For example, DNMT3a and DNMT3b are required to establish de novo

DNA methylation at CpG sites, whereas DNMT1 is responsible for maintaining

methylation patterns by propagating them between cell generations during replication.

In mice, targeted mutations in DNMTs results in embryonic lethality, indicating that

their dysfunction is incompatible with life [11].

Regions of DNA that are CpG-dense are known as CpG islands (CGIs) [12]. CGIs are

highly prevalent in the human genome and are commonly located at gene promoter

regions, where they play an essential role in transcriptional regulation. The majority of

CGIs are found in an unmethylated state in somatic cells denoting a permissive
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transcriptional state. However, CGIs can be hypermethylated, a phenomenon that is

associated with compact chromatin that prevents transcription initiation and thereby

gene expression. There are two ways that DNA methylation is thought to result in

transcriptional repression: first by directly inhibiting transcription factors from

binding their cognate DNA sequence, and secondly, by recruiting specialized proteins

that directly mediate gene silencing [13]. CGI hypermethylation is a common

occurrence at imprinted genes or genes located on the inactive X chromosome in

females where constitutive DNA methylation is critical for gene silencing [13].

1.1.3 Histone Modifications

Each of the core histones that constitute a nucleosome has a long N-terminal tail that

extends out of the nucleosomal core. These are highly conserved in sequence, owing to

their critical role in regulating chromatin structure. Histone tails are subject to a

variety of covalent post-translational modifications (PTMs), such as acetylation,

methylation, phosphorylation, ubiquitylation and sumoylation [14] (Figure 1.1).

Various modifications can lead to several different consequences, where the overall

outcome is the ability to control chromatin structure [3]. For example, histone

acetylation involves the transfer of an acetyl group from acetyl coenzyme A to lysine

residues on histone tails via histone acetyltransferase (HAT) enzymes, a modification

that tends to be associated with transcriptional activation. This is partly due to the

addition of the acetyl group leading to the removal of the positive charge on the lysine,

therefore destabilising the compacted chromatin state, as the positive charge of

unmodified histones facilitates interactions with negatively charged DNA and promotes

a closed chromatin state [15]. Conversely, deacetylation of lysine residues on histone

tails is associated with chromatin compaction and transcriptional inactivation.

Histone methylation can either promote or repress transcription, depending on which

residue is modified and how many methyl groups are added. For example, di- or

tri-methylation of H3K9 is associated with transcriptional repression [16], whereas

methylation of H3K4 is a conserved hallmark of promoters and enhancers and is

associated with transcriptional activation [17]. H3K27 tri-methylation is also a

repressive histone mark where its action often involves suppressing the expression of

developmental genes. This histone mark is laid down by the polycomb repressive
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complex 2 (PRC2) and is recognized by the polycomb repressive complex 1 (PRC1),

which in turn catalyzes mono-ubiquitylation of lysine 119 of H2A (H2AK119ub), a

histone mark that is also required for establishing or maintaining a heterochromatic

environment [18]. Of note, PRC1 and PRC2 can also work in the reverse, with PRC1

being attracted first before PRC2. Therefore, aside from directly altering chromatin

structure and conformation, histone modifications can also act as docking sites for

“reader” enzymes which are able to further recruit transcriptional activators or

suppressors. Additionally, as many combinations can result from different

modifications added to different histone tails, at different locations, the number of

combinatorial patterns and thereby the breadth of downstream effects is quite

extensive.

Figure 1.1: Chromatin structure and epigenetic modifications. DNA is wrapped
around histone proteins, forming nucleosomes which are further packaged into chromatin.
Chromatin fibers can form condensed structures, termed heterochromatin, or have a more
accessible conformation, known as euchromatin. Both DNA as well as the histone tails protruding
from nucleosomes are subject to post-translational modifications, including Methylation (Me),
Acetylation (Ac), Phosphorylation (P) and Ubiquitylation (Ub).
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1.1.4 Chromatin Remodelling

Histone PTMs commonly result in the recruitment of specialized proteins such as

chromatin remodelling complexes that can directly contribute to chromatin

compaction by manipulating nucleosomal position on DNA. This process is

energetically unfavourable as the electrostatic interactions governing DNA-nucleosome

interactions are substantial, and therefore it occurs in an ATP-dependent manner.

Chromatin remodellers generally form large multi-subunit complexes where accessory

subunits are thought to manipulate the ATPase activity of the core subunits [19, 20].

Accessory subunits commonly comprise interaction domains that are able to

additionally facilitate interactions with transcription factors and other chromatin

modifying enzymes, alongside targeting the complex to DNA or modified histones [20].

The exact mechanism of action of most chromatin remodelling complexes and

specifically how they are recruited to precise chromatin sites are not well understood.

The first family of chromatin remodelling complexes identified is the large

multi-subunit complex called SWI/SNF, which is highly evolutionarily conserved as

homologous proteins have been identified in Drosophila flies, and even plants [21].

Additional chromatin remodelling complexes commonly include the INO80/SWR1,

ISWI and CHD families. Members of these families are classified in these groups based

largely on the sequence homology of their conserved ATPase subunits [22, 23].

Proteins that form the SWI/SNF complex are required for transcription by

sequence-specific transcription factors, and the complex was therefore initially

proposed to act as a general activator of transcription [21]. In vivo experiments

suggested that SWI/SNF helps expose promoter regions by pushing the nearby

nucleosomes away from each other and destabilizing or ejecting promoter nucleosomes

[24]. ISWI and CHD chromatin remodellers are thought to equalize DNA linker length

on both sides of a nucleosome and therefore promote uniform intragenic nucleosome

spacing, whereas members of the INO80 family are implicated in deposition and

removal of the histone variant H2A.Z [25–27]. Chromatin remodellers therefore play a

variety of roles in transcriptional regulation, from activation to repression.
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1.2 Monoallelic Gene Expression

Monoallelic gene expression occurs for various genes, describing the occurrence where

only one of two alleles of a given gene is actively expressed while the other is silenced.

Monoallelic gene expression can either be determined by the parent of origin, a

phenomenon also known as genomic imprinting, or it can occur randomly [28].

Random autosomal monoallelic gene expression has been recognized for large gene

families such as the protocadherins, the olfactory receptor gene family and

immunoglobulins [29]. In these cases, monoallelic gene expression is thought to be

important for generating cellular diversity and identity, in addition to providing a

mechanism for fine-tuning the expression of particular genes.

1.2.1 X-chromosome Inactivation

The most widely-studied example of monoallelic expression is the process of X

chromosome inactivation (XCI), which occurs during the developmental stages of most

female mammals and is stably maintained throughout an organism’s lifetime [30]. XCI

ensures a balanced dosage of X-linked genes between XX females and XY males by

silencing one of the two X chromosomes in female mammals. An incorrect dosage of

X-linked genes can result in human disorders such as Turner (XO) and Klinefelter

(XXY) syndromes [30]. There are two different forms of XCI: random XCI and

imprinted XCI. Random XCI has no specific preference for which parental X

chromosome becomes inactivated, and this takes place in all somatic cell lineages of

placental mammals. Conversely, imprinted XCI results in the preferential inactivation

of the paternal X chromosome and occurs in female marsupials and mouse placental

tissues [30].

The long non-coding RNA (lncRNA), Xist, is a critical regulator of XCI [31, 32], with

Xist deletion in female mice resulting in embryonic lethality during the early

post-implantation stage. Xist is exclusively expressed by the inactive X-chromosome

(Xi) where it initiates XCI by coating the Xi, resulting in a chromosome-wide

inactivation of gene expression. This coordinated process involves the silencing of

approximately 1000 genes and is completed in the epiblast lineage of the blastocyst

which gives rise to all somatic cells [33]. XCI is thereby stably propagated, with the
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same X chromosome maintained silenced in successive mitotic divisions. XCI is

achieved via several mechanisms, such as by attracting polycomb repressive complex 1

(PRC1) complexes to the Xi which establish H2AK119ub repressive histone marks,

exclusion of RNA polymerase II, removal of active histone marks and deposition of

repressive marks, and robust DNA methylation. Taken together, these modifications

lead to a strong condensation of the chromatin into a perinuclear structure which is

also known as the Barr body, ensuring long-term transcriptional silencing [34, 35].

1.2.2 Genomic Imprinting

Both maternal and paternal contributions are required for mammals to develop into

viable organisms, owing largely due to the parent-of-origin specific expression of

imprinted genes. Genomic imprinting is a form of epigenetic regulation in which the

expression of a gene depends on the parent of origin, such that there is unequal

expression of the maternal and paternal alleles at an imprinted locus [36]. Therefore, a

full complement of imprinted genes with contributions from both parents is essential

for correct development to ensue. This phenomenon therefore subjects mammals to a

greater genomic risk as a mutation in one allele can result in the complete absence of

one or more gene products, which can lead to several imprinting disorders such as

Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome, Silver-Russell syndrome, and Prader-Willi and

Angelman syndromes [37, 38].

Over the years, studies in mice and humans have shown that imprinted genes are

essential for the prenatal development of normal embryonic and extra-embryonic

components, but also for postnatal mechanisms that include behaviour, metabolism,

and physiological adaptations [39]. A large selection of imprinted genes undergo

tissue-specific imprinting, particularly genes found in the placenta [36]. The placenta is

an extra-embryonic organ that is essential for supplying nutrients to the growing fetus.

Consistent with this, imprinted genes have been implicated in insulin-like growth

factor (IGF) signalling pathways, and as a consequence they have been recognized to

play a role in human cancers [40].

The majority of genes that are subject to genomic imprinting are located in clusters of

up to 1 Mb in length [36]. Present within each of these is an imprinting control region

(ICR) which are regulatory sequences that influence the monoallelic expression of the
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full cluster. ICR’s exhibit parental allele-specific DNA methylation as a primary imprint

signal, but are subsequently decorated with post-translational histone modifications,

non-coding RNAs and a represive higher-order chromatin structure [36]. Upon germline

deletion of an ICR, loss of imprinted gene expression is observed for the linked genes

which further demonstrates the requirement for the ICR in establishing their imprinted

expression [41].

1.3 Structural Maintenance of Chromosomes Hinge

Domain-containing protein 1 (SMCHD1)

SMCHD1/Smchd1 is a 2005-amino acid chromosomal protein in human and a 2007

amino acid protein in mouse, that has been established as an epigenetic regulator. It

was first identified via an N -ethyl-N -nitrosourea (ENU) transgene mutagenesis screen in

mice aiming to find modifiers of gene silencing [42]. Blewitt et al. demonstrated that a

homozygous mutation of Smchd1 in female mice resulted in embryonic lethality, causing

failed silencing of a subset of genes that are conventionally targets of X inactivation

[42, 43]. Smchd1 was then revealed as essential for the maintenance of X-chromosome

inactivation and has since been identified as a transcriptional repressor.

More recent studies have shown that Smchd1 also has a role in the silencing of various

autosomal genes, as well as in genomic imprinting [44, 45]. Most importantly,

heterozygous mutations in SMCHD1 are associated with autosomal dominant

facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy (FSHD) and the rare craniofacial disorder

Bosma arhinia and microphthalmia syndrome (BAMS) [46–48]. However, despite the

identification of SMCHD1’s many critical roles, how it is recruited to chromatin, its

high-resolution structure, and complete mechanism of action remain to be elucidated.

Characterisation of SMCHD1’s structure and molecular function would therefore

provide a tremendous insight, moreover contributing towards drug development aimed

at therapeutic treatments for FSHD patients.
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1.3.1 SMCHD1 is involved in transcriptional repression

It has been well-established that repeat sequences are subject to repeat-induced gene

silencing via epigenetic mechanisms, such as DNA methylation [49]. The

N -ethyl-N -nitrosurea (ENU) mutagenesis screen via which Smchd1 was first identified

was performed on a mouse line that consisted of a multicopy GFP transgene subject to

repeat-induced silencing [42, 43] (Figure 1.2). Mice treated with the ENU mutagen can

be screened for a phenotype of interest, leading to the mapping and identification of

the responsible candidate gene. In this mouse model, an increased expression of the

GFP transgene would indicate less effective silencing and therefore the potential

targeting of an epigenetic repressor, whereas decreased GFP expression would

represent an enhanced repressive ability or failed activation activity (Figure 1.2). The

modifier of murine metastable epialleles dominant 1 (MommeD1) was a murine line

generated via the ENU mutagenesis screen which introduced a nonsense mutation in

Smchd1 that resulted in nonsense-mediated decay of the transcript. These mice

presented with a dose-dependent increase in the expression of the GFP transgene,

providing the first evidence of Smchd1 acting as an epigenetic repressor [43].

1.3.1.1 SMCHD1 is critical for X-chromosome inactivation

Many studies have revealed that Smchd1 is critical in the process of XCI [42–45, 50–55].

Blewitt et al. first demonstrated that Smchd1 is enriched on the inactive X-chromosome

(Xi), suggesting a role in XCI maintenance. Whereas Smchd1 -null male mice were able

to survive to adulthood, Smchd1 -null female mice resulted in embryonic lethality by

mid-gestation stage (E11.5) [42, 43]. Further analyses of Smchd1 -null female embryos

revealed that several X-linked genes either escaped XCI shortly after the initiation of

silencing, or failed to maintain XCI altogether [43]. This phenomenon is associated with

CpG island (CGI) hypomethylation on the Xi which is the most prominent phenotype

observed in the absence of Smchd1, suggesting that Smchd1 acts upstream of DNA

methylation [44, 45, 50]. Yet exactly how Smchd1 enables transcriptional repression

remains unknown.

While Smchd1 has not been detected to directly interact with Xist, it was shown that

Smchd1 localizes to the Xi in an Xist-dependent manner in both humans and mice [51,
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of the ENU mutagenesis screen. The GFP transgene array
is linked to the human α-globin gene promoter and enhancer. Mice that are homozygous
for the GFP transgene array have approximately 55% GFP-expressing erythrocytes. Upon
ENU-induced mutagenesis, offspring of transgenic, mutant mice can be screened for changes in
GFP-expressing erythrocytes. A decrease in GFP expression suggests the mutation targeted a
transcriptional activator, whereas an increase in GFP expression indicates the mutation occurred
in a transcriptional repressor, required for silencing the GFP transgene.

53, 55, 56]. Smchd1’s localisation to the Xi is additionally dependent on the

heterogenous nuclear ribonucleoprotein K (HnrnpK), a direct interactor of Xist. Jansz

et al. [55] demonstrated that HnrnpK -knockdown in mouse embryonic fibroblasts

(MEFs) results in the loss of Smchd1’s localization to the Xi in approximately 85% of

cells. However, no direct interaction between Smchd1 and HnrnpK was detected,

suggesting that Smchd1 may depend on factors downstream of HnrnpK. One of

HnrnpK’s roles is the recruitment of the non-canonical PRC1 complex that catalyzes

H2AK119ub deposition via its catalytic subunit Ring1A/Ring1B. Removal of Ring1A

and Ring1B in MEFs resulted in the loss of Smchd1 in 80-95% of female nuclei.

Importantly, this effect could be rescued by overexpression of Ring1B, but not a

catalytically inactive Ring1B, suggesting that Smchd1’s localization to the Xi, as well

as global stability, is dependent on PRC1-mediated H2AK119ub-marked chromatin

[55].

Nozawa et al. reported that SMCHD1 occupies sites on the Xi that are enriched for
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H3K27me3 and XIST, and that its additional interaction with H3K9me3 contributes to

Xi compaction [51]. More recent studies in mouse neural stem cells (NSCs) showed that

there was no difference in the mean volume of Xi in wild-type compared to Smchd1 -

deleted NSCs. Chromatin accessibility studies additionally confirmed these findings as

no X-linked changes in chromatin accessibility were detected, suggesting that Smchd1

is not involved in maintaining chromatin compaction of the mouse Xi [52]. Instead,

Wang et al. reported that SMCHD1 interacts with the two chromatin compartments

the Xi forms, S1 and S2, and merges them to create a compartment-less architecture,

in agreement with the study by Jansz et al. [52]. The absence of SMCHD1 therefore

leads to disruption of Xi compartments, alongside defects in Xist spreading and erosion

of heterochromatic silencing [53]. It is therefore proposed that SMCHD1 is necessary

for the maintenance of Xi architecture.

1.3.1.2 SMCHD1 regulates the expression of clustered genes

Genome-wide expression analyses of Smchd1 -null mouse tissue samples revealed that

autosomal monoallelic gene expression was disrupted at several imprinted gene clusters,

as well as at clustered protocadherins (Pcdh) [44, 45]. Pcdh proteins are a group of cell-

cell adhesion molecules that are predominantly expressed in the nervous system where

they play an essential role in dendrite development and neural circuit formation. Pcdh

genes are subject to random, combinatorial monoallelic gene expression, resulting in

Pcdh diversity that relies on epigenetic regulation of promoter choice and alternative

transcripts [57]. Chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing (ChIP-Seq)

and quantitative gene expression analyses demonstrated that Smchd1 down-regulates

the expression of Pcdh genes by direct interaction with promoters and enhancer regions

of the cluster [58]. In the absence of Smchd1, a marked increase in the expression

of Pcdha and Pcdhb clusters was detected [58]. Furthermore, this coincides with CGI

hypomethylation at the cluster, suggesting Smchd1 is implicated in DNA methylation

in this region. Interestingly, Smchd1 was reported to act in an opposing way to the

transcription factor CCCTC-binding factor (Ctcf), occupying the same sites on promoter

and regulatory elements controlling the expression of the Pcdh cluster where they display

antagonistic effects [58].
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Loss of Smchd1 results in biallelic expression of genes within the Snrpn and

Igf2r -imprinted clusters, which normally exhibit monoallelic expression [45, 52, 58]

(Figure 1.3). Several studies reported that Peg12, Magel2 and Ndn genes within the

Snrpn cluster exhibit complete loss of imprinted expression without Smchd1 [44, 45,

59]. ChIP-Seq studies additionally demonstrated that Smchd1 directly binds promoter

and enhancer regions of these same genes from the Snrpn cluster [58], indicating a

direct role for Smchd1 in regulating imprinted expression at this locus. While the

mechanism by which Smchd1 regulates the expression of its target genes is not well

understood, the most prevalent changes that occur in the absence of Smchd1 are DNA

hypomethylation, architectural changes in the local chromatin environment and

up-regulation of stably silenced genes.

Figure 1.3: A schematic representation of the Snrpn cluster of genes. The maternal
(top) and paternal (bottom) alleles of the Snrpn cluster are depicted. The maternal allele
represents the genomically imprinted and therefore silenced allele, controlled by the methylated
primary (germline) and secondary (post-zygotic) differentially methylated regions (DMRs).
Here, Smchd1 has a role in silencing the four genes: Peg12, Mrkn3, Magel2 and Ndn. The
majority of genes from the paternal Snrpn allele are actively expressed, as highlighted in green,
with unmethylated primary and secondary DMRs.

Studies investigating changes in chromosome conformation upon Smchd1 -deletion in

female cells revealed genome-wide changes to long-range chromatin interactions at

Smchd1 targets, most significantly at the HoxB cluster for which Smchd1’s role was

not previously explored [52]. There are four Hox clusters in vertebrates: HoxA, HoxB,

HoxC, and HoxD [60], all of which encode for transcription factors that are major

regulators of development. The effects of Hox -gene dysregulation observed in

Smchd1 -null male mice were most pronounced in the embryonic skeleton, with varying

malformations in the vertebral morphology that are consistent with Hox -gene

activation. These studies therefore implicate Smchd1 in the developmental regulation
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of Hox -gene silencing in vivo. As absence of Smchd1 correlates with changes in

long-range chromatin interactions, it is suggested that Smchd1 mediates Hox -gene

silencing via higher-order chromatin structure regulation, potentially behaving as an

insulator that prevents promoter-enhancer interactions as a means of epigenetic

repression.

1.3.2 SMCHD1 has a GHKL-type ATPase domain and an SMC-like

Hinge Domain

SMCHD1/Smchd1 encodes a 230-kDa nuclear protein that is conserved across

vertebrates. This large protein consists of an N-terminal GHKL-type ATPase domain

and a C-terminal SMC hinge domain [61, 62]. The two terminal domains are separated

by a long central region that shares no homology with other characterised proteins or

functional domains. However, many FSHD2-associated mutations in SMCHD1 which

are known to lead a loss of protein function are located within this middle region [63],

highlighting a functional importance that is yet to be determined. Recent studies on

SMCHD1’s isolated domains have revealed more detailed structural and functional

information, which form the foundation of this thesis.

1.3.2.1 SMC family of proteins

The structural maintenance of chromosomes (SMC) family of proteins are considered key

organizers of chromatin architecture in all living organisms, and are conserved across all

kingdoms of life. In eukaryotic organisms, condensin and cohesin are the two main SMC

complexes [64]. As their names suggest, their key roles include chromosome condensation

and cohesion, which they are thought to carry out by tethering DNA in a way such that

it results in the formation of DNA loops. Nonetheless, cohesin and condensin manipulate

distinct cell processes and therefore hold different key roles [7].

Cohesin was first discovered as an essential factor in promoting sister chromatid

cohesion and segregation during cell division. Cohesion of two newly-duplicated sister

chromatids ensures their correct attachment to microtubules of the spindle by resisting

their opposing pulling forces. Removal of cohesin then triggers the equal segregation of

sister chromatids to opposite poles in anaphase [65]. It has since become evident that
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cohesin also plays a key role in maintaining genomic stability by facilitating DNA

repair and in interphase manipulating the 3D organization of chromatin, which is

critical for gene expression regulation. Specifically, it mediates the formation of

chromosome loops and topologically associated domains (TADs), which are described

as chromatin regions that more frequently interact within themselves than amongst

each other [7, 66]. TADs and their boundary regions are critical for correct gene

expression, as their disruption has been shown to result in disease [66]. Defects in

human cohesin and its regulators can additionally lead to genetic developmental

disorders, including Cornelia de Lange syndrome and Roberts syndrome, and have

furthermore been implicated in various cancers [67].

Condensins promote cell-wide chromatin condensation in preparation for chromosome

segregation during mitosis, which is essential for the accurate genetic transmission to

each daughter cell [68, 69]. Impaired condensin function has been shown to result in

entangled chromosome arms which have failed to separate [70, 71]. Most eukaryotes

possess two condensins, condensin I and II, which comprise of the same SMC core

subunits but different sets of non-SMC subunits [68, 72]. Despite their structural and

functional similarities, the way condensin I and II associate with chromosomes differ [73].

Condensin I is largely cytoplasmic during interphase and becomes chromosome-bound

from prometaphase until telophase, whereas condensin II is nuclear during interphase

and enriched on chromosomes from prophase until telophase [6].

In terms of protein architecture, cohesin consists of subunits SMC1 and SMC3, whereas

condensin is composed of SMC2 and SMC4 (Figure 1.4). In either complex, each SMC

subunit presents as an elongated rod-shaped protein of approximately 50 nm in length

which consists of a centrally-located hinge domain that serves as the interface for both

homo- and heterodimerization of SMC subunits, as well as a DNA interaction site [74,

75]. The hinge domain is flanked by long coiled-coil structures, in addition to a Walker

A and B motif on either side consisting of phosphate-binding loops that are required for

ATP-binding (Figure 1.4). Each SMC protein brings together its N- and C-termini to

form a functionally active ABC-type ATPase domain, also known as an SMC head. This

is followed by heterodimerization of SMC proteins at the hinge domain, resulting in the

formation of a tripartite ring-like structure in the presence of other accessory proteins,

such as kleisin, which links the ATPase heads of the cohesin complex [74, 75].
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Figure 1.4: Cohesin and condensin form ring-like structures. Showing (a) a schematic
of the canonical SMC protein architecture, with a central SMC hinge domain flanked by coiled
coils and a Walker A and B motif on either side. Diagrams representing (b) cohesin and (c)
condensin protein complexes, highlighting the long coiled-coils forming the SMC arms of the
ring-like structures. (b-c) The hinge domain serves as the heterodimerization as well as DNA-
binding site for SMC proteins, whereas the ATPase ’head’ domains at the opposing end drive
conformational changes of the SMC complexes. The head domains also interact with accessory
proteins, such as (b) Scc1 in cohesin and (c) H/H2 in condensin I/II which are critical for closing
the ring structure, in addition to promoting ATPase activity.

The presence of architectural similarities between different SMC complexes has suggested

they may function via a similar, conserved mode of action. However, the relationship

between SMC protein structure and their function is not yet fully understood. Most

proposed models agree that the presence of long coiled-coil regions indicate the complexes

are able to topologically embrace DNA, whereby for cohesin, for example, two sister

chromatids become topologically entrapped within a single cohesin ring [76, 77]. The

idea of topological entrapment can be envisioned as a ’ring on a string’ model where

DNA entrapment by SMC complexes is dependent on the structural integrity of their

ring-like arrangement. Topological entrapment is a widely-accepted functional model

for the initial loading onto DNA of SMC complexes, as they transition from a V- to a

ring-like configuration following entrapment of either one or two DNA strands [74, 75].
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Exactly how SMC complexes are able to progressively compact DNA has remained

elusive until very recently. The ’loop extrusion’ model became one of the most widely-

accepted theories describing their ability to translocate along DNA, which relies on

an intrinsic motor activity that allows DNA to pass through the central SMC ring

[78]. Such an interaction between SMC complexes and DNA has been characterized as

pseudo-topological or non-topological and is thought to describe the initial contact of

SMC complexes with a promoter or enhancer region on DNA. This is followed by ATPase

activity which drives loop elongation through the central ring, such that at least one or

both DNA interaction sites translocate away from the other site (Figure 1.5). The loop

extrusion model was recently confirmed for condensin using purified complexes from

Saccharomyces cerevisiae via in vitro single-molecule imaging experiments. In addition

to demonstrating that condensin is able to translocate along DNA and generate loops in

an ATP-dependent manner [79–81], Ganji et al. also established that condensin-induced

loop extrusion occurs in an asymmetric fashion as the complex anchors itself onto DNA

and reels it in from one side [80]. This model may therefore elucidate how condensin is

able to compact DNA in mitotic chromosomes in order to enable faithful chromosome

segregation.

Figure 1.5: The predicted loop extrusion mechanism of cohesin and condensin
complexes. (Left) DNA loop extrusion by cohesin is thought to occur bidirectionally as a
DNA strand is extruded symmetrically from either side. CTCF and cohesin are known to co-
localize, where CTCF acts as a barrier to the loop extrusion process by stabilizing cohesin
at CTCF-binding sites and therefore creating the base of the established DNA loop. (Right)
Condensin-induced loop extrusion was shown to occur asymmetrically as the complex is thought
to anchor onto DNA via its ’head’ domains, reeling DNA in from one side only (as indicated by
arrow). In both cases, DNA loop extrusion occurs in an ATP-dependent manner.

While the exact molecular mechanism of function of condensins remains unclear,

recently obtained structural evidence for yeast condensin has implied a model for its

ATP-binding cycle. It illustrates that the binding of ATP to the Smc4 subunit induces
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conformational changes that weaken and release its interaction with one of its

accessory subunits, allowing Smc4 engagement with Smc2 via the bound ATP.

Smc2-Smc4 dimerization induces further conformational changes that lead to the

binding of the second ATP molecule and, simultaneously, to re-arrangements of the

coiled-coils that open the condensin ring [82]. A DNA loop can hence be formed by the

capture of DNA regions which would become the initial base of the loop within the

tripartite ring-like structure of the condensin complex, expanding with the repeat of

each ATPase cycle [83]. On the contrary, cohesin was previously reported to slide

along DNA in an ATP-independent manner, relying solely on passive diffusion [84–86].

Most recently, however, two separate studies have indicated that human cohesin

likewise holds the ability to generate loops by extrusion in an ATP-dependent manner,

but it does so symmetrically in both directions, as opposed to condensin where DNA is

reeled in from one side only [87, 88]. Although this loop extrusion mechanism may

account for how chromosome organisation is achieved during interphase, the role it

may play in cohesion is not yet clear.

Previous studies investigating cohesin function have established that its loading onto

DNA depends on conserved cohesin-loader complexes, named Scc2-Scc4 in yeast and

Nipbl-Nau2 in mammals [5, 89]. The Scc2 subunit interacts with Scc1, an accessory

protein that links the two core SMC proteins at the head domain. Scc2 promotes

cohesin’s ATPase activity, which is thought to lead to the separation of the head domains

and the opening of the ring structure which allows DNA entry. Scc4 does not directly

participate in this reaction, however it was shown to stabilize Scc2 in vivo, as well as

aid in targeting of the cohesin-loader complex to chromatin [90, 91].

Recent in vitro assays suggested that cohesin’s interaction with DNA depends on the

ATP-binding event rather than ATP hydrolysis. It was shown that the binding of non-

hydrolyzable ATP-analogs, which faithfully mimic the ATP-bound state, is sufficient

to initiate DNA loading without hydrolysis [92, 93]. The ATP-binding event is likely

to therefore lead to conformational changes in the SMC subunits that facilitates DNA

entry in the ring. A crystal structure of the yeast Scc3–Scc1 cohesin complex additionally

revealed the complex undergoes direct DNA-binding via surface residues (Figure 1.6),

suggesting the SMC head domains are also involved in DNA association [94].
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Figure 1.6: Structure of the yeast Scc3-Scc1 cohesin complex bound to DNA. (a)
A cartoon representation of the yeast Scc3 (green) bound to a yeast Scc1 fragment (blue), in
complex with a 19 base pair (bp) double-stranded DNA substrate (yellow). An image of a 90
degree rotation around the y-axis of the complex is shown on the right, highlighting the position
of the Scc3-Scc1 complex around DNA (PDB: 6H8Q). (b) A model depicting Scc3-mediated
DNA loading by cohesin complexes, where the Scc3-Scc1 DNA-binding interface recruits cohesin
to target sites.

In humans, the association of cohesin with chromatin is known to additionally depend on

CTCF [95–97]. CTCF plays a crucial role in transcriptional activation and repression as

well as promoter and enhancer insulation, contributing to the establishment of a higher-

order genome structure by defining TAD boundaries. CTCF has been shown to form a

cohesin retention side as it physically restrict cohesin movement, acting as a boundary

to further loop extrusion and therefore creating the base of the DNA loop established

by cohesin [84, 97, 98]. CTCF-bound sites thereby co-localize with cohesin complexes,

where both are required for the formation and maintenance of TAD regions.

1.3.2.2 GHKL ATPases

Gyrase, Hsp90, histidine kinase, MutL (GHKL) ATPases describe a large superfamily

that encompasses members such as the molecular chaperone heat shock protein 90

(Hsp90), DNA mismatch repair proteins of the MutL family, DNA topoisomerases and

members of the Microrchidia (MORC) family of proteins. All members of this diverse

superfamily consist of a conserved Bergerat ATP-binding fold which is essential for

their ATPase activity [99]. First described by Bergerat et al., this fold comprises an

α/β sandwich where three α-helices form a layer parallel to a four β-stranded

antiparallel sheet (Figure 1.7). The lining of the ATP-binding pocket is formed by the

three α-helices which are connected by a long flexible loop, termed the ATP-lid. This

structure is the most diverse among members of the GHKL family, varying in both
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composition and conformation, yet indispensable for function as it regulates ATPase

activity by closing over the nucleotide-binding site [99].

Figure 1.7: Schematic representation of the Bergerat fold. The Bergerat fold describes
an α/β sandwich, where the bottom layer consists of four β strands (β1-β4, light purple) and
the top layer comprises three α-helices (α1-α3, dark purple), where α2 and α3 flank the long,
flexible ATP-lid. The location of the four conserved motifs are highlighted in yellow and labelled
accordingly (M1-M4).

Highly-conserved residues of the GHKL module are largely involved in making direct

contact with ATP. These are positioned within the four conserved motifs of the Bergerat

fold, which are surprisingly situated within loop regions that connect the secondary

structures of the GHKL ATPase, with the exception of Motif I which is located within the

first α-helix [99]. In the classical Bergerat fold, various conserved residues situated within

Motif I include the conserved glutamic acid (Glu) that activates the water molecule for

ATP hydrolysis, and an asparagine (Asn) that is responsible for coordinating a Mg2+

ion to the active site, connecting all ATP phosphates to the GHKL entity via solvent-

mediated hydrogen bonds [99]. Motifs II and III consist of conserved glycine (Gly)

residues that confer ATP-lid flexibility, as they form the hinges on either side of the

loop. Motif IV consists of only two residues, a Gly and a threonine (Thr), which contact

residues within Motif II, helping maintain the structural integrity of the ATP-binding

site [99]. An additional critical conserved site includes a lysine (Lys) or arginine (Arg)

that is located within the transducer domain, downstream of the GHKL ATPase [99].

This residue is positioned within a ’switch loop’ which extends into the ATP-binding site

and becomes positioned adjacent to the γ-phosphate of the bound ATP, demonstrated
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as necessary for catalytic activity as it is thought to stabilize the transition state of ATP

hydrolysis [100].

The ATP-binding event induces additional intermolecular interactions that can result

in the homodimerization of various GHKL ATPases [99]. A domain-swapping event of

the N-terminal β-strand from each monomer occurs, which makes additional contacts to

the ATP-lid and stabilizes the dimer state. Further conformational changes that take

place upon ATP-binding include a rotation of the transducer domain with respect to the

GHKL ATPase via a re-arrangement of the switch loop that positions the Arg/Lys into

the ATP-binding site [101]. These changes result in an intertwined interaction between

two GHKL monomers that are triggered by the ATP-binding event. In some cases, the

cavity formed between two GHKL monomers is able to accommodate double-stranded

DNA, reported for Gyrase B and MutL GHKLs [102, 103], or accessory proteins in the

case of Hsp90 [104, 105]. ATP hydrolysis is then required to release the bound DNA or

protein, as this event leads to the opening of the GHKL dimer. The ATPase cycle of

GHKLs has therefore been described to drive a molecular clamp mechanism [99].

Hsp90

Hsp90 is a molecular chaperone that plays a vital role in cells and is highly conserved

from bacteria to humans [106]. Under stress conditions, its function comprises folding,

maturation and activation of unfolded substrate proteins. Hsp90 is a functional dimer

whose ATPase cycle consists of large-scale conformational changes that include inter-

and intra-protomer interactions. Each monomer consists of three regions: an

N-terminal ATP-binding domain, a middle domain, and a C-terminal dimerization

domain; all of which are connected by long, charged, flexible linkers that aid

conformational rearrangements [106] (Figure 1.8). An N-terminal ’strap’ swapping

event is conserved across the Hsp90 GHKL, however it is not entirely essential for ATP

hydrolysis as deletion of this strap in one Hsp90 subunit was demonstrated to abolish

ATPase activity in the opposing monomer only [107, 108]. Nonetheless, this highlights

that importance of inter-domain contacts between Hsp90 N-terminal domains.

Hsp90’s activity is additionally regulated by the conserved ATP-lid structure that closes

over the bound ATP. The Hsp90 ATP-lid is considerably longer compared to other

GHKL ATPases, leaving the bound nucleotide completely exposed as the ATP-lid points
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away from the ATP pocket [99, 109, 110]. Surprisingly, while deletion of the ATP-lid

across both subunits completely abolishes ATPase activity, deletion of this loop in only

one subunit dramatically enhances activity in the opposite subunit [111, 112]. Removal

of the ATP-lid is thought to block early intra-protomer conformational changes that are

required to drive ATP hydrolysis.

Figure 1.8: The ATPase cycle of Hsp90. The Hsp90 homodimer (green and pink
monomers) depict the three different domains: N-terminal (N), middle (M) and C-terminal
(C) domains. The Hsp90 dimer adopts a V-like conformation in the apo state. ATP-binding to
the N domain induces a conformational change causing the ATP-lids to close over the bound
nucleotide. This further induces the dimerization of the N domains, followed by an N-terminal
strap swapping event which results in a closed conformation. Upon ATP hydrolysis, Hsp90
reverts back to a more open, ADP-bound dimer state, followed again by an entirely open, V-like
conformation as ADP is released.

The activity of Hsp90 is additionally regulated by several co-chaperone proteins that

control its progression through the ATP-dependent substrate activation cycle, likely

by regulating the transition between Hsp90’s conformational states that control ATP

hydrolysis [110, 113, 114]. One of its most potent stimulators is Aha1, a co-chaperone

that plays a crucial role in kinase activation and membrane protein folding in mammals

[105]. It is suggested that Aha1 stimulates Hsp90 activity by accelerating its progression

through different conformational states [112].
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MORC family

MORCs are a family of transcriptional regulators that are highly conserved across

eukaryotic organisms as they are key players in mechanisms of epigenetic regulation,

with emerging roles in chromatin compaction processes [115–118]. In humans, there

are four MORC proteins, MORC1-4, all of which share a similar domain architecture.

They are large, multi-domain proteins that consist of an N-terminal GHKL domain, a

central CW-type zinc finger (CW) domain and a C-terminal region that is thought to

be involved in dimerization [115, 119, 120] (Figure 1.9). Their conserved GHKL

ATPase has been shown to dimerize upon ATP-binding, contributing to the hypothesis

that MORC proteins function as molecular clamps [120, 121]. The way that MORC

proteins may interact with chromatin may therefore be analogous to SMC proteins

such as cohesin and condensin, which use topological entrapping of DNA as their

mechanism of action.

MORC1 is primarily expressed in male germ cells and regulates mammalian germ cell

development and meiosis [122]. It was recently demonstrated that Caenorhabditis elegans

MORC1 is able to form DNA loops in an ATP-independent manner, yet able to be

stimulated by ATP or a non-hydrolyzable ATP analogue [123]. Studies additionally

reported that MORC1 forms nuclear puncta as the protein was observed to diffuse along

DNA and emerge into growing MORC1 foci in cells that can undergo phase-separation

in vitro [123]. These observations therefore highlight a mechanistic insight into how

MORC1 is able to to regulate silencing via chromatin compaction.

MORC2 is ubiquitously expressed in human cells and tissues [124–126]. It contains a

chromo-like domain, commonly found in chromatin-associated proteins such as the

chromodomain-helicase-DNA-binding (CHD) family members, chromobox protein

homolog (CBX) members and chromatin remodelling complexes such as the SWI/SNF

complex. Chromo-like domains are known to be involved in epigenetic regulation and

gene expression control. MORC2 exhibited ATP-dependent chromatin remodelling

activity, hence its function is associated with altering chromatin architecture [126]. In

humans, MORC2 is part of the human silencing hub (HUSH) complex where it is

implicated in epigenetic silencing at H3K9me3-marked chromatin sites, requiring both

ATP-binding and dimerization of MORC2 for faithful silencing [115, 118].
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Figure 1.9: Comparison of gene architecture and protein structure between different
MORC family members. (a) All members of the MORC family have a conserved GHKL
ATPase domain at their N-terminus (red), a zinc-finger CW-type motif (CW) which is an
N-terminally truncated version of the zinc-binding plant homeodomain (PHD) located in the
central region (purple), and various coiled-coil domains (yellow). MORC2 additionally contains
a chromo-like domain at its C-terminus (pink). Cartoon representation of crystal structures of
(b) human MORC2 and (c) human MORC3, encompassing the underlined domains in black
from panel (a). (b-c) Ribbon diagrams are represented in the colour scheme shown in panel (a),
with the addition of a transducer-like domain (gray) shown for (b) MORC2. Zinc is shown in
magenta, AMP-PNP is shown in cyan and Mg2+ is shown in green.

Recent structural and biochemical studies revealed that like many other GHKL ATPses,

MORC3 also undergoes ATP-dependent dimerization [120]. The crystal structure of a

MORC3 construct encompassing the ATPase and CW domains illustrated the binding

of a H3K4me3 peptide within an aromatic cage of the CW domain of each protomer,
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confirming its ability to localize to H3K4me3-marked chromatin [120]. Interestingly,

the CW domains of MORC1 and MORC2 lack the ability to interact with H3K4me3,

suggesting that different MORCs may engage with chromatin via different mechanisms.

The ATPase domain of MORC3 was also reported to display a DNA-binding ability that

is able to enhance its ATPase activity [127]. Similarly to MORC1, MORC3 was also

shown to accumulate in nuclear bodies [121, 128] where its histone binding ability plays

an essential role in its recruitment to chromatin [127].

Taken together, these studies demonstrate that GHKL ATPases are emerging players in

epigenetic regulation, hypothesized to function as molecular clamps on DNA.

1.3.2.3 SMCHD1’s GHKL ATPase region

SMCHD1 is considered a member of the GHKL superfamily owing to the presence of

an N-terminal GHKL ATPase domain [61]. The first study that examined SMCHD1’s

ATPase region generated recombinant protein encompassing the predicted GHKL

domain alongside the downstream region, which is homologous to the transducer

domain in canonical GHKL proteins [61]. Chen et al. demonstrated that Smchd1’s

N-terminal region (residues 111-702) was catalytically active and present as a

monomer in solution [61]. Interestingly, this study also revealed via small-angle X-ray

scattering (SAXS) experiments that this construct adopts a conformation that is

highly similar to that of full-length Hsp90, despite the proteins sharing only

approximately 8% sequence identity [61] (Figure 1.10). The catalytic rate of Smchd1’s

N-terminal region was measured to be approximately 0.6 ADP/minute [61], making it

a weak ATPase, yet comparable to the rate observed for Hsp90 [129, 130].

Interestingly, Like Hsp90, Smchd1’s ATPase activity can be antagonized by the

compound Radicicol [61, 131], which exhibits an IC50 value in the nanomolar range

which is comparable to that observed for Hsp90 [61, 132]. Structural homology to

Hsp90 may therefore suggest the extended Smchd1 ATPase could interact with

additional proteins that may regulate its activity, which is a key feature of Hsp90.

The first crystal structure of a SMCHD1 ATPase construct (residues 25-580) was

recently solved and it revealed the conserved Bergerat fold as its catalytic domain

(residues 110-395) [133]. Pedersen et al. also identified a novel ubiquitin-like (UBL)

domain at the N-terminus (residues 25-110) that undergoes a domain-swapping event
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between two SMCHD1 monomers via an N-terminal β-strand (residues 110-120) [133]

(Figure 1.10 a). The group was the first to describe a dimerization event of SMCHD1’s

ATPase domain, which is not an unexpected finding considering GHKL ATPases

universally sustain the ability to homodimerize [99]. The group showed that SMCHD1

dimerization requires not only the UBL domain, but also the presence of ATP, in

addition to the downstream transducer domain. Surprisingly, the solved structure does

not reveal any interface contacts between SMCHD1 monomers at the transducer

domain as dimerization appears to instead create a cavity between the transducer

domains of two monomers. An explanation for the inability of SMCHD1 to dimerize

upon absence of the transducer domains was not postulated. It would therefore be

interesting to further investigate whether extending the SMCHD1 ATPase construct at

the C-terminus may reveal contacts between the transducer domains, as these

commonly serve as the sites of homodimerization across members of the GHKL family

[99].

Despite providing highly valuable insights into the molecular structure of SMCHD1, it

is important to note that the solved structure of the ATPase construct represents a

catalytically inactive point mutant form. The E147A mutation introduced has

previously been reported and shown to completely abolish the ATPase activity of

Smchd1 [61], as the Glu residue is conserved across members of the GHKL superfamily

and is indispensable for the ATP hydrolysis step [99]. As this crystal structure was

solved in the presence of ATP, it is presumed the E147A mutant retains the ability to

bind ATP but fails to hydrolyze it. Interestingly, dimerization triggered by

ATP-binding is a common feature among GHKL ATPases [115, 119, 123, 134]. This is

closely followed by the closing of the ATP-lid over the active site and the ATP

hydrolysis event that leads to the dissociation of the dimer. If the E147A mutant is

trapped in the ATP-bound state, this phenomenon likely justifies its preferential

dimerization over wild-type SMCHD1. This idea is further supported by native PAGE

analyses where only the E147A variant of SMCHD1 appears to migrate in a dimeric

form under native conditions, while the wild-type or any other SMCHD1 variant tested

remain largely monomeric [133]. Such a discrepancy raises the value of a wild-type

SMCHD1 atomic structure and prompts more in-depth biophysical experiments to

establish parameters such as dimerization affinity for both wild-type as well as the

catalytically inactive E147A mutant.
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Figure 1.10: Comparing the crystal structures of SMCHD1’s ATPase region and
full-length Hsp90. Cartoon representations of (a) the N-terminal ATPase region of SMCHD1
(teal and purple monomers) and (b) full-length yeast Hsp90 (pink and grey monomers). (a-b)
ATP is shown in orange in stick form and an Mg2+ ion is depicted as a yellow sphere for (a)
SMCHD1. Images of a 45 degree rotation around the y-axis are shown on the right. These
highlight (a) the N-terminal domain swap occurring in the SMCHD1 homodimer and (b) the
compact, twisted structure formed by the Hsp90 homodimer where an N-terminal β-strand
swapping event also occurs.

1.3.2.4 SMCHD1’s SMC hinge domain

SMCHD1 is considered a member of the SMC family owing to presence of an SMC hinge

domain [62]. As opposed to canonical SMC proteins, SMCHD1’s hinge domain is located

at the C-terminus of the protomer rather than centrally (Figure 1.11). Structural and

biochemical studies including SAXS and analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) analyses

revealed that Smchd1’s hinge domain likewise forms a homodimer [58, 62]. These SAXS

models suggested that the globular central hinge domain is flanked by two stalks of

different lengths emerging from either side [62]. This is consistent with the presence of

two intermolecular parallel coiled coils surrounding the Smchd1 hinge domain, consisting

of N- or C-terminal α-helices. Such a configuration differs from the long, intra-molecular
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coils that flank the hinge domain of canonical SMC proteins (Figure 1.11). Overall,

these data suggests that the full-length Smchd1 protein may assemble into a head-to-

head parallel dimer without adopting a hairpin shape at the hinge domain, which differs

from the dimeric arrangement that is conventionally found in all members of the SMC

protein family characterized to date. Further evidence for this model is provided by

previously reported negative stain electron microscopy images where full-length Smchd1

appears to form extended dumbbell-like rods with globular domains observed at either

end of the Smchd1 dimer [131], likely corresponding to the ATPase and SMC-hinge

domains.

Figure 1.11: Comparison of canonical SMC proteins and the proposed arrangement
of full-length SMCHD1. (Top) Schematic representation of the proposed full-length SMCHD1
arrangement, comprising of an N-terminal ATPase region that consists of a UBL domain (green),
a GHKL-type ATPase (purple) and a transducer domain (yellow). The SMC hinge domain (deep
red) is located at the C-terminus and is connected to the N-terminus by a long uncharacterized
’middle’ region (grey). Two SMCHD1 protomers are thought to dimerize in a parallel fashion,
where the hinge domain is flanked by short inter-molecular coiled-coils. (Bottom) Schematic
representation of a full-length canonical SMC protein, highlighting the centrally located SMC
hinge domain (deep red) that mediates heterodimerization of SMC proteins and has a role in
DNA-binding. The flanking long intra-molecular coiled-coils fold in an anti-parallel manner,
connecting the terminal Walker A and B motifs to form a functionally active ABC-type ATPase
domain as it folds upon itself. Upon heterodimerization with another SMC protein, the SMC
complex forms a ring-like structure.
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Chen et al. showed that in addition to providing an interface for Smchd1

homodimerization, the hinge domain also exhibits DNA-binding activity [58]. In vitro

DNA-binding assays as well as AUC experiments demonstrated that Smchd1’s hinge

domain displays the highest affinity for single stranded DNA, and in some instances

methylated DNA. Chen et al. also reported that Smchd1 has the potential to bind

RNA [58], suggesting the protein may interact with RNA molecules as part of its

epigenetic function, yet without any sequence specificity in vivo as demonstrated

recently by Jansz et al. [55]. The additional investigation of an FSHD2-compromised

mutation located within Smchd1’s hinge domain, R1867G, revealed the mutant’s

DNA-binding ability was substantially compromised [58], providing a likely

explanation for the loss of SMCHD1 function exhibited by the patient. Taken together,

these findings raise the possibility that Smchd1’s hinge domain is a likely candidate for

recruiting the full-length protein to chromatin binding sites.

1.3.3 Mutations in SMCHD1 lead to human disease

1.3.3.1 Facioscapulohumeral Muscular Dystrophy (FSHD)

FSHD is the third most common form of muscular dystrophy, with a prevalence of

approximately 1 in 8000 people. The condition is specifically characterized by facial,

shoulder and upper arm muscle weakness [135] and is separated into two disease types:

FSHD type 1 (FSHD1) and type 2 (FSHD2), with FSHD1 being the more common

form. In both cases, FSHD occurs due to the de-repression of a macrorepeat array,

D4Z4, located in the subtelomeric region of chromosome 4q. Healthy individuals have

between 11 and 100 D4Z4 repeats, with each repeat unit of approximately 3.3 kb in size

[136]. In FSHD1 patients, this array of repeats is contracted to 1-10 units, which results

in a more permissive local chromatin structure [137]. In the presence of a polymorphic

polyadenylation signal (PAS) on the last D4Z4 repeat, a stabilized DUX4 mRNA can be

produced which is followed by the ectopic expression of DUX4 in skeletal muscle (Figure

1.12). DUX4 is a transcription factor that is normally expressed in germ cells in the

testis and early pre-implantation embryos, but is epigenetically silenced in somatic cells

[138, 139]. Its specific function and exactly how it confers muscle toxicity is not well-

understood. However, it is thought that its aberrant expression triggers the activation of

signalling pathways that are solely required during embryonic development [138]. This
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ultimately leads to skeletal muscle cell death and consequently the phenotypic changes

and symptoms common to patients suffering of either FSHD1 or FSHD2, as ectopic

DUX4 expression appears to underlie both FSHD types [140].

Conversely, FSHD2 patients do not have a contracted D4Z4 repeat array, yet

approximately 80% of them harbour heterozygous SMCHD1 mutations, in addition to

a D4Z4 allele with a permissive polyadenylation signal (4qA) on chromosome 4 [141].

Therefore, FSHD2 follows a digenic inheritance pattern that requires both the 4qA

allele as well as the presence of a SMCHD1 mutation [48] (Figure 1.12). SMCHD1 has

been shown to directly bind and maintain a repressed chromatin structure at D4Z4

repeats [45, 137]. In FSHD2 patients, reduced functional SMCHD1 levels results in the

de-repression of the local chromatin structure at the D4Z4 repeat array, leading to the

downstream DUX4 mRNA expression. A 30-40% reduction in DNA methylation levels

within D4Z4 CGI’s have also been reported in FSHD patients [142], alongside a loss of

repressive histone 3 lysine 9 tri-methylation (H3K9me3) marks [143, 144]. These

results are consistent with SMCHD1’s repressive epigenetic role at the D4Z4 locus.

Further studies have identified SMCHD1 mutations in FSHD1 patients, where these

resulted in an augmented disease severity. These findings demonstrate that mutations

in SMCHD1 are not exclusively found in FSHD2 patients and they may also act as a

disease modifier in FSHD1 patients [145].

FSHD2-associated mutations in SMCHD1 are loss-of-function mutations that range

from deletions and frameshift mutations, to chromosomal translocations and deletions.

These span the entire length of the 2005-amino acid protein, but are least prevalent in

the DNA-binding C-terminal hinge domain [63]. Nonsense mutations are thought to

lead to haplo-insufficiency and therefore less overall presence of functional SMCHD1

dimers. On the other hand, because SMCHD1 forms a homodimer, missense mutations

could exert a dominant negative effect in the dimeric protein, with the presence of a

mutant SMCHD1 subunit in an estimated three-quarters of the dimer population

resulting in malfunctioning dimers [137]. We have recently shown via in vitro studies

utilizing the extended ATPase domain of Smchd1 that in the presence of

FSHD2-associated missense mutations in Smchd1, a decreased ATPase function may

contribute to its overall loss of function as an epigenetic repressor [146]. This

highlights the possibility of therapeutically targeting the ATPase region in an attempt

to boost the activity of the functional SMCHD1 subunits in FSHD2 patients.
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Figure 1.12: Molecular basis of FSHD. Healthy individuals have between 11-100 D4Z4
repeats, alongside functional SMCHD1 protein that directly binds and represses these. FSHD1
patients have a contracted D4Z4 array, whereas FSHD2 patients have a normal D4Z4 array yet
they harbour heterozygous mutations in SMCHD1. In both cases, this results in the de-repression
of the D4Z4 locus, and in the presence of a polyadenylation signal (PAS) which is permissive of
DUX4 transcription, this ultimately leads to skeletal muscle cell death. Healthy individuals can
also harbour a PAS on the last D4Z4 repeat, hence depicted in gray. The SMC hinge and ATPase
domains of the dimeric SMCHD1 protein are depicted in shades of green and pink, respectively,
where the light shades indicate a wild-type (WT) copy of SMCHD1, and the dark shades indicate
a SMCHD1 protein that harbours a mutation. Because FSHD2-associated mutations target only
one SMCHD1 allele, this can result in three possible forms of SMCHD1 heterodimers: WT/WT
SMCHD1, WT/mutant SMCHD1 or mutant/mutant SMCHD1. This consequentially leads to
less overall functional SMCHD1 protein dimers in FSHD2 patients, highlighted by a decreasing
presence of SMCHD1 bound to the D4Z4 repeats in FSHD2 patients.

1.3.3.2 Bosma Arhinia and Micropthalmia Syndrome (BAMS)

Bosma Arhinia Microphthalmia Syndrome (BAMS) is a very rare congenital condition,

with fewer than 100 patients identified to date worldwide. The condition is primarily

characterized by an absence of the nasal area, and is often accompanied by ocular defects

[147]. Affected newborns therefore suffer from severe respiratory and feeding difficulties

that typically require reconstructive surgery to allow for their normal development.

BAMS is thought to arise from a developmental defect during the early embryonic

stages, affecting the nasal placodes or surrounding neural crest-derived tissues [147,

148]. De novo heterozygous mutations in SMCHD1 were recently confirmed in studied

patient samples, suggesting a potential new role of SMCHD1 in craniofacial development

[46, 47]. Interestingly, all identified mutations are missense and they all reside in the

extended ATPase domain of SMCHD1 (Figure 1.13) [46, 47]. This indicates that BAMS-

associated mutations may affect SMCHD1 function by potentially altering its catalytic
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activity. Our studies have shown that several patient SMCHD1 mutants lead to a

gain of ATPase function in vitro, reflected also in Xenopus laevis embryo models where

the same mutations lead to ocular defects that partially recapitulate the phenotypic

changes observed in human patients [46, 146]. Further supporting a gain-of-function

model, treatment of Xenopus embryos with increasing amounts of wild-type SMCHD1

similarly resulted in a small-eye phenotype [46].

The rare occurrence of both loss- and gain-of-function mutations in the same protein

leading to two distinct conditions, BAMS and FSHD, has triggered a further interest

in uncovering SMCHD1’s molecular mechanism of function. While both conditions

share SMCHD1 mutations as an underlying factor, the idea that FSHD and BAMS

arise from distinct defects in SMCHD1 function has become fairly controversial. A

study by Shaw et al. reported that either knockdown or knockout of smchd1 in

zebrafish resulted in a small-eye phenotype, suggesting that SMCHD1 loss-of-function

rather than gain-of-function may instead underlie the pathogenesis of BAMS [47].

However, they were unable to reproduce this phenotypic effect in mouse models upon

the introduction of BAMS-related mutations in SMCHD1. To further validate our

gain-of-function model, we showed via studies in Xenopus embryos that upon mRNA

injection of FSHD2-associated SMCHD1 mutations, no phenotypic changes are

observed [46].

Only two SMCHD1 mutations common to both FSHD2 and BAMS patients have been

reported to date, G137E and L107P. Upon examination of the patient carrying the

L107P mutation, it was revealed their muscle phenotype was atypical of FSHD [149],

whereas studies in the Xenopus model revealed that the G137E mutant resulted in a

decreased eye diameter, alongside a gain of ATPase activity in our in vitro biochemical

assay [146]. This provides further evidence that the G137E and L107P mutations in

SMCHD1 are likely an underlying cause of BAMS and not FSHD2, and that the

patients may instead suffer from a phenotypically similar muscular dystrophy, such as

limb girdle muscular dystrophy, as the two conditions are often misdiagnosed for each

other [150]. Crucially, the potential gain-of-function phenotype observed in

BAMS-associated SMCHD1 mutants reveals the possibility of specifically targeting

active or allosteric sites in the extended ATPase domain to activate the one wild-type

copy of the two SMCHD1 alleles in FSHD2 patients, and boosting SMCHD1 function

in FSHD1 patients even without SMCHD1 mutations. Of particular interest are
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small-molecule compounds that can increase SMCHD1’s catalytic efficiency in

individuals who are at high risk or in the early stages of developing FSHD2 in

anticipation of preventing further muscle cell death.

Figure 1.13: Comparison of FSHD2- and BAMS-associated SMCHD1 mutations.
Schematic of the full-length SMCHD1 gene architecture, highlighting the different functional
domains in various shades of red. FSHD2-associated mutations in SMCHD1 are depicted in black
lines and are found across the full length of the protein, whereas BAMS-associated mutations
in SMCHD1 are highlighted in orange lines and are found exclusively in the extended ATPase
region encompassing the UBL, ATPase and transducer domains.

1.3.3.3 Prader-Willi Syndrome (PWS)

PWS is another rare developmental condition that occurs in approximately 1 in 20,000

births. It was first identified about 50 years ago and is characterized by many features

that include infantile hypotonia, hyperphagia leading to severe obesity, short stature,

secondary hypogonadism with genital hypoplasia, and mild cognitive impairment [151,

152]. There are 11 known paternally expressed genes which are thought to be involved in

the pathogenesis of PWS. This cluster of genes is normally imprinted, therefore it is only

expressed from one of the parental alleles, in this case the paternal allele. PWS patients

have lost the active paternal allele and therefore lack the ability to express several genes

within the cluster entirely [153, 154]. SMCHD1 epigenetically represses four of the

genes on the inactive maternal allele, including a critical gene called MAGEL2 [44, 58].

Inhibiting SMCHD1 may therefore provide a potential treatment for PWS by enabling

re-activation of the maternal allele. Importantly, MAGEL2 and the nearby PWS genes

are only considerably expressed in the hypothalamus in humans [155], enabling the idea

of tissue-specific targeted treatment.
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1.4 Aims

This project is focused on the biochemical and structural characterisation of Smchd1,

with the aim of providing a better understanding of its function as an epigenetic

regulator. In order to provide a complete understanding of Smchd1’s molecular

function, analysis of the full-length protein is essential. Therefore, I foremost aimed to

successfully express and purify the full-length Smchd1 protein with the intent of

performing structural analyses via electron microscopy. The crystal structure of

SMCHD1’s N-terminal ATPase region was solved by Pedersen et al. during the course

of my studies, which led to my next aim of performing more in-depth biophysical

analyses investigating the dimerization requirements of SMCHD1’s ATPase domain

and how these may be affected by disease-associated mutations in SMCHD1. With the

availability of the recently solved structure of Smchd1’s hinge domain, I additionally

sought out to further characterise its functional properties, with a primary focus on

investigating the DNA-binding mode of Smchd1’s hinge domain.
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2.1 Molecular cloning

cDNA encoding Smchd1 (mouse) or SMCHD1 (human) was PCR-amplified and

cloned into pPROEx HTb vector (Life Technologies) for expressing N-terminally

6-His-tagged recombinant protein or into pGEX-2T-TEV (Life Technologies) for

expressing N-terminally GST-tagged recombinant protein, in BL21(DE3) Codon

Plus-RIL Escherichia coli (E. coli) bacterial cells. For recombinant protein expression

in Sf 21 insect cells, Smchd1 or SMCHD1 were cloned into pFastBac HTb vector and

introduced into DH10MultiBac E. coli cells (ATG Biosynthetics) to produce bacmid

DNA for expressing N-terminally 6-His-tagged recombinant protein, as per

manufacturer’s instructions (Bac-to-Bac Baculovirus Expression System, Thermo

Fisher). For transfection and immunofluorescence studies in human embryonic kidney

(HEK293) cells, Smchd1 constructs were sub-cloned into a pcDNA3 vector (provided

by Dr Tracy Willson, Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research).

2.1.1 Oligonucleotides

A list of all oligonucleotide sequences used is outlined in section 2.7.2.

2.1.2 PCR-mediated site-directed mutagenesis

To introduce point mutations, the 5’ and 3’ arms of the construct of interest were

PCR-amplified in separate reactions with the corresponding mutagenesis primers (see

section 2.7.2). 50 µL reactions were prepared with 0.5 µL Phusion High-Fidelity DNA

Polymerase (Life Technologies), 10 µL 5X Phusion High-Fidelity buffer (Life

Technologies), 50 ng of template plasmid (for Smchd1, a pS1180 plasmid containing

the murine Smchd1 cDNA construct was provided by Dr Graham Kay, QIMR

Berghofer Medical Research Institute, Brisbane), 100 ng 5’ primer, 100 ng 3’ primer,

1.5 µL 10 mM dNTPs and up to 50 µL with dH2O. PCR reactions were carried out at

98◦ C for 2 min, followed by 30 cycles of 98◦ C for 15 s, 55◦ C for 30 s, 72◦ C for

30-120 s (depending on length of insert calculated by the extension rate of 15 s/kb);

and a final cycle of 72◦ C for 2 min with 4◦ C hold. Amplified PCR products were

cleaned up with a PCR clean-up kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s

instructions. PCR products were eluted in 30 µL EB buffer [10mM Tris (pH 8)] and
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digested with the appropriate restriction enzymes in reactions containing 1 µL of each

restriction enzyme (20,000 units/mL, New England Biolabs), 5 µL 10x Cutsmart buffer

(New England Biolabs) and up to 50 µL with dH2O. Reactions were incubated at 37◦

C for 1.5 s and the digested fragments were gel purified, as outlined below.

2.1.3 Agarose gel electrophoresis and DNA purification

A 1% agarose gel (w/v) was prepared in 1X TAE buffer [40 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 1 mM

EDTA, 0.1% acetic acid], supplemented with 2 µg/mL ethidium bromide. The gel was

left to set at room temperature before immersion in 1X TAE buffer. DNA products

were mixed with 6X purple loading dye (New England Biolabs) to a final 1X

concentration before loading into wells, and electrophoresis was performed at 100 V for

30–40 min. A Generuler 1kb Plus DNA ladder (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used as

a size marker. DNA bands were visualized under UV light and bands of interest were

excised and purified via a QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen) according to

manufacturer’s instructions. DNA was eluted in 30-50 µL of the provided elution

buffer [10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.5)] and stored at -20◦ C.

2.1.4 Ligation

Ligation reactions consisted of 100 ng of cut vector, 3 µL of insert prepared above, 1

U of T4 DNA ligase (Promega) in 1X T4 ligase buffer (Promega), and H2O to a final

volume of 10 µL. Ligation reactions were incubated overnight at 16◦ C.

2.1.5 Transformation

2 µL of ligation reaction from above was added to 50 µL of freshly ice-thawed E. coli

DH10B electrocompetent cells (Thermo Fisher), transferred to a 0.2 cm aperture cuvette

and electroporated (2.5 kV) using a Micropulser Electroporator (Bio-Rad). Cells were

recovered with 200 µL Superbroth [3.5% (w/v) tryptone, 2.0% (w/v) yeast extract, 0.5%

(w/v) NaCl, 5 mM NaOH] and plated on LG agar plates [1.0% (w/v) tryptone, 0.5%

(w/v) yeast extract, 0.5% (w/v) NaCl, 0.2% (w/v) glucose, 1.5% (w/v) Difco agar, 10

mM Tris (pH 7.4), 1 mM MgCl2] containing 100 µg/mL ampicillin and incubated at 37◦

C overnight.
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2.1.6 Plasmid extraction

1.5 mL Superbroth containing 100 µg/mL ampicillin was inoculated with a single colony

and incubated overnight at 37◦ C, shaking at 220 rpm. Plasmids were extracted using

the QIAprep Miniprep Kit (Qiagen), following the manufacturer’s instructions.

2.1.7 Sequencing PCR

DNA sequencing was performed via the BigDye Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing kit

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Each reaction mix consisted of 1 µL Big Dye v3.1, 1X

sequencing buffer, 250 ng plasmid DNA, 4 µL of 1 µM primer and H2O to a total

reaction volume of 20 µL. PCR conditions were 96◦ C for 2 min, 25 cycles of 96◦ C for

10 s, 50◦ C for 10 s and 60◦ C for 4 min. DNA was precipitated using 1 volume 3 M

sodium acetate, 5.5 volumes 100% ethanol (v/v) and 3.5 volumes H2O, and incubated

on ice for 10 min. DNA was pelleted by centrifugation at 18,000 x g for 20 min at room

temperature. Pellets were washed with ice-cold 70% (v/v) ethanol and dried at 37◦ C

for 45 min. DNA sequencing analysis was performed by Micromon DNA Sequencing

Facility. Primers are listed in 2.7.2.

2.2 Cell Culture

2.2.1 Sf 21 Insect Cells

Sf 21 cells were cultivated in Insect-XPRESS Protein-free Insect Cell Medium with L-

glutamine (Lonza) and passaged when reaching a density of 3.0-3.5x106 cells/mL in

order to maintain log phase growth. For cultivation and viral amplification, cells were

grown in suspension in 1L Schott bottles with up to 200 mL total volume, shaking at

130 rpm, at 27◦ C. For protein expression, cells were grown in 0.5 L cultures in 2.8 L

unbaffled Fernbach flasks shaking at 90 rpm, at 27◦ C.

2.2.2 Mouse Embryonic Fibroblasts (MEFs)

Smchd1GFP/GFP MEFs were derived from a Smchd1GFP/GFP mouse strain generated

on a C57BL/6 background. This strain carries a GFP cDNA knock-in immediately
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prior to the stop codon in Smchd1 to produce a Smchd1-GFP fusion protein [55].

Smchd1GFP/GFP MEFs were immortalized using a p53 knockdown, as described by

Dickins et al. [156]. MEFs were cultured in DMEM (Gibco) supplemented with 10%

(v/v) FBS (Life Technologies) at 37◦ C in a humidified atmosphere with 5% (v/v) CO2

and O2. Cells were maintained by passaging every 3 days using 0.5% Trypsin-EDTA

(Life Technologies) to detach the cells from the plates.

2.2.3 Human Embryonic Kidney cells (HEK293)

Both HEK293 and HEK293T cells were cultured in DMEM (Gibco) supplemented with

10% (v/v) FBS (Life Technologies) at 37◦ C in a humidified atmosphere with 10% (v/v)

CO2. Cells were maintained by passaging every 3 days using 0.5% Trypsin-EDTA (Life

Technologies) to detach the cells from the plates.

2.2.4 shRNA-mediated SMCHD1 knockdown in HEK293 cells

shRNA nucleotides were designed by Dr Andrew Keniry (Walter and Eliza Hall Institute

of Medical Research) to target the 3’ untranslated region (UTR) of SMCHD1 (listed in

section 2.7.3). These were cloned into the LMPEBFP2 (LTR miR30 Puromycin IRES

EBFP2) vector [157]. Retrovirus was prepared as previously described in Majewski et

al. [158] using HEK293T cells. HEK293T cells at 80% confluency were transfected

using calcium phosphate with the MD1-gag-pol structural vector, CAG-Eco and shRNA

retroviral construct in the ratio 8:24:1. Plasmid DNA was made up in 250 mM CaCl2

and precipitated in 2X HBS solution, then added to the cells in media containing 25 µM

chloroquine (Sigma-Aldrich). The media was changed 8 and 24 h post-transfection, and

collected 48 and 72 h post-transfection via centrifugation to remove residual HEK293T

cells.

For SMCHD1-knockdown, HEK293 cells were transduced with shRNA retroviral

constructs, either non-silencing or designed for SMCHD1-knockdown. Retroviral

supernatant was prepared 1:10 in media containing 4 µg/mL polybrene

(Sigma-Aldrich) and added to HEK293 cells at 50% confluency. After 24 h, the media

was changed and 5 µg/mL puromycin (Sigma-Aldrich) was added for selection of

transduced cells.
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2.2.5 Transfection of SMCHD1 -knockdown HEK293 cells

Smchd1-knockdown cells were transfected for over-expression of wild-type or mutant

full-length Smchd1 constructs. 2x104 SMCHD1 -knockdown HEK293 cells were seeded

in a 12-well plate on a 13 mm coverslip (Marienfield Superior). 24 h after plating,

cells at 80% confluency were transfected using calcium phosphate-mediated transient

transfection. 1 µg plasmid DNA was made up in 250 mM CaCl2, precipitated in 1

volume 2X HBS solution [50 mM HEPES (pH 7.05), 10 mM KCl, 12 mM dextrose, 280

mM NaCl, 1.5 mM Na2HPO4] and added drop-wise to the plated cells. Cells were fixed

24 h later in preparation for immunofluorescence studies.

2.3 Recombinant protein expression and purification

2.3.1 Bacterial expression

Recombinant proteins were expressed in BL21(DE3) Codon Plus-RIL expression

competent E. coli cells (Agilent). Cells were cultured in Superbroth supplemented

with 100 µg/mL ampicillin until an optical density of 0.6-0.8 was reached, measured by

A600. Expression was induced with 0.5 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside

(IPTG) for 16 h at 18◦ C, shaking at 220 rpm. Cells were harvested by

ultracentrifugation at 5,000 x g for 10 min, at 4◦ C.

2.3.2 Insect cell expression

Baculovirus containing the recombinant gene of interest was generated by transfecting

Sf 21 cells with bacmid DNA. 1 µg bacmid DNA diluted in 100 µL Insect-XPRESS

protein-free medium with L-glutamine (Lonza) was mixed with 6 µL of CellFectin II (Life

Technologies) diluted in 100 µL insect cell medium and incubated at room temperature

for 45 min. 0.9x106 Sf 21 cells were dispensed per well into a 6-well plate and incubated

at 27◦ C for 20 min to allow adhesion. 800 µL of insect cell medium was added to each

transfection mix and the mixture was pipetted dropwise onto the adhered cells. Cells

were incubated at 27◦ C for 5 h, after which the transfection mix was removed and fresh

media was added. After cells were maintained at 27◦ C for four days, passage 1 (P1)
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baculovirus supernatant was harvested by centrifugation at 1,500 x g for 5 min at room

temperature. 1 mL P1 virus was added to 100 mL Sf 21 cells at 1.5x106 cells/mL and

grown in 1L Schott bottles with agitation at 130 rpm at 27◦ C for a further four days.

P2 viruses were harvested by centrifugation at 1,500 x g for 5 min at room temperature,

and stored at 4◦ C protected from light. For protein expression, 50 mL P2 baculovirus

was added to 500 mL 3x106 cells/mL in Fernbach flasks and cultured at 27◦ C for 2

days, shaking at 90 rpm. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 1,500 x g for 5 min

at room temperature and cell pellets were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at

-80◦ C.

2.3.3 Cell lysis

Purification was performed as previously described by Babon et al. [159]. Cells were

re-suspended in lysis buffer [0.5 M NaCl, 20 mM Tris-Hcl (pH 8.0), 20% (v/v) glycerol,

5 mM imidazole (pH 8.0), 0.5 mM TCEP] supplemented with 1 mM PMSF and 1X

cOmplete EDTA-free protease inhibitor (Roche). Sonication was performed on ice for

5 cycles with 1 s on, 0.2 s off, 22 s per cycle at 50% amplitude, using the Bandelin

sonicator fitted with the VS 70/T probe. To remove insoluble material, lysates were

centrifuged at 45,000 x g for 30 min at 4◦ C.

2.3.4 Protein purification

2.3.4.1 Immobilised metal-ion affinity chromatography (IMAC)

Following cell lysis by sonication, lysate supernatant from cells expressing N-terminal 6-

His-tagged proteins were incubated with nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) cOmplete

His-tag purification resin (Roche) for 1 h at 4◦ C, on rollers. 1 ml of 50% resin slurry

was used per 1 L of cell culture. The resin was pelleted by centrifugation at 1,500 x g for

5 min at 4◦ C and the supernatant was removed as the unbound sample. The resin was

washed twice with 5 mM imidazole buffer (pH 8.0), followed by two washes with 35 mM

imidazole (pH 8.0) and eluted in 250 mM imidazole buffer (pH 8.0). The 6-His-tag was

cleaved by incubation of the pooled elutions with tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease (a

gift from Dr. Cheree Fitzgibbon, Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research)

overnight at 4◦ C. Next day, cleaved protein was concentrated with a 30-kDa molecular
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mass cut-off concentrator (Millipore) by centrifugation for 5 min at 2,500 x g, 4◦ C,

then diluted either with lysis buffer with 5 mM imidazole (pH 8.0) prior to subtractive

Ni-NTA chromatography which was performed to remove uncleaved protein and any

remaining 6-His-tagged TEV protease, or diluted in the corresponding buffer for the

following chromatography step.

2.3.4.2 Subtractive immobilised metal-ion affinity chromatography

For purification of recombinant Smchd1 hinge domain protein, subtractive IMAC was

performed with Ni-NTA cOmplete His-tag purification resin (Roche) to eliminate

undigested protein and 6-His-tagged TEV protease. The cleaved protein was diluted in

lysis buffer [0.5 M NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 20% (v/v) glycerol, 5 mM

imidazole (pH 8.0), 0.5 mM TCEP] and incubated with Ni-NTA resin for 1 h at 4◦ C,

on rollers. The resin was centrifuged at 1,500 x g at 4◦ C for 5 min and the unbound

portion, containing the cleaved protein, was retained. The resin was washed with

increasing imidazole concentrations and samples of eluting fractions were verified via

SDS-PAGE. Fractions of interest containing the cleaved protein were pooled and

concentrated, after which size exclusion chromatography was performed.

2.3.4.3 GST affinity chromatography

For GST-tagged proteins, cell lysis was performed as described previously but cells were

instead re-suspended in a size exclusion chromatography (SEC200) buffer [200 mM NaCl,

20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 5% (v/v) glycerol] supplemented with 1 mM PMSF and 1X

cOmplete EDTA-free protease inhibitor (Roche). Lysate supernatants were incubated

with glutathione agarose resin (Ubiquitin-Proteasome Biotechnologies) for 1 h at 4◦ C,

on rollers; using 3 mL of 50% slurry for 1L of cell culture. The resin was pelleted by

centrifugation at 1,500 x g for 5 min at 4◦ C and the supernatant was removed as the

unbound sample. The resin was washed three times with lysis buffer after which TEV

protease was added to the resin and incubated overnight without agitation at 4◦ C for

cleavage of the GST-tag. Next day, the resin was washed three times with 5 mL lysis

buffer and these elution samples were pooled together and concentrated with a 30-kDa

molecular mass cut-off concentrator (Millipore) by centrifugation for 5 min at 2,500 x

g, 4◦ C.
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2.3.4.4 Ion exchange chromatography

Ion exchange chromatography was performed for the N-terminal ATPase region of

Smchd1 as well as for full-length Smchd1 protein. For the ATPase region, protein

concentrated in Buffer A [50 mM NaCl, 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 0.5 mM TCEP, 10%

(v/v) glycerol] was loaded onto a MonoQ 5/50 GL column (GE Healthcare)

pre-equilibrated with Buffer A and exchanged into Buffer B [500 mM NaCl, 25 mM

HEPES (pH 7.5), 0.5 mM TCEP, 10% (v/v) glycerol] in a 0-100% gradient over 20

column volumes for protein elution. For full-length recombinant Smchd1, two separate

ion exchange chromatography conditions were trialled as a third purification step,

following size exclusion chromatography. The protein, which was concentrated in the

corresponding Buffer A, was either loaded on a MonoQ 5/50 GL column (GE

Healthcare) pre-equilibrated with Buffer A [50 mM NaCl, 25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 9.5),

0.5 mM TCEP, 10% (v/v) glycerol] and exchanged into Buffer B [500 mM NaCl, 25

mM Tris-HCl (pH 9.5), 0.5 mM TCEP, 10% (v/v) glycerol], or loaded on a MonoS

5/50 GL column (GE Healthcare) pre-equilibrated with Buffer A [50 mM NaCl, 25

mM MES (pH 5.5), 0.5 mM TCEP, 10% (v/v) glycerol] and exchanged into Buffer B [1

M NaCl, 25 mM MES (pH 5.5), 0.5 mM TCEP, 10% (v/v) glycerol] in a 0-100%

gradient over 20-column volumes for protein elution. Fractions containing the

N-terminal ATPase region of Smchd1 eluted at approximately 45% Buffer B. These

were pooled and concentrated to be further purified by size exclusion chromatography.

For full-length Smchd1 protein, fractions of interest from the MonoQ column eluted at

approximately 45% Buffer B, whereas from the MonoS column they eluted at

approximately 55% Buffer B. Samples were taken directly from eluting fractions and

subjected to negative stain and electron microscopy analysis.

2.3.4.5 Size exclusion chromatography (SEC)

For purification of recombinant full-length Smchd1 protein, size exclusion

chromatography was performed on a Superose-6 Increase column (GE Healthcare)

pre-equilibrated with SEC500 buffer [500 mM NaCl, 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 10%

(v/v) glycerol, 0.5 mM TCEP]. Chromatography of recombinant Smchd1 N-terminal

ATPase region or the C-terminal hinge domain was performed on a Superdex-200

10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare) pre-equilibrated with either SEC100 buffer [100
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mM NaCl, 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5)] or SEC200 buffer [200 mM NaCl, 20 mM

Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 10% (v/v) glycerol, 0.5 mM TCEP] for protein prepared for

small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments. Fractions containing the

recombinant proteins of interest were pooled concentrated and snap-frozen in liquid

nitrogen for storage at -80◦ C. Protein concentration was measured using a DS-11 FX

Spectrophotometer (DeNovix), using protein A280 absorbance values for 0.1 %

(=mg/mL) of 1.15 for SMCHD1 ATPase region, 0.78 for full-length Smchd1 and 0.687

for the Smchd1 hinge domain.

2.4 Protein biochemistry

2.4.1 SDS-PAGE

Protein samples were mixed with 4X SDS sample reducing buffer [200 mM Tris-Cl (pH

6.8), 400 mM Dithiothreitol (DTT), 8% SDS, 0.4% bromophenol blue, 40% glycerol] to

a final 1X dilution and heated at 95◦ C for 5 min. Samples were resolved by SDS-PAGE

via either 4-12% Bis-Tris gels (Novex) or 4-20% Mini PROTEAN TGX Stain-Free gels

(Bio-Rad), using MES running buffer [50 mM MES, 50 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1%

(w/v) SDS; at a final pH of 7.3] or Tris-Glycine buffer [25 mM Tris, 190 mM glycine,

0.1% (w/v) SDS], respectively. Gels were either stained with Coomassie SimplyBlue

Safestain (Life Technologies) or visualised on a ChemiDoc Imaging System (Bio-Rad)

using a Stain-Free setting.

2.4.2 Preparation of whole cell extracts

Media was aspirated from cultured cells and cells were scraped off plates with cold PBS

buffer on ice, then lysed in KALB lysis buffer [150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-Cl (pH 7.5),

1% (v/v) Triton X-100, 1 mM EDTA (pH 7.5)] supplemented with 1 mM PMSF and

1X cOmplete EDTA-free protease inhibitor (Roche) on ice for 30 min with resuspension

every 10 min. Insoluble material was removed by centrifugation at 20,000 x g for 10 min

at 4◦ C and the supernatant was transferred to fresh tubes. Total protein concentration

of lysates was quantified via the Pierce BCA protein assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific),

following the manufacturer’s instructions.
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2.4.3 Immunoprecipitation

Immunoprecipitation (IP) of Smchd1-GFP from Smchd1GFP/GFP MEFs was performed

with GFP-Trap MA beads (Chromotek). 25 µL of GFP-Trap MA beads per IP were

washed three times in 500 µL dilution buffer [20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl,

0.5 mM EDTA] and added to 500 µL lysate with incubation for 1 h at 4◦ C with end-to-

end rotation. The supernatant was discarded and the beads were washed three times in

500 µL dilution buffer. Bound proteins were eluted from the beads by re-suspension in 40

µL of 0.2 M glycine (pH 2.5) for 30 s under constant mixing, followed by neutralisation

with 10 µL of 1M Tris-HCl (pH 10.4). This step was repeated twice more to obtain a

total of three elution samples. Samples were analysed both by western blot and by mass

spectrometry.

Immunoprecipitation experiments testing for potential Smchd1 interacting partners

were performed using Smchd1-GFP MEFs, where 500 µg of whole cell lysate was

incubated with 5 µg antibody of interest at 4◦ C for 2 h with end-to-end rotation. The

lysate-antibody mix was incubated with 20 µL pre-washed Dynabeads Protein G (Life

Technologies) for 1 h at 4◦ C under rotation. The unbound fraction was collected by

using a magnetic rack to separate the Dynabeads. Beads were washed with 500 µL

KALB lysis buffer three times and the immuno-complex was eluted from the beads

with 40 µL 2X SDS buffer, heated at 95◦ C for 10 min, after which samples were

analysed by SDS-PAGE and Western Blot, immunoblotting against Smchd1.

2.4.4 Western Blot analysis

Samples were resolved by standard SDS-PAGE analysis on 4-12% Bis-Tris gels (Thermo

Fisher Scientific) in MES buffer and transferred to a PVDF membrane (Osmonics, GE

Healthcare) by wet transfer at 100 V for 1 h in transfer buffer [25 mM Tris, 192 mM

glycine, 20% (v/v) methanol]. Membranes were blocked with a 5% (v/v) skim milk

powder in 0.1% (v/v) Tween-20/PBS for 1 h at room temperature. Primary antibody

was added to the membranes in 5 mL blocking buffer and incubated overnight at 4◦ C in

a capped tube, on rollers. Membranes were washed for 30 min at room temperature with

0.1% (v/v) Tween-20/PBS, followed by incubation with secondary antibody for 1 h at

room temperature, which was diluted in 5 mL blocking buffer. The 30 minute washing
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step was repeated as before and antibody binding was visualised using the Luminata

ECL system (Millipore) following the manufacturer’s instructions.

2.4.5 Blue-Native PAGE

Cell lysates or recombinant protein samples were supplemented with 10x loading dye [100

mM Bis-tris, (pH 7.0), 500 mM 6-aminohexanoic acid, 5% (w/v) Coomassie Brilliant

Blue] and samples were loaded onto a 4-12% pre-cast Bis-Tris gradient gel (Thermo

Fisher Scientific) and run at a constant current of 8 mA. The anode buffer remained

unchanged during electrophoresis, whereas the Coomassie-cathode buffer was replaced

with cathode buffer when the dye front had run approximately one third of the way

through the gel. Both buffers were prepared as per manufacturer’s instructions (Thermo

Fisher Scientific). The transfer of proteins onto PVDF membranes was performed as

stated in 2.4.4. Molecular masses were approximated using unstained native protein

markers (Thermo Fisher Scientific) following incubation under agitation with destaining

solution [50% (v/v) methanol and 25% (v/v) acetic acid]. Membranes were rinsed in

distilled water prior to western blot transfer.

2.4.6 Silver stain

Samples were resolved by standard SDS-PAGE analysis. The resulting gel was fixed in

a 30% (v/v) ethanol and 10% (v/v) acetic acid solution for 1 h, followed by a 1.5 h

incubation in a 30% (v/v) ethanol, 0.4 M sodium acetate, 12.5 mM sodium thiosulfate

and 2% (v/v) glutaraldehyde solution. The gel was washed with H2O for 30 min with

several changes, and incubated with a 0.1% (v/v) silver nitrate and 0.02% (v/v)

formaldehyde solution for 30 min. The gel was briefly rinsed with H2O and developed

with a 2.5% (v/v) sodium carbonate and 0.01% (v/v) formaldehyde solution until a

desired darkness was achieved. The reaction was quenched in a 12% (v/v) methanol

and 7% (v/v) acetic acid solution.

2.4.7 Differential Scanning Fluorometry (DSF)

DSF was performed for recombinant full-length Smchd1 at the CSIRO Collaborative

Crystallisation Centre, Melbourne, Australia. Reactions were set up in 20 µL volumes,
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containing 0.3 µL full-length Smchd1 at 1.3 mg/mL, 0.3 µL SYPRO orange dye and

19.4 µL of corresponding buffer condition tested. 14 different buffer conditions were

analyzed, each set up in triplicates, alongside lysozyme as a positive control for each

testing condition.

2.4.8 Cycloheximide chase assay

0.36 x 106 Sf 21 cells were seeded per well in a 12-well plate, to which P2 viruses were

added in corresponding volumes and incubated at 27◦ C. After 48 h, a fixed 10 µL

volume of cycloheximide (CHX) (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to corresponding wells at

final concentrations of either 50 or 200 µg/mL, or 10 µL DMSO for control wells. At

either 0, 8 or 24 h after CHX addition, the media was aspirated and 100 µL of Cytobuster

lysis buffer (Merck, Millipore) was added to each well. The lysates were collected and

pelleted at 16,000 x g for 5 min at 4◦ C, and a Western Blot was performed (section

2.4.4).

2.4.9 Circular Dichroism (CD) spectroscopy

Far UV CD spectra were recorded for recombinant full-length Smchd1 protein (2.5 µM,

in PBS supplemented with 10 % glycerol) using an Aviv 410SF CD spectrometer

(Lakewood, NJ). Spectra were acquired between 190 and 260 nm (far UV), using a 1

mm path-length quartz cuvette, 0.5 nm step size, and 4 s averaging. CD spectroscopy

data were analysed for secondary structure content using the K2D2 online program

[160].

2.4.10 Limited Proteolysis and N-terminal Sequencing

400 µg of purified SMCHD1 N-terminal region protein (residues 111-702) in SEC100

buffer [100 mM NaCl, 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5)] was incubated with varying

concentrations of trypsin (Promega), starting from an original 1 µg/µL stock solution

(diluted in SEC100 buffer), in ratios of 1:2000, 1:1000, 1:500, 1:250 and 1:125 (v/v) to

SMCHD1 protein. Similarly, proteolytic digestion with chymotrypsin (Promega)

(prepared in SEC100 buffer), was set up from an original 1 µg/µL stock solution in

1:1000, 1:500, 1:250, 1:125, 1:62.5 and 1:31.25 (v/v) ratios. Reactions were performed
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at room temperature for 30 min and samples were analysed by reducing SDS-PAGE.

For N-terminal sequencing, samples were transferred to a PVDF membrane via

Western Blot (section 2.7.3). The membrane was stained with Ponceau S stain [0.1%

(w/v) Ponceau S, 5% (v/v) acetic acid] to visualise individual bands, and the band of

interest was excised with a clean scalpel and sent for N-terminal sequencing to the

Australian Proteome Analysis Facility (APAF), Macquarie University, Sydney,

Australia.

2.4.11 Hydrogen-Deuterium Exchange and Mass Spectrometry (HDX-

MS)

HDX-MS was performed as outlined in Petrie et al. [161]. Briefly, a final SMCHD1

(111-702 aa) protein concentration of 1 mg/mL was achieved by dilution in deuterated

buffer [10 mM Tris-d11 (pH 7.5)]. Aliquots were taken at multiple time points (30 s,

60 s, 10 min and 60 min) with the hydrogen/deuterium exchange reaction suppressed

by acidification of the sample to pH 2.5 using formic acid before snap-freezing in liquid

nitrogen. Digestion of the protein was carried out by thawing the sample in a ten-fold

dilution of H2O before addition of an equimolar concentration of pepsin (Sigma-Aldrich)

for 5 min on ice. Peptides were subjected to LC-MS analysis using an 1100 series HPLC

(Agilent) coupled to an LTQ-Orbitrap XL (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Peptides were

loaded onto an in-house packed, reverse-phase trap column (ReproSil-Pur C18 (Dr.

Maisch GmbH, Germany), 2 X 2 mm2, 5 µm) before separation on an in-house packed,

reverse-phase analytical column [ReproSil-Pur C18 (Dr. Maisch GmbH)], 200 µm X 150

mm, 3 µm) housed at 1◦ C. Peptides were loaded onto the trap column at 5% acetonitrile

and 0.2% formic acid, and elution was performed using a gradient rising from 5% to

40% acetonitrile over 12 min, then 85% acetonitrile for 5 min before reconditioning the

column at 5% acetonitrile for 15 min. Spectra were acquired in positive ion mode with

m/z range from 350 to 1850. Deuteration of peptides was determined by analysis of

samples using HDX workbench followed by additional analysis of the HDX workbench

output was performed using in-house scripts written in R (version 3.3.1). Deuterium

exchange per residue was calculated by summing and averaging deuterium exchange

across overlapping peptide regions for each residue.
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2.4.12 Preparation of Fab fragments

Fab fragments were prepared with the Pierce Fab Preparation Kit (Thermo Fisher

Scientific) following the manufacturer’s instructions, using the in-house anti-Smchd1

(N-terminal ATPase region) monoclonal antibody (clone 1D6, see section 2.7.1) raised

in rats at the WEHI antibody facility.

2.4.13 Fluorescence polarization assays

Fluorescence polarization (FP) assays were performed with the Transcreener ADP2 FP

assay kit (BellBrook Labs), as outlined in the manufacturer’s instructions and

summarised below.

2.4.13.1 ATPase assay

ATPase assays were performed as outlined in Chen et al. [61]. 10 µL reactions were set

up in triplicates in 384-well low flange, black, flat-bottom plates (Corning) containing

7 µL reaction buffer [50 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 4 mM MgCl2, 2 mM EGTA], 1 µL

recombinant protein at concentrations ranging from 0.1-0.6 µM or SEC buffer control,

1 µL nuclease-free water and 1.25-10 µM ATP substrate. Reactions were incubated at

25◦ C for 1 h in the dark. Reactions were stopped by the addition of 10 µL detection

mix [1X Detection buffer, 4 nM ADP AlexaFluor 633 Tracer, 128 µg/mL ADP2

antibody] and incubated for another h in the dark. Fluorescence polarization readings

(mP) were measured with an Envision plate reader (PerkinElmer Life Sciences) fitted

with excitation filter 620/40 nm, emission filters 688/45 nm (s and p channels) and

D658/fp688 dual mirror. Readings from a free tracer (no antibody) control were set as

20 mP as the normalization baseline of the assay for all reactions. The amount of ADP

produced by each reaction was estimated by a 12-point standard curve, as outlined in

the manufacturer’s protocol. Data were plotted and analysed in GraphPad Prism.

2.4.13.2 DNA-binding assay

12.5 nM of 6-Fam fluorescently-labeled single-stranded DNA (HPLC purified, IDT)

(listed in section 2.7.4) as previously reported [162] was incubated with recombinant
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Smchd1 hinge domain protein at final concentrations of 0-100 μM diluted in SEC100

buffer [100 mM NaCl, 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5)] in 10 µL reactions. Reactions were set

up in 384-well low flange black flat bottom plates (Corning) in duplicate and incubated

at room temperature for 15 min in the dark. The emission polarization values were

measured with Envision Multilabel plate reader (PerkinElmer) with a 480 nm

excitation filter, a 535 nm static and polarized filter, and FITC FP dual mirror. Data

were plotted and analysed in GraphPad Prism.

2.4.14 ADP-Glo ATPase assay

A second type of ATPase assay was performed using the ADP-Glo Kinase Assay kit

(Promega). Each reaction was performed in a total volume of 5 µL, consisting of 0.5 µM

or 1.0 µM full-length Smchd1 protein, 10 µM ATP and reaction buffer [50 mM HEPES

(pH 7.5), 4 mM MgCl2, 2 mM EGTA]. Reactions were incubated at room temperature

for 1 h, followed by the addition of 5 µL ADP-Glo reagent to terminate the reaction

by depleting ATP, and a further incubation for 40 min at room temperature. 10 µL of

Kinase Detection Reagent was then added to each reaction and incubated for a further

60 min at room temperature. Luminescence was measured using the FLUOstar Omega

microplate reader (BMG Labtech). Data were plotted and analysed in GraphPad Prism.

2.4.15 Electromobility Shift Assay (EMSA)

EMSA was performed as previously described by Griese et al. [163]. Briefly, 50 nM

of 6-Fam-labelled oligonucleotides (Integrated DNA Technologies), as listed in section

2.7.4, were mixed with recombinant Smchd1 protein (either full-length or hinge domain

only, wild-type or mutants) in 0-, 5-, 10-, 25-, 50-fold molar excess over DNA in SEC100

buffer [100 mM NaCl, 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5)] in a total volume of 20 µL. Samples

were incubated for 30 min at room temperature, following the addition of 5 µL of 50%

(v/v) glycerol. The samples were loaded onto a 0.5% (w/v) agarose gel in 1X TBE

buffer [890 mM Tris base, 890 mM boric acid, 20 mM EDTA (pH 8.0)] and separated

for 1.5 h at 4 V/cm at 4◦ C. Gels were scanned on a Typhoon 9410 fluorescence scanner

with a 526-nm short-pass filter (GE Healthcare).
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2.4.16 Filter-Aided Sample Preparation (FASP) and Mass

Spectrometry

Elutions obtained following immunoprecipitation experiments were reduced with 100

mM TCEP for 30 min at room temperature. Each sample was added onto a FASP

column, to which 200 µL of urea/Tris solution (12.5 M urea, 100 mM Tris-HCl) was

added and centrifuged at 14,000 x g for 15 min at room temperature. This step was

repeated once more and the flow-through was discarded. 100 µL of 50 mM iodoacetamide

was added to each FASP column and vortexed briefly before incubation in the dark for

20 min. The columns were centrifuged at 14,000 x g for 10 min at room temperature.

100 µL of urea/Tris-HCl was added to each FASP column and centrifuged at 14,000 x

g for 15 min at room temperature; this step was repeated a total of three times. 100

µL of 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate was added to each FASP column and centrifuged

at 14,000 x g for 10 min at room temperature; this step was performed a total of three

times. 2 µg of Trypsin Gold (Promega) was added to each FASP column and incubated

overnight at 37◦ C under agitation. Next day, the FASP columns was transferred to

new FASP collection tubes. 40 µL of 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate was added to each

FASP column and centrifuged at 14,000 x g for 10 min at room temperature; this step

was performed twice. The peptides collected in the final spin were acidified with formic

acid at a 1% (v/v) final concentration and stored at -80◦ C prior to lyophilising.

Peptides were resuspended in 2% (v/v) acetonitrile and 1% (v/v) formic acid and injected

and separated by reverse-phase liquid chromatography on a M-class UHPLC system

(Waters) using a 250 mm x 75 mm column (1.7 mm C18, packed emitter tip, Ion

Opticks, Australia) with a linear 90-minute gradient at a flow rate of 400 nl/min from

98% (v/v) solvent A (0.1% (v/v) formic acid in H2O) to 35% (v/v) solvent B (0.1%

(v/v) formic acid. 99/9% acetonitrile). The nano-UHPLC was coupled in-line to a Q-

Exactive Orbitrap mass spectrometer equipped with an EASY-spray ionization source

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). The Q-Exactive was operated in a data-dependent mode,

switching automatically between one full scan and subsequent MS/MS scans of the ten

most abundant peaks. The instrument was controlled using Exactive series version 2.8

build 2806 and Xcalibur 4.0. Full-scans (m/z 350–1,850) were acquired with a resolution

of 70,000 at 200 m/z. The 10 most intense ions were sequentially isolated with a target
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value of 100,000 ions and an isolation width of 2 m/z and fragmented using higher-

energy collisional dissociation with stepped normalised collision energy of 19.5, 26, 32.

Maximum ion accumulation times were set to 80 ms for full MS scan and 200 ms for

MS/MS.

Raw files consisting of high-resolution MS/MS spectra were processed with MaxQuant

(version 1.5.8.3) [164] for feature detection and protein identification using the

Andromeda search engine [165]. Extracted peak lists were searched against the Mus

musculus Uniprot database in addition to a separate reverse decoy database to

empirically assess the false discovery rate (FDR) using a strict trypsin specificity

allowing up to 2 missed cleavages. The minimum required peptide length was set to 6

amino acids.

2.4.17 Analytical Ultracentrifugation (AUC)

Sedimentation velocity experiments were performed with a XL-I analytical

ultracentrifuge (Beckman Coulter) using double sector quartz cells and epon

center-pieces in an An-50 Ti 8-hole rotor. Data were obtained at 50,000 rpm using 380

μL protein at 1.0 mg/ml concentration in buffer SEC100HEPES (100 mM NaCl, 20

mM HEPES pH 7.5) as the sample, and 400 μL of buffer SEC100HEPES as the

reference. A total of 100 scans were collected at 20◦ C using radial absorbance scans at

290 nm and a step size of 0.003 cm. All data were analysed using SEDFIT [166].

Sedimentation data were fitted to a continuous size distribution [c(s)]. Fit data is

presented using GUSSI [167]. The buffer density, buffer viscosity and an estimate of

the partial specific volume of the protein sample based on the amino acid sequence

were also determined using SEDNTERP.
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2.5 Structural Studies

2.5.1 Small angle X-ray scattering

2.5.1.1 Data collection

SAXS data were collected on the SAXS/WAXS beamline at the Australian

Synchrotron, coupled with in-line size exclusion chromatography. 55 µL at 4.5 mg/mL

of recombinant Smchd1 hinge domain samples were each loaded onto a Superdex-200

5/150 (GE Healthcare) pre-equilibrated in purification buffer [200 mM NaCl, 20 mM

Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 10% (v/v) glycerol, 0.5 mM TCEP]. 55 µL at 4 mg/mL of

recombinant wild-type full-length Smchd1 was loaded onto a Superose-6 Increase

10/300 GL (GE Healthcare) column, pre-equilibrated in SEC500 buffer [500 mM NaCl,

20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 10% (v/v) glycerol, 0.5 mM TCEP]. For Smchd1 hinge

domain, samples were eluted via a 1.5 mm glass capillary at 16◦ C positioned in the

X-ray beam. Diffraction data were collected with a 1M, 170 mm x 170 mm Pilatus

detector at 2 s intervals over the course of the elution. For full-length Smchd1, samples

were eluted via a 1.5 mm glass capillary at 16◦ C positioned in the X-ray beam and

diffraction data was collected with a 1M 170 mm x 170 mm Pilatus detector at 2 s

intervals over the course of the elution. Data were processed by the beamline control

software, ScatterBrain. 2D intensity plots from the size exclusion chromatography

peak of the eluting protein sample were radially averaged and normalised to sample

transmission. Scattering profiles from buffer alone were averaged for background

subtraction of 1D profiles.

2.5.1.2 Data analysis

Data analyses were performed with the ATSAS suite [168]. PRIMUS [169] was used

to perform Guinier analysis for examining scattering curves at small angles (qRg below

1.3). From this, estimation of two parameters can be obtained: the radius of gyration

(Rg) value, which represents the square root of the average distance of each scattering

atom from the particle centre, and zero angle intensity (I (0)), which is proportional

to the molecular weight and the concentration of the protein. The linearity of the

Guinier plot reflects the quality of the scattering data obtained, indicating the absence
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of high molecular weight aggregates or inter-particle interference. Real-space interatomic

distance distribution function, P(r), and maximum dimension of the scattering particle,

Dmax, were computed by indirect Fourier transform via GNOM [170]. Low resolution

shape envelopes were generated via the ab initio bead-modeling program, DAMMIF

[171]. 10 independent models were built from each scattering profile and were further

compared in the program DAMSEL, where the mean value of the normalised spatial

discrepancy (NSD) of the 10 models were calculated. The most probable models were

aligned by DAMSUP, and an averaged model was obtained via DAMAVER. The final

model was adjusted to correspond with the experimentally obtained data via the program

DAMFILT [169].

2.5.2 Crystallisation trials

Crystallisation trials were conducted at the CSIRO Collaborative Crystallisation

Centre, Melbourne, Australia. Recombinant SMCHD1 protein (residues 111-702) at

concentrations of either 5 or 10 mg/mL in SEC100 buffer [100 mM NaCl, 20 mM

HEPES (pH 7.5)], either in the apo state or pre-incubated with 0.5 mM Radicicol

(Sigma-Aldrich). Crystal trays were set up via the sitting drop method in 96-well

plates under various chemically defined conditions, using the C3 screens: C3-1, C3-2,

C3-3, C3-4, C3-5, C3-6, Shotgun and Proplex, all at 20◦ C. For each well, 150 nL

protein was mixed with 150 nL crystallant and equilibrated against 50 µL crystallant

in the reservoir, via nano-dispensing robots.

A lysine methylation reaction was prepared prior to one crystallisation trial, as described

by Walter et al. [172]. Briefly, 1 mg of SMCHD1 protein (residues 111-702) in 1 mL

volume was mixed with 20 µL dimethylamine-borane (Sigma-Aldrich) and 40 µL of 1M

formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich). The mixture was incubated for 2 h at 4◦ C, on rollers.

20 µL dimethylamine-borane and 40 µL of 1M formaldehyde was again added to the

reaction, and incubated for a further 2 h. The process was repeated once more and the

reaction was incubated overnight 4◦ C, on rollers. The following day, the sample was

centrifuged at 5,000 x g and soluble protein was collected and applied onto a Superdex-

200 10/30 GL (GE Healthcare) column for size exclusion chromatography. Chosen

fractions containing the protein of interest were pooled and concentrated to 15 mg/mL

for crystallisation.
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2.6 Microscopy

2.6.1 Electron Microscopy

To prepare samples for negative stain, 1.2/1.3 µm grids with 2 nm ultrathin holey carbon

(300 mesh) (Quantifoil) were glow-discharged (PELCO easiGlow) for 30 s. 200 ng of

purified full-length Smchd1 protein was applied on the grid and incubated for 30 s,

after which excess protein was blotted with filter paper. The grids were washed and

blotted twice with H2O and twice with 1% (v/v) uranyl acetate solution, then air-dried

for 20 s or until completely dry. Prepared grids were visualized on a FEI Talos L120C

transmission electron microscope (Bio21 Institute, University of Melbourne, Australia).

Images were obtained at x 150,000 magnification.

2.6.2 Immunofluorescence

Immunofluorescence was performed on SMCHD1 -knockdown or SMCHD1 -knockout

HEK293 cells, either untransfected as a negative control or transfected with various

full-length Smchd1 constructs containing point mutations of interest. The protocol

followed is described in Chaumeil et al. [173], with minor modifications. Briefly,

prepared cells which were cultured on coverslips were washed in PBS and fixed in 3%

(w/v) paraformaldehyde made in PBS for 10 min at room temperature. Cells were

washed three times in PBS for 5 min each, followed by permeabilisation in 0.5% Triton

X-100 in PBS on ice for 5 min. Cells were washed three times in PBS for 5 min each

and then blocked in 1% (w/v) Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) (Life Technologies) for 15

min at room temperature. Cells were incubated with primary antibody diluted in 1%

(w/v) BSA overnight at 4◦ C in a dark and humid chamber. Next day, cells were

washed three times in PBS for 5 min each at room temperature and incubated with a

secondary antibody conjugated to a fluorophore diluted in 1% (w/v) BSA for 40 min

at room temperature in a dark and humid chamber. Cells were washed three times in

PBS for 5 min each and counterstained with DAPI for 10 min at room temperature in

a dark chamber. Coverslips were mounted in Vectashield Mounting Medium H-1000

(Vector Laboratories). Cells were visualised on a LSM 880 (Zeiss) microscope at 63x

magnification and z-stacks were acquired. Images were analysed using the open source

ImageJ distribution package, FIJI.
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2.7 Reagents

2.7.1 Antibodies

 
Antibody Manufacturer Catalogue Number Use Host 

D-Smchd1 WEHI, in-house  Clone 1D6 WB (1:2000) Rat 
D-Smchd1 WEHI, in-house Clone 2B8 IF (1:100) Rat 
D-Tubulin Sigma-Aldrich T5168 WB (1:1000) Mouse 
D-H3K27me3 Millipore 07-449 IF (1:100) Rabbit 
D-H2AK119ub Cell Signalling 8240S IF (1:100) Rabbit 
D-Mouse IgG HRP-conjugated Southern Biotech 1036-05 WB (1:10,000) Goat 
D-Rat IgG HRP-conjugated Southern Biotech 3010-05 WB (1:10,000) Goat 
D-Rabbit IgG HRP-conjugated Southern Biotech 4030-05 WB (1:10,000) Goat 
D-Rat-568 Life Technologies A-11077 IF (1:500) Goat 
D-Rabbit-647 Life Technologies A-21245 IF (1:500) Goat 
D-B23 Santa Cruz Sc-32256 IP, 5 Pg per IP Mouse 
D-RBM3 Santa Cruz Sc-390139 IP, 5 Pg per IP Mouse 
D-NAP1L1 Santa Cruz Sc-81328 IP, 5 Pg per IP Mouse 
D-DDX3 Santa Cruz Sc-81247 IP, 5 Pg per IP Mouse 
D-p54/nrb Santa Cruz Sc-376804 IP, 5 Pg per IP Mouse 
D-Smarca4 Abcam ab110641 WB (1:1000) Rabbit 
D-Smarcc1 Cell Signalling D7F8S WB (1:1000) Rabbit 
D-RYBP Abcam ab185971 WB (1:1000) Rabbit 
D-Trim37 Sigma-Aldrich SAB2702009 WB (1:1000) Rabbit 
D-Histone 3 Abcam ab1791 WB (1:1000) Rabbit 
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2.7.2 Cloning and mutagenesis oligonucleotides

 
5’ BamHI Smchd1 1683 aa cgcggatccacacaacagacaactcatattgaagcac 

5’ BamHI Smchd1 1699 aa cgcggatccgaacagaacgagcttaagaagaggc 

3’ EcoRI Smchd1 1899 aa cggaattcactgctttggtactggagctccgaag 

3’ EcoRI Smchd1 1881 aa cggaattcagctttattctgaaggcccccaaac 

5’ Smchd1 A667E ctgtgcccattgCaaagctggatagg  

3’ Smchd1 A667E cctatccagctttGcaatgggcacag  

5’ SMCHD1 A667E gtgcccattgCaaagctggatagg 

3’ SMCHD1 A667E cctatccagctttGcaatgggcac 

5’ Smchd1 V1774G  caaggtcgccagcaagGgttgccccttgattc 

3’ Smchd1 V1774G  gaatcaaggggcaacCcttgctggcgaccttg 

5’ Smchd1 G1872A/G1875A/G1876A gagatagaattagaagtaatgCgaagtttgCggCccttcagaataaagctccgccaatgg 

3’ Smchd1 G1872A/G1875A/G1876A ccattggcggagctttattctgaaggGccGcaaacttcGcattacttctaattctatctc 

5’ Smchd1 R1848A  gcagccaatcattatGCaaaagaggttgttaaaatc 

3’ Smchd1 R1848A  gattttaacaacctcttttGCataatgattggctgc 

5’ Smchd1 R1867G  ctagagatggagatGgaattagaagtaatg  

3’ Smchd1 R1867G cattacttctaattcCatctccatctctag  

5’ Smchd1 R1790A cttccagattggaaaGCacctctacctcatttc 

3’ Smchd1 R1790A gaaatgaggtagaggtGCtttccaatctggaag 

5’ Smchd1 R1796A cctctacctcatttcGCaaatggtaaattacac 

3’ Smchd1 R1796A gtgtaatttaccatttGCgaaatgaggtagagg 

5’ Smchd1 D1842A cattattttggataatctggCtgcagccaatcattatag  

3’ Smchd1 D1842A ctataatgattggctgcaGccagattatccaaaataatg 

5’ Smchd1 R1869A gatggagatagaattGCaagtaatgggaagtttg 

3’ Smchd1 R1869A caaacttcccattacttGCaattctatctccatc 

5’ Smchd1 K1873A gaattagaagtaatgggGCgtttgggggccttcag 

3’ Smchd1 K1873A ctgaaggcccccaaacGCcccattacttctaattc 

5’ Smchd1 S1870M  ggagatagaattagaaTGaatgggaagtttggg  

3’ Smchd1 S1870M  cccaaacttcccattCAttctaattctatctcc 

5’ Smchd1 S1870N  ggagatagaattagaaAtaatgggaagtttggg  

3’ Smchd1 S1870N  cccaaacttcccattaTttctaattctatctcc 

5’ Smchd1 S1870Q  ggagatagaattagaCAGaatgggaagtttggg  

3’ Smchd1 S1870Q  cccaaacttcccattCTGtctaattctatctcc 
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5’ Smchd1 H1856W  gttgttaaaatcacaTGGtgccccacactc  

3’ Smchd1 H1856W  gagtgtggggcaCCAtgtgattttaacaac 

5’ Smchd1 L1710_M1884 aa del cgagcttaaaaagaggcccagaagggacaaacttcggggaatggtcttcgg 

3’ Smchd1 L1710_M1884 aa del ccgaagaccattccccgaagtttgtcccttctgggcctctttttaagctcg 

5’ BamHI SMCHD1 111 aa  cgcggatccacgaaagaacgaattgacttcttacc 

5’ BamHI SMCHD1 25 aa  atagatcgcggatcccacaggacggtgtacttgtttgatc 

3’ NotI SMCHD1 580 aa  acacttcgtgcggccgctcaccttaaaaagtgtaaattttatttg 

3’ NotI SMCHD1 702 aa  acacttcgtgcggccgctcattcatctccttcaggcc      

3’ SMCHD1 199 aa  ccaaaataggaaatatcactcacggcccagttgttaagctgtttag 

5’ SMCHD1 230 aa  gtacagcttaacaactgggccgtgagtgatatttcctattttggtgttggg 

3’ SMCHD1 200 aa  ggaaatatcactatttaaactgcgatacacggcccagttgttaagctgtttag 

5’ SMCHD1 226 aa  cttaacaactgggccgtgtatcgcagtttaaatagtgatatttcctattttgg 

5’ BglII MORC2 2 aa  acagaaagatctgctttcacaaattacagc 

3’ XbaI MORC2 603 aa  ctagtctagatcaagtggaaggtctggtgg 

M13 reverse caggaaacagctatgacc  

5’ pUC reverse (pProEX HTb) agcggataacaatttcacacagg 

3’ pProEX reverse (pProEX HTb) tcaggctgaaaatcttctctc 

5’ BacUp (pFastBac HTb) ccggattattcataccgtc 

3’ BacDown (pFastBac HTb) cctctagtacttctcgaca 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.7.3 shRNA oligonucleotides

Non-silencing tgctgttgacagtgagcgatctcgcttgggcgagagtaagtagtgaagccacagatgtac 
ttactctctcgcccaagcgagagagtgcctactgcctcgga 

SMCHD1 
3’UTR_3 Forward 

tcgagaaggtatattgctgttgacagtgagcgcttggttgtcactaccttgcaatagtgaagc 
cacagatgtattgcaaggtagtgacaaccaaatgcctactgcctcgg 

SMCHD1 
3’UTR_3 Reverse 

aattccgaggcagtaggcatttggttgtcactaccttgcaatacatctgtggcttcactattgca 
aggtagtgacaaccaagcgctcactgtcaacagcaatataccttc 

 

2.7.4 DNA-binding assays oligonucleotides

15mer ssDNA polyC 6-Fam-CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

HS5-1b sense methylated 6-Fam-ATCTGCCACCTGGTGTTC*GA (* denotes methylation) 

 



Chapter 3

Biochemical and structural

characterization of full-length

Smchd1

3.1 Abstract

Smchd1 plays important roles in epigenetic silencing and normal mammalian

development. Recently, heterozygous substitutions in SMCHD1 were found to

contribute to two distinct conditions: FSHD and BAMS. Despite Smchd1’s essential

role in epigenetic regulation, its atomic structure and the molecular mechanisms

underlying its function in both a healthy and diseased state remain to be elucidated.

To provide a better understanding of Smchd1’s molecular structure and function, I

have successfully expressed and purified the mouse full-length 2007-amino acid protein.

Follow-up electron microscopy analyses of the Smchd1 dimer revealed an elongated

rod-like structure that displays a high conformational flexibility, similar to that of

other structural maintenance of chromosomes (SMC) proteins. I have shown that

Smchd1 co-purifies with DNA, which can be substituted for shorter, single-stranded

DNA oligonucleotides in vitro. Immunoprecipitation and Mass Spectrometry studies

revealed known interacting partners of Smchd1, in addition to several new putative

interactors. However, these proteins could not be validated as Smchd1 binding

partners in orthogonal assays.

59
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3.2 Introduction

Previous studies have focused on investigating the individual domains of Smchd1: the

N-terminal region containing the catalytic GHKL ATPase domain [61, 133], and the C-

terminally located SMC hinge domain [62, 162]. Expressing the large 2007-amino acid

full-length protein remained unsuccessful, furthermore hindered by the uncharacterized

central region that connects the two terminal ends. To provide a complete understanding

of Smchd1’s function at the molecular level, I aimed to express and analyse the full-

length Smchd1 protein. A comprehensive understanding of Smchd1 function relies on

obtaining a molecular structure of the full-length protein, which will inform how the

two protomers assemble into dimers, the dispositions of the component UBL, ATPase

and hinge domains, and organisation of the uncharacterised intermediate domain that

connects the ATPase and hinge domains. Such information will also help uncover the

functional effects of various mutations in SMCHD1 found in cohorts of patients suffering

of FSHD and BAMS, thereby providing a foundation for structure-based drug design as

a therapeutic treatment.

3.2.1 Preliminary studies

As part of my Honours research project, I assessed the effects of human SMCHD1

missense mutations associated with either FSHD or BAMS, using an N-terminal

GHKL ATPase-containing fragment of mouse Smchd1 (residues 111-702) to examine

the biochemical properties of protein variants. In vitro ATPase analysis revealed that

FSHD2-associated mutations in Smchd1 generally perturb the ATP hydrolysis ability

of recombinant protein, whereas enhanced ATPase activity was observed in several

BAMS-associated variants [146] (Figure 3.1). Our collaborators have subsequently

used a Xenopus laevis model of craniofacial development to study the functional effects

of SMCHD1 mutations. We previously used this model organism [46], where mRNA

transcripts encompassing either wild-type or specific full-length SMCHD1 that include

point mutations were injected into the two dorsal animal blastomeres of the eight-cell

embryo. Western blot analyses confirmed protein expression of the introduced

SMCHD1 constructs incorporating BAMS-associated mutations G137E, W342S,

N524S and R552Q [146] (Figure 3.2). Varying protein expression levels were detected

for these variants, which may be explained by the decrease in protein thermal stability
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observed for several of these mutants in the context of the SMCHD1 ATPase region

[146]. Upon examination of these BAMS-associated mutations in the Xenopus model,

we observed a dose-dependent small eye phenotype that partially recapitulates the

BAMS phenotype in human patients [146] (Figure 3.2). A similar phenotype was

achieved by overexpressing wild-type SMCHD1 in these embryos, suggesting these

mutations behave as gain-of-function alleles [46]. In contrast, the injection of an

FSHD2-associated mutation, Y353C, did not result in any phenotypic change

regardless of dosage [146] (Figure 3.2). Because FSHD2-related mutations in SMCHD1

are well-established to lead to a loss of overall function of the protein, these results

further support the idea that BAMS-associated mutations exhibit a gain-of-function

phenotype.
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Figure 3.1: In vitro ATPase analyses indicate FSHD-associated Smchd1 mutants
display a loss of catalytic ability, whereas varied changes are observed across BAMS
mutants. Relative fold-change of in ATPase activity (y-axis) of all studied mutants compared
to wild-type (WT) protein, where individual mutations are indicated in the x-axis. G137E is
indicated with a number symbol as the mutation was reported in both a BAMS patient and an
FSHD2 patient, and is included in the BAMS cohort for analysis purposes. -Fold change values
were calculated by direct comparison of 16 points (four ATP and protein concentrations tested
per mutant) obtained for each mutant, compared with the corresponding 16 values obtained
for the WT protein within each assay performed. Statistical analysis was carried out using the
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test, additionally applying a correction for multiple testing.
p values were obtained, as indicated in the outlined box. This figure is reproduced from [146].

Whether a change in ATPase activity accounts for SMCHD1’s dysfunction in both

BAMS and FSHD is unclear, particularly for BAMS where approximately half of the

studied mutants exhibited a gain in ATPase activity, while the remaining showed

either no change, or a loss in activity (Figure 3.1). These discrepancies observed in the
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in vitro biochemical assays across BAMS mutants compared with their universal effect

on Xenopus eye formation indicates they may behave differently in an in vivo context.

In particular, analysis of the full-length SMCHD1 protein may be required to fully

recapitulate mutation-associated changes in vitro. One of my aims was therefore to

examine the effects of FSHD and BAMS-associated mutations in the context of

full-length Smchd1. The main challenge I anticipated was the successful expression and

purification of full-length Smchd1. Smchd1 is a large protein of 220 kilodaltons (kDa)

that assembles into homodimers, and is predicted to be conformationally flexible. We

have recently made advances in studying the structural and biochemical properties of

Smchd1’s two terminal domains: the C-terminal hinge domain (Chapter 4) [162] and

the N-terminal ATPase (Chapter 5). However, the central region that links these two

entities together consists of a ∼1000 amino acid stretch of unknown function or

tertiary structure. Structural studies of the full-length Smchd1 protein will therefore

inform what lies in this central region, and overall contribute to our understanding

about the molecular mechanisms that underlie its function.

Figure 3.2: BAMS-associated mutations in SMCHD1 result in a decreased eye
diameter in Xenopus laevis. (a) Synthesized mRNA encoding full-length human SMCHD1
was injected into the two dorsal animal blastomeres at the 8-cell stage to target the head
structures. (b-e) Representative images of stage 45 tadpoles that were (b) uninjected, (c) injected
with WT mRNA, or (d-e) injected with R552Q mRNA. (f) Western blot showing that all injected
mRNAs produced full-length SMCHD1 protein. Y353C mRNA has been tested previously [46].
(g) Measurements of eye diameter of tadpoles show that all BAMS-associated mutants cause a
significant reduction in eye size. n indicates the number of embryos analyzed. Data are shown
as mean values ± standard deviation (S.D.), and p values were calculated by one-way ANOVA
followed by Dunn’s post-test. n.s., not significant; ***, p≤0.001. This figure is reproduced from
[146].
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 The Smchd1 gene is well-conserved among orthologs

The mouse Smchd1 encodes a 2007-amino acid protein, compared to 2005 residues

present in human SMCHD1. This large protein is ubiquitously expressed and

well-conserved across mammals, sharing beyond 80% sequence identity (Figure 3.3). In

particular, a high sequence conservation is highlighted within the two functional

domains of SMCHD1: the N-terminal GHKL ATPase domain (core residues 121-395)

and the C-terminal SMC hinge domain (core residues 1710-1884) (Figure 3.3).

3.3.2 Secondary structure prediction of the full-length Smchd1 protein

As mentioned above, the central region of full-length Smchd1 that links the ATPase

and SMC hinge domains remains entirely uncharacterised, yet this region constitutes

approximately half of the full-length protein. Using the secondary structure protein

prediction software, PredictProtein [176], it is suggested the central region of Smchd1

is composed almost entirely of β-strands (Figure 3.4). This differs from canonical SMC

proteins, where the central region linking the ATPase and SMC hinge domains is

predominantly α-helical, forming long coiled-coil regions that are thought to enable

their unique role in chromatin manipulation. In Smchd1, short coiled-coil regions are

instead predicted to flank the hinge domain [62, 162], highlighted also by the predicted

extended α-helical regions in Figure 3.4. Such a difference in gene architecture and

protein arrangement between Smchd1 and canonical SMC proteins likely reflects

important functional differences.
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1       10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80     

 1 H_sapiens   MAA         S      G     RTV LFDRR          L       Y  FR  VCQ   IS  E FVITTT RKEIT     A G  P G   G   D GG G    Y      KESELGDR  QVGE SD AG  A    T G  PE K      S     CD    D GG G A V TEE    V H         E        P     R        C    L                     

 2 M_musculus  MAA         S      G     RTV LFDRR          L       Y  FR  VCQ   IS  E FVITTT RKEIT      G   P G   G G D   DG    Y      KDSELGDRA QV E  D AG  AS   T G   E K      S     CN   E ASD A L E S R  AV  C         G            S HA            I   S                 

 3 R_norvegicus MAA         S      G     RTV LFDRR          L       Y  FR  VCQ   IS  E FVITTT RKEIT      G   P G   G G D   DG    Y      KDSELGDRA QV E    A   AS   T G   E K      S     CD   E AKD G L K S R  DI  C         G            P RAG  E        I   S                 

 4 G_gallus    MAA         S      G     RTV LFDRR          L       Y  FR  VCQ   IS  E FVITTT RKEIT     AGG              GGD     F       Q D  E     G  S   G         G  PD               D      SRGARK MQLSPR    ..         RE A PD KV SY KN . R   SA   AF      N      N     E 

 5 S_scrofa    MAA         S      G     RTV LFDRR          L       Y  FR  VCQ   IS  E FVITTT RKEIT     AGG  P     G G   GGD     Y      KESELGERA QVGE SD     AS   T    PE K      S     CD      GG ... V T EG    SY         E              L   SA        LA                    

   90       100       110       120       130       140       150       160       170

 1 H_sapiens   NF   V DGVTLY LQ V Q LL ATKERIDF PHYDTLVKSGMYEYYASEGQNPLPFALAELIDNSLSAT RN   R IQIKLL  DET K      L  S N    T        L                                      S   GV R                          L                                                     I          

 2 M_musculus  NF   V DGVTLY LQ V Q LL ATKERIDF PHYDTLVKSGMYEYYASEGQNPLPFALAELIDNSLSAT RN   R IQIKLL  D T K      L  S D    T        L                                      S   GV R         H                S                                                     N          

 3 R_norvegicus NF   V DGVTLY LQ V Q LL ATKERIDF PHYDTLVKSGMYEYYASEGQNPLPFALAELIDNSLSAT RN   R IQIKLL  DDT K      L  S D    T                                               S   GV R                          S           V                                         V          

 4 G_gallus    NF   V DGVTLY LQ V Q LL ATKERIDF PHYDTLVKSGMYEYYASEGQNPLPFALAELIDNSLSAT RN   R IQIKLL   E         L  S D             L                                           I          K L Q             T  S                                               A  TS  S      

 5 S_scrofa    NF   V DGVTLY LQ V Q LL ATKERIDF PHYDTLVKSGMYEYYASEGQNPLPFALAELIDNSLSAT RN   R IQIKLL  DET K           N    T        L                                      S   GV R                   V  T   L                                                     A          

       180       190       200       210       220       230       240       250     

 1 H_sapiens   FD   GKPAVAV DNGRGMTSKQLNNWAVYRLSKFTRQGDFESDHSGYVRP PVPRSLNSDISYFGVGGKQAVFFVGQSARMISK  ETQ       I                                                                                                                           V                                 

 2 M_musculus  FD   GKPAVAV DNGRGMTSKQLNNWAVYRLSKFTRQGDFESDHSGYVRP PVPRSLNSDISYFGVGGKQAVFFVGQSARMISK  ETQ       V                                      L                                 

 3 R_norvegicus FD   GKPAVAV DNGRGMTSKQLNNWAVYRLSKFTRQGDFESDHSGYVRP PVPRSLNSDISYFGVGGKQAVFFVGQSARMISK  ETQ       V                                                                                                                           V                                 

 4 G_gallus    FD   GKPAVAV DNGRGMTSKQLNNWAVYRLSKFTRQGDFESDHSGYVRP PVPRSLNSDISYFGVGGKQAVFFVGQSARMISK  D N       I                                      L                                    S                                                                                 

 5 S_scrofa    FD   GKPAVAV DNGRGMTSKQLNNWAVYRLSKFTRQGDFESDHSGYVRP PVPRSLNSDISYFGVGGKQAVFFVGQSARMISK  ETQ       V                                      L                                 

  260       270       280       290       300       310       320       330       340

 1 H_sapiens   P DS DVHEL LSKEDFEKKEKNKEAIY G IRNRKP DS HITNDDERFLH LI EE  K SFTAV ITGVQPEHIQYLKNY   A  Q     V                 S Y      S  V                 KE D     V               FH                                                    H  I                             

 2 M_musculus  P DS DVHEL LSKEDFEKKEKNKEAIY G IRNRKP DS HITNDDERFLH LI EE  K SFTAV ITGVQPEHIQYLKNY            V                 S Y                     N     KE D     V                H I  K                                A  A              E                           L 

 3 R_norvegicus P DS DVHEL LSKEDFEKKEKNKEAIY G IRNRKP DS HITNDDERFLH LI EE  K SFTAV ITGVQPEHIQYLKNY            V                 S Y         V           N     KE D     V               FH I  K                                A                 V                             

 4 G_gallus    P DS DVHEL LSKEDFEKKEKNKEAIY G IRNRKP DS HITNDDERFLH LI EE  K SFTAV ITGVQPEHIQYLKNY   A  Q     V                   F      S              N      D E     I               FH                            C           T              L  R                          

 5 S_scrofa    P DS DVHEL LSKEDFEKKEKNKEAIY G IRNRKP DS HITNDDERFLH LI EE  K SFTAV ITGVQPEHIQYLKNY   A  Q                       S Y      S  V           Q     KE D     V               F           L                                            S                            L

       350       360        370       380       390       400       410       420    

 1 H_sapiens   LWTRQL HIYHYYIHGPKGNE     K   PFNNIDIEIS FEKGK PKI NLREI DDMQTLY NTA DSFEFKA V GDG VE      A              I T   EV           M         V     Q       V   A       H E   V                        R .S   E                V                                      

 2 M_musculus  LWTRQL HIYHYYIHGPKGNE     K   PFNNIDIEIS FEKGK PKI NLREI DDMQTLY NTA DSFEFKA V GDG VE                     I T    IG          L     T   I     Q       I           H E   V        T               S .A A                                        S                

 3 R_norvegicus LWTRQL HIYHYYIHGPKGNE     K   PFNNIDIEIS FEKGK PKI NLREI DDMQTLY NTA DSFEFKA V GDG VE                     I T   DVG          L     T   V     Q       I           H E   V        T               S .A                                          S                

 4 G_gallus    LWTRQL HIYHYYIHGPKGNE     K   PFNNIDIEIS FEKGK PKI NLREI DDMQTLY NTA DSFEFKA V GDG VE      A                     V           M         V             I   A         D   I                       ANAVT S S                V         K                   L        

 5 S_scrofa    LWTRQL HIYHYYIHGPKGNE     K   PFNNIDIEIS FEKGK PKI NLREI DDMQTLY NTA DSFEFKA V GDG VE      A                    EVG          M     T   V     E       I   A       H E   V                       KRS.S                                                           

   430       440       450       460       470       480       490       500         

 1 H_sapiens   G IRYHPFLYD ET PDDP FPS L D DD DDC    K ARGKRPIFECFWNGRLIPYTSV DFDWC PPKKRGL P EC NRI I         R  Y    C   K K E  E   FI E A                      E             A I  Y                                       L                               T                

 2 M_musculus  G IRYHPFLYD ET PDDP FPS L D DD DDC    K ARGKRPIFECFWNGRLIPYTSV DFDWC PPKKRGL P EC NRI V         R  F    C   K K E  D   FI E A                            A         I  F                                       S                         G             V        

 3 R_norvegicus G IRYHPFLYD ET PDDP FPS L D DD DDC    K ARGKRPIFECFWNGRLIPYTSV DFDWC PPKKRGL P EC NRI V         R  Y    C   K   E  D   FI E A                      E     A       A I  F                            R          P                                                

 4 G_gallus    G IRYHPFLYD ET PDDP FPS L D DD DDC    K ARGKRPIFECFWNGRLIPYTSV DFDWC PPKKRGL P EC NRI I            F            D  D      E                        E     A       A V  Y              K       S   R N        LMI  G                                             

 5 S_scrofa    G IRYHPFLYD ET PDDP FPS L D DD DDC    K ARGKRPIFECFWNGRLIPYTSV DFDWC PPKKRGL P EC NRI I            Y    C   K K E  D   FI D A                      E     A       A I  Y              K                        L                                                

510       520       530       540       550       560       570       580       590    

 1 H_sapiens   SG LFTNDKFQVSTNKLTFMDLELKLKDKNTLFTRI NGQEQRMKIDREFALWLKDCHEK DKQIKFT FKG  TR DLP K  Q  A                                 L                       Y       L   VI  P   S K                                                                                     . 

 2 M_musculus  SG LFTNDKFQVSTNKLTFMDLELKLKDKNTLFTRI NGQEQRMKIDREFALWLKDCHEK DKQIKFT FKG  TR DLP K  Q  A                                 L                               L   II  P     K                                                              H                   T  . 

 3 R_norvegicus SG LFTNDKFQVSTNKLTFMDLELKLKDKNTLFTRI NGQEQRMKIDREFALWLKDCHEK DKQIKFT FKG  TR DLP K  Q  A                                 L                               L   II  P   S K                                                              H                      . 

 4 G_gallus    SG LFTNDKFQVSTNKLTFMDLELKLKDKNTLFTRI NGQEQRMKIDREFALWLKDCHEK DKQIKFT FKG  TR DLP K  Q                                                            Y           I       S      T                                 F                               V    T  T     RM 

 5 S_scrofa    SG LFTNDKFQVSTNKLTFMDLELKLKDKNTLFTRI NGQEQRMKIDREFALWLKDCHEK DKQIKFT FKG  TR DLP K  Q  A                                 L                       Y       L   II  P   S K                                                                                     . 

    600       610       620       630       640       650       660       670        

 1 H_sapiens    PWA   AIEWDGK  K GQLVKTIKTLP  YGSI  FFL GDHDG   ATGGEVQIA EPQALY E  TVPI KLDRTV  K  G   TY        IY A           LF    VR   Y     EVY         M      D V     A      AE AV      A                                                             R                

 2 M_musculus   PWA   AIEWDGK  K GQLVKTIKTLP  YGSI  FFL GDHDG   ATGGEVQIA EPQALY E  TVPI KLDRTV  K  G   TFS       IY A           L     VR         EVY         M      D IK    A      AE  I                              C         H                                          T 

 3 R_norvegicus  PWA   AIEWDGK  K GQLVKTIKTLP  YGSI  FFL GDHDG   ATGGEVQIA EPQALY E  TVPI KLDRTV  K  G   TFS       IY A           LF    VR         EVY         M      D IK    A      AE  I                                        H                                          T 

 4 G_gallus     PWA   AIEWDGK  K GQLVKTIKTLP  YGSI  FFL GDHDG   ATGGEVQIA EPQALY E  TVPI KLDRTV  K       YS        F              F         Y     DIF         L         K            D AVS   I         T  T           I     EK                            A M     S      S    

 5 S_scrofa     PWA   AIEWDGK  K GQLVKTIKTLP  YGSI  FFL GDHDG   ATGGEVQIA EPQALY E  TVPI KLDRTV  K  G   TYS       VF A           LF    V    Y     EVY         M      D V     A      AE AV                                    K                               R                

680       690       700       710       720       730       740       750       760   

 1 H_sapiens    KY EDEMARLPD LSVTWPEGDEL PNE R AGTPIGALRIEILNKKGEAMQKLPGTSHGGSKKLLVELKVILH   GNKEIISK  V         R           L   V P                                           SSS       

 2 M_musculus   KY EDEMARLPD LSVTWPEGDEL PNE R AGTPIGALRIEILNKKGEAMQKLPGTSHGGSKKLLVELKVILH   GNKEIIS   V         R           L   V P                                            SS       R                                                                          T         

 3 R_norvegicus  KY EDEMARLPD LSVTWPEGDEL PNE R AGTPIGALRIEILNKKGEAMQKLPGTSHGGSKKLLVELKVILH   GNKEIIS   V         R               V P                                            SS       R                        V                                                 T         

 4 G_gallus     KY EDEMARLPD LSVTWPEGDEL PNE R AGTPIGALRIEILNKKGEAMQKLPGTSHGGSKKLLVELKVILH   GNKEIISK  I                     L                                                 S                      K               T L                                            PA       

 5 S_scrofa     KY EDEMARLPD LSVTWPEGDEL PNE R AGTPIGALRIEILNKKGEAMQKLPGTSHGGSKKLLVELKVILH   GNKEIISK  V         R           L   V P                                           SSS       

    770       780       790       800       810       820       830       840        

 1 H_sapiens   HISQHGGKWPYWFKKMEN  KLGNYTLKLQVVLNESNADTYAGR LPSK  KF   EGK EKFS GLL  PFRVGVPFNIP E Q                  IQ                        P    AI  SVK   P    F   D            L F                                                                      L               

 2 M_musculus  HISQHGGKWPYWFKKMEN  KLGNYTLKLQVVLNESNADTYAGR LPSK  KF   EGK EKFS GLL  PFRVGVPFNIP E Q                  IQ                              I  SVK   P    F   D            L                                               S    V                   S             L 

 3 R_norvegicus HISQHGGKWPYWFKKMEN  KLGNYTLKLQVVLNESNADTYAGR LPSK  KF   EGK EKFS GLL  PFRVGVPFNIP E Q                  IQ                             AI  SVK   P    F   D            L F                                             S                        S               

 4 G_gallus    HISQHGGKWPYWFKKMEN  KLGNYTLKLQVVLNESNADTYAGR LPSK  KF   EGK EKFS GLL  PFRVGVPFNIP E Q                   Q                        P         I             E            L                     L                              TF  T V   A    V    L             L 

 5 S_scrofa    HISQHGGKWPYWFKKMEN  KLGNYTLKLQVVLNESNADTYAGR LPSK  KF   EGK EKFS GLL  PFRVGVPFNIP E Q                  I                         P    AI  SVK   P    F   D              F                    H                                                 P           V   

850       860       870       880       890       900       910       920       930   

 1 H_sapiens   DEFGH   L  DI P  EASGL L YE  T G NC I GV AKG VNSCQGKN NLKV LPGLKED  ILKIRL PG P  LKVK     T Q     Q VL     S H  EI K P  V    T   P        Y    T       SQ      L     R          S  VT                          R                                       H R     

 2 M_musculus  DEFGH   L  DI P  EASGL L YE  T G NC I GV AKG VNSCQGKN NLKV LPGLKED  ILKIRL PG P  LKVK     TTQ     E VL     S H   I K P  V Q      P        F            SQ      L  P H              LS                G            V                 I                     Q    

 3 R_norvegicus DEFGH   L  DI P  EASGL L YE  T G NC I GV AKG VNSCQGKN NLKV LPGLKED  ILKIRL PG P  LKVK     TTQ     Q VL     S H  EI K P  V Q      P        F            SQ      L  P HR             LS                             I                 I                          

 4 G_gallus    DEFGH   L  DI P  EASGL L YE  T G NC I GV AKG VNSCQGKN NLKV LPGLKED  ILKIRL PG P  LKVK      T        IL          E       I    T            F    T                  P HR         A R TN  K        T Q   L A A    K      C                     TK      Q          

 5 S_scrofa    DEFGH   L  DI P  EASGL L YE  T G NC I GV AKG VNSCQGKN NLKV LPGLKED  ILKIRL PG P  LKVK     T Q     Q V      S H  EI K P  V Q  T   P        F    T        Q      L  P  R          S  SA     F                                                 T            R     

    940       950       960       970       980       990      1000       1010       

 1 H_sapiens   PDSE L IENGTAFPFQVEV DES N T QPKLIV  KF GA NLP Y VDCS  GT IL G  I VQNIKKDQ  L A IEIPS    I V             L   D I A      HC     P   V      SS  S  T S  Q         T K R                                            S        V              A          .          

 2 M_musculus  PDSE L IENGTAFPFQVEV DES N T QPKLIV  KF GA NLP Y VDCS  GT IL G  I VQNIKKDQ  L A IEIPS    V V                 D I A      HC  L  P   V      SS  S  T S  Q         T   R                         V                           T              P          K  T       

 3 R_norvegicus PDSE L IENGTAFPFQVEV DES N T QPKLIV  KF GA NLP Y VDCS  GT IL G  I VQNIKKDQ  L A IEIPS    I V                 D I A          L  P   V      SS  S  T S  Q         T   R                         V              QG           T              P          .  T       

 4 G_gallus    PDSE L IENGTAFPFQVEV DES N T QPKLIV  KF GA NLP Y VDCS  GT IL G  I VQNIKKDQ  L A IEIPS    I               L     V        HC         V             T                K R           K                 G   V          S  S     S    NA  N    PV H        .M         

 5 S_scrofa    PDSE L IENGTAFPFQVEV DES N T QPKLIV  KF GA NLP Y VDCS  GT IL G  I VQNIKKDQ  L A IEIPS    I V             L   E I A      HC  L  P   I      SS  S       Q         T K                                                       V           S PA          .    K     

1020      1030      1040      1050      1060      1070      1080      1090      1100  

 1 H_sapiens   CKDV PVEK IKLLPSSH A LQI S   QKAIQIKHQDE  W AGD   NLIFQMYDEGEREI IT   AEKIKVNWTP  N E         T        V R   F VEG           VN I   IM               N    L          EI K     A                                            H                 SA                

 2 M_musculus  CKDV PVEK IKLLPSSH A LQI S   QKAIQIKHQDE  W AGD   NLIFQMYDEGEREI IT   AEKIKVNWTP  N E         T              F VE            V  V   V R              N  P L          EV K     S             A C       E            T      I                   S                

 3 R_norvegicus CKDV PVEK IKLLPSSH A LQI S   QKAIQIKHQDE  W AGD   NLIFQMYDEGEREI IT   AEKIKVNWTP  N E         T        V     F VEG           VN I   VMR              N  P L          EV K     S               C                                               S                

 4 G_gallus    CKDV PVEK IKLLPSSH A LQI S   QKAIQIKHQDE  W AGD   NLIFQMYDEGEREI IT   AEKIKVNWTP  N E                  V R      NG           IN V   IM                  P             I       P    M              L M                      H              H   TV          R  R 

 5 S_scrofa    CKDV PVEK IKLLPSSH A LQI S   QKAIQIKHQDE  W AGD   NLIFQMYDEGEREI IT   AEKIKVNWTP  N E         T        V R   F VEG           VN I   VMR                   L          EI K     A                                                           H  SA                

    1110      1120      1130      1140      1150      1160      1170      1180       

 1 H_sapiens    L QGLLPDV VPTSVKD RYC  S  DDHV LESAFT RPLPD P H KC   G  T Q G  LQGE      DQYGNQ     H L       Q           QV FQ    S      V     E K L  EMK GK V M QE    VVIIIT      IQAFS                  M                                                                  

 2 M_musculus   L QGLLPDV VPTSVKD RYC  S  DDHV LESAFT RPLPD P H KC   G  T Q G  LQGE      DQYGNQ     H         Q       V    V FQ           V     D K L  ELK GK V M QE    IVVII       I  FS  V                   H        C                                         A       SS  

 3 R_norvegicus  L QGLLPDV VPTSVKD RYC  S  DDHV LESAFT RPLPD P H KC   G  T Q G  LQGE      DQYGNQ     H         Q       V   QV FQ    S      V     D K L   LK GK V M QE    IVVII       I AFS  V                                                V                     V       S   

 4 G_gallus     L QGLLPDV VPTSVKD RYC  S  DDHV LESAFT RPLPD P H KC   G  T Q G  LQGE      DQYGNQ       M               V    I Y     S      I     E       L       L ED    I V IT      VQ   Q         K           L   L                   R I  K E SN L          D M          TVT

 5 S_scrofa     L QGLLPDV VPTSVKD RYC  S  DDHV LESAFT RPLPD P H KC   G  T Q G  LQGE      DQYGNQ     H L       Q           QV FQ    S      V     E K L  ELK GK V M QE    IVIIVT      IQAFS                  M                                                                  

1190      1200      1210      1220      1230      1240      1250      1260      1270  

 1 H_sapiens         L   G GLD   L  T         V GI F P   G K LCF WREFSDF RV L  G P KL   DWPEL     VIP SLS  SIA     SSN KT  QENTQSIS        GPP   D   T       I  Q IS P A  LLI     KESIP   S   S     V          F         R  K I     N                                         

 2 M_musculus        L   G GLD   L  T         V GI F P   G K LCF WREFSDF RV L  G P KL   DWPEL     VIP SLS  SI      SSN K   E N QSVS    R   GPP   D   T          Q VS P    LL      KESIP   D   T   T D        I L A S     Q    T     P             L         T    M            

 3 R_norvegicus       L   G GLD   L  T         V GI F P   G K LCF WREFSDF RV L  G P KL   DWPEL     VI  SLS  SI      S N KT  E  TQSIS    R   GPP   D   T       I    IS P    LLI     KESIP  SD   T   S D    K     L TS      Q    T     P                H      T                 

 4 G_gallus          L   G GLD   L  T         V GI F P   G K LCF WREFSDF RV L  G P KL   DWPEL     VI        VA      SN     QE T        R         E           I  N      A             V   SACIGY G   P   K   QI W  S FTMR K    K CAL S     A            TA S    QIM     EKP V  

 5 S_scrofa          L   G GLD   L  T         V GI F P   G K LCF WREFSDF RV L  G P KL   DWPEL     VIP SLS   IA     SS  KT  QENTQSIS        GPP   D   T       I  Q IS P A  LLI     KESIP   S   A G   I     H    F         R  K I     N                                         
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    1280      1290      1300      1310      1320      1330      1340      1350       

 1 H_sapiens   NGR L  P  VQLCDQW NP     VKI L K   L   PSN QHK D  GRANLG     APRGEHT Q     NK   E P I   D QN  I       D  APV     S   ASN KL    Q   T EK      VFSVF       L VKAIY  S I G I         I              QH     T       M                                       I      

 2 M_musculus  NGR L  P  VQLCDQW NP     VKI L K   L   PSN QHK D  GRANLG     APRGEHT Q     NK   E P I   Q EN LI       D  A VPN     I AS   L    Q   T DK      VF V          VK VY  STI G                        L      C     S R L                   T C       V   G          T 

 3 R_norvegicus NGR L  P  VQLCDQW NP     VKI L K   L   PSN QHK D  GRANLG     APRGEHT Q     NK   E P I   Q QN LI       D  A VPN     I AS  KL    Q     DK       F VF         VK VY  STI G                        L      C     S   V       P         M T         V   G          T 

 4 G_gallus    NGR L  P  VQLCDQW NP     VKI L K   L   PSN QHK D  GRANLG     APRGEHT Q     NK   E P I   E    LV           P PN   S    SN K         T D       V SI        L   A Y        I      LK          G  S E       M S    IV   H      N       I  H         LR S   IAL C   

 5 S_scrofa    NGR L  P  VQLCDQW NP     VKI L K   L   PSN QHK D  GRANLG     APRGEHT Q     NK   E P I   E QN LI       D  APVPQ   S I A N KL    Q   T E       VFSVY       M VKA F   TI G I                                  N    T          R                       T   N       

1360      1370      1380      1390      1400      1410      1420      1430      1440  

 1 H_sapiens    L  LPDP KP RLNVKYD  A F AG  F DFM  V SE    IKNINP RISMKMWK      R P     FSC K K  DKEK MI    E  V       KD S       T   IS I  DDSI      A        LS SGN P ANAET   N I DN                           L  GL                                T                       

 2 M_musculus   L  LPDP KP RLNVKYD  A F AG  F DFM  V SE    IKNINP RISMKMWK      R P     FSC K K  DKEK  I    E  I        D S     I T   VS I    SV               LS     P ANAET   N I  N     T                Q    I  D            SG        T          SGMS               G    

 3 R_norvegicus  L  LPDP KP RLNVKYD  A F AG  F DFM  V SE    IKNINP RISMKMWK      R P     FSC K K  DKEK MI    E  I       KD S     I T   VS I    SV               LS     P ANAE    N I DN                           I  D            GG        T          SGMS       I            

 4 G_gallus     L  LPDP KP RLNVKYD  A F AG  F DFM  V SE    IKNINP RISMKMWK      R P     FSC K K  DKE   V    D  V       KN             VS    DD I      A           SGN    D        V D    T N                   A P  GT P      L    N                GQG    I T VTA   S    .   

 5 S_scrofa     L  LPDP KP RLNVKYD  A F AG  F DFM  V SE    IKNINP RISMKMWK      R P     FSC K K  DKEK MI    E  I       KD S     I T   I  I  DDSI      A        LS SGN P ANAET   N I DN                           L  S       T                         N                       

    1450      1460      1470      1480      1490      1500      1510      1520       

 1 H_sapiens   D  FYFR K IP  VG Y IQF F  DK N L S Q  V V PN P  L P   P TP VSNVR   SRTLV DL L I D Y N GC    D    NK    C     MM  T I   E VI E L  Q  K V        A     SVA          S T D D          V      T     G         N             V    KIK P                R  H         

 2 M_musculus  D  FYFR K IP  VG Y IQF F  DK N L S Q  V V PN P  L P   P TP VSNVR   SRTLV DL L I D Y N GC    E    NK  A C     M   T I   Q VI D L  Q MK V D Q A  A     SIA     K    S T N            T            D  I      S                   S                      R       G 

 3 R_norvegicus D  FYFR K IP  VG Y IQF F  DK N L S Q  V V PN P  L P   P TP VSNVR   SRTLV DL L I D Y N GC    E     K  A C     M   T     E VI D L  Q MK V D Q A  A     SIA     K    S T N            T  C         D  I    M S                   T                      R       G 

 4 G_gallus    D  FYFR K IP  VG Y IQF F  DK N L S Q  V V PN P  L P   P TP VSNVR   SRTLV DL L I D Y N G     D    E   A        M  T     E IV E    D      D   A         I      K        E N   F      V   R    S   T A     M I        V    VR L  SL    T     T T        C H M     

 5 S_scrofa    D  FYFR K IP  VG Y IQF F  DK N L S Q  V V PN P  L P   P TP VSNVR   SRTLV DL L I D Y N  C    D     K    C     MM    I   E II D L  Q MK V E Q A  A     SIA     K      T D N  C       A  S   T     F     A   N                   I                      Y H       

1530      1540      1550      1560      1570      1580      1590      1600      1610  

 1 H_sapiens   HTG DLVG     IK  NE D   P F GK  T EFPF  GSAEI  LVLAE SPGRDSTEY   FEP L      LE Y L FM        TIIAT  G   E TDT L I  VR L    V                       FIV   R P LS T      P     I            S                      N     MS     S                  L  R   P I    

 2 M_musculus  HTG DLVG     IK  NE D   P F GK  T EFPF  GSAEI  LVLAE SPGRDSTEY   FEP L      LE Y L FM        TVVAT  G   E TDT L I  VR L    V      T      N         FII   R    S T  S   P     M            F                      K      T                       STV G     S    

 3 R_norvegicus HTG DLVG     IK  NE D   P F GK  T EFPF  GSAEI  LVLAE SPGRDSTEY   FEP L      LE Y L FM        TVVAT  G   E TDT L I  VR L    V      T      N         FII   R   LS T  S   P     M            F                      N      T                       ST  S     S    

 4 G_gallus    HTG DLVG     IK  NE D   P F GK  T EFPF  GSAEI  LVLAE SPGRDSTEY   FEP L      LE Y L FM         IIA       D TE       I                     N           V     P L               A    R   K  SP      I Q Q   S I    DR     .N               IL    D  A KKP  P R S  

 5 S_scrofa    HTG DLVG     IK  NE D   P F GK  T EFPF  GSAEI  LVLAE SPGRDSTEY   FEP L      LE Y L FM        TV  T  G   E  DT L    VR L    V      T      N         FIV   R P LS T  S   P     I      MV    S    .     N           K      N                        A  R     I    

    1620      1630      1640      1650      1660      1670      1680      1690       

 1 H_sapiens   FYND KKQQQMA LT E D LS SI  Y   F    QL  E  CQ   A   E  L NEL    I  P T        L   K      V       A  K K Q      M  SL EA Q  LN MK  VEE  LK  Q R   K HN DI   QQ PHIEA LK                          Q  V  K     S              R   A       I      T   V        R LS

 2 M_musculus  FYND KKQQQMA LT E D LS SI  Y   F    QL  E  CQ   A   E  L NEL    I  P T        L   K      V       A  K K E  K   M RSL DA     D MK   EE KLK TQ R   K  N DI   QQ  HIEA L   I                          T        NK  V      A               AY     A   TT      EK  T

 3 R_norvegicus FYND KKQQQMA LT E D LS SI  Y   F    QL  E  CQ   A   E  L NEL    I  P T        L   K      V       A  K K E  K   M RSL DA    LD MK   EE K K TQ R   K HN DI   QQ PHIEA L   I                          T        NK         A    F          A      A   I       EK  A

 4 G_gallus    FYND KKQQQMA LT E D LS SI  Y   F    QL  E  CQ   A   E  L NEL    I  P T        L   K                              R   D  N   N M   V E     T        HQ E    N    VD   K        F       T  R R K  Q  GV  NW  TT   V   R   K  ETR  H K   RK    L E  ILQY  S I Q ML

 5 S_scrofa    FYND KKQQQMA LT E D LS SI  Y   F    QL  E  CQ   A   E  L NEL    I  P T        L   K      V       A  K K Q  K   M RSM D  N  LD  K  VE  KLK  Q R   K HN DI   QQ PHIEA LK  I                          I       TR      I     R     A       T      T   M        S  A

1700      1710      1720      1730      1740      1750      1760      1770      1780  

 1 H_sapiens         K PRR CTLPNY K   D LGKIAHLAQIED  AA VISWHLASDMDCVVTLTT AAR I DETQGRQQVLPLDSIY KEQEELK            T GSG V            DR  M                  D     Y                K        K   S                                                    R                    

 2 M_musculus        K PRR CTLPNY K   D LGKIAHLAQIED  AA VISWHLASDMDCVVTLTT AAR I DETQGRQQVLPLDSIY KEQNELK            T  SG I            DR  M                  D     Y                         R   L        R                                           A                  R 

 3 R_norvegicus       K PRR CTLPNY K   D LGKIAHLAQIED  AA VISWHLASDMDCVVTLTT AAR I DETQGRQQVLPLDSIY KEQNELK            T  SG I            DR  M                  D     Y                         R   L        R                                           C                  R 

 4 G_gallus          K PRR CTLPNY K   D LGKIAHLAQIED  AA VISWHLASDMDCVVTLTT AAR I DETQGRQQVLPLDSIY KD D                 G   V            N                      E     F                K  R GVM Q   T      P  NQ               E  K                      S                    

 5 S_scrofa          K PRR CTLPNY K   D LGKIAHLAQIED  AA VISWHLASDMDCVVTLTT AAR I DETQGRQQVLPLDSIY KEQEELK            T G G V            DR  M                  D     Y                K        K   S         N                                          R                    

    1790      1800      1810      1820      1830      1840      1850      1860       

 1 H_sapiens   TLPDW R LPH RNGK  F P G PVFARDLLTFPD  EHC TVFGMLLGDTII DNLDAANHYRKEVVKITHCPTLLTR GDRI     K     F    L  K I D            NV   E            L                         D           S         Y                                                                   

 2 M_musculus  TLPDW R LPH RNGK  F P G PVFARDLLTFPD  EHC TVFGMLLGDTII DNLDAANHYRKEVVKITHCPTLLTR GDRI     K P   F    L  K   N            NI   E            L                         D                     H   F                                                               

 3 R_norvegicus TLPDW R LPH RNGK  F P G PVFARDLLTFPD  EHC TVFGMLLGDTII DNLDAANHYRKEVVKITHCPTLLTR GDRI     K P   F    L  K   D            NI   E            L                         D                     H   F                                                               

 4 G_gallus    TLPDW R LPH RNGK  F P G PVFARDLLTFPD  EHC TVFGMLLGDTII DNLDAANHYRKEVVKITHCPTLLTR GDRI       P             V N            NV   Q                                      E         N     L    IC R                                  I                              

 5 S_scrofa    TLPDW R LPH RNGK  F P G PVFARDLLTFPD  EHC TVFGMLLGDTII DNLDAANHYRKEVVKITHCPTLLTR GDRI     K P   Y    L  K I D             V   E            L                         D                     Y                  S                                                

1870      1880      1890      1900      1910      1920      1930      1940      1950  

 1 H_sapiens   RSNGKFGGLQNKAPPMDKLRGMVFGAP PK       QIDL QQYR A   L  V   L   L  L TP    KKQEL E E  L                           V  QC ILG     L      VCK DS NKD N Q EY    DM K     D   K                                  L   E         S             S     R    R        H  N 

 2 M_musculus  RSNGKFGGLQNKAPPMDKLRGMVFGAP PK       QIDL QQYR A   L  V   L   L  L TP    KKQEL E E  L                           V  QC VLG                 S N D D Q QY H  DMKK     D Q KS                                 V   K    I    T LYR S   E   N                        

 3 R_norvegicus RSNGKFGGLQNKAPPMDKLRGMVFGAP PK       QIDL QQYR A   L  V   L   L  L TP    KKQEL E E  L                           V  QC  LG             CK NS   D D Q QY H  DMK      D Q KS                                 VD  K    I    N L      RA   H           R            

 4 G_gallus    RSNGKFGGLQNKAPPMDKLRGMVFGAP PK       QIDL QQYR A   L  V   L   L  L TP    KKQEL E E  L                           V             L      V K D  NKD D         E          Q  S                               LYSAFTG         A  V   D      LH RS N   ILQ     A   R  

 5 S_scrofa    RSNGKFGGLQNKAPPMDKLRGMVFGAP PK       QIDL QQYR A   L  V   L   L  L TP    KKQEL E E  L                           I  QC ILG     L      VC     NKE   E EY H  DMKK     D Q K                                  L   E         T   R GT     KG                      N 

    1960      1970      1980      1990      2000                                     

 1 H_sapiens   K IE KLGMTP      SL           P P KRMR E                                              L  E       RKCND   HSPKVE TDC V P    R  TRQNR   K DV                                           I       R      T             A     IIT T  .............................   

 2 M_musculus  K IE KLGMTP      SL           P P KRMR E                                                 Q       R CNE   HSPKIE TEC I      R  TRQNR   K DV                                 R         V R     C      V      T      S     R.P G  PN...........................   

 3 R_norvegicus K IE KLGMTP      SL           P P KRMR E                                                 Q       R C D    SPKIE TEC I      R   RQNR   K DV                                 R         M R S   CL     V      T      SI    R.P G  PN...........................   

 4 G_gallus    K IE KLGMTP      SL           P P KRMR E                                              L           K  E        D  D  I P                                                       H      SD VS   LQPAIL MP T        K TVKKLYSSEEWVASAAKKQLLQQQPLQIPPSELNGTARKRKA   

 5 S_scrofa    K IE KLGMTP      SL           P P KRMR E                                              L  Q       RKCND   H      TDC V P    R  TRQNR   K DV                                           T       R P....M             T     IIT T  .............................   

 Figure 3.3: Multiple sequence alignment of Smchd1 orthologs from selected species.
Multiple sequence aligment of human (Homo sapiens) SMCHD1 with ortholog sequences from
mouse (Mus musculus), rat (Rattus norvegicus), chicken (Gallus gallus) and pig (Sus scrofa).
Identical residues conserved across the five species are shown in red boxes, whereas residues
conserved in across only three or four species are in red text. The alignment was generated using
the program MultAlin [174], and the image was generated using ESPript3.0 [175].
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Figure 3.4: Secondary structure prediction of the full-length Smchd1 protein.
Secondary structure of the full-length mouse Smchd1 protein was predicted using PredictProtein
[176]. α-helices are shown in red and β-strands are denoted in blue. Amino acid sequence
numbers are noted above, where the positions of the core GHKL ATPase (residues 121-395) and
the core SMC hinge domain (residues 1710-1884) are indicated by a black line.
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3.3.3 Full-length recombinant Smchd1 can be expressed in insect cells

The insect cell-based baculovirus expression vector system (BEVS) is a commonly used

eukaryotic cell system largely due to its ability of introducing selected

post-translational modifications and the presence of a protein-folding machinery,

together yielding the production of highly authentic recombinant proteins. I previously

used this system to express Smchd1’s N-terminal region, comprising of either residues

111-702 or 25-702, as trials using bacterial cells proved unsuccessful. As this is likely

due to the requirement of more extensive folding, and possibly the introduction of

post-translational modifications, it indicates the expression of full-length Smchd1

likewise requires a eukaryotic cell expression system.

Initial 6-well plate expression trials of full-length mouse Smchd1 (∼225 kDa) proved

successful, yielding optimal protein expression at the 36-hour post-transfection time

point, with minimal degradation present in the soluble fraction (Figure 3.5 a). Follow-

up harvest times of 36, 48 and 54 hours highlight similar protein expression levels in the

soluble fraction, however increasing amounts are present in the cell pellet which indicates

an increase in insolubility due to potential protein misfolding or aggregation. This test

expression was performed in a non-shaking 6-well plate, whereas large-scale expression

occurs under shaking conditions which accelerates the rate of infection and expression.

Hence, for large-scale expression of full-length Smchd1, cell pellets were harvested 24-

hours post-transfection rather than 36-hours to ensure the majority of protein remains

soluble and to minimize protein degradation.

Figure 3.5: Full-length recombinant Smchd1 is expressed in Sf21 insect cells. A time-
course experiment monitoring the expression of full-length recombinant Smchd1 by Western blot
at (a) 24 and 36 hours and (b) 48 and 54 hours post-transfection. Both pellet and supernatant
(SN) fractions were analysed from insect cells that were transfected with various amounts of
passage 2 (P2) virus, as illustrated. Molecular weight (MW) marker positions are indicated on
the left in kilodaltons (kDa).
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3.3.4 Purification of recombinant full-length Smchd1 protein

Immobilised metal-ion affinity chromatography (IMAC) was the first purification step

performed, which uses the introduced 6x-histidine N-terminal tag on Smchd1 that is able

to interact with a nickel-charged resin. As an initial trial, snap-freezing of cell pellets

and cell sonication requirements were compared. For the purification of the N-terminal

region of Smchd1, we incorporated five sonication cycles in the cell lysis procedure

[146]. However, due to the larger molecular weight of full-length Smchd1 and its lower

expression level compared to the N-terminal region, I examined the use of two or three

sonication cycles instead. The addition of both snap-freezing and three sonication cycles

compared to only two appeared to aid cell lysis as more full-length Smchd1 protein was

released (Figure 3.6). Subsequent protein purifications of Smchd1 therefore included a

snap-freezing step, and three sonication cycles.

Figure 3.6: Immobilized metal-ion affinity chromatography (IMAC) of full-length
recombinant Smchd1 protein. Pellets of insect cells expressing recombinant His6-Smchd1
protein were harvested and the effect of (a) snap-freezing (with or w/o = without) and (b)
number of sonication cycles were varied to test the amount of recombinant Smchd1 protein
released. IMAC was performed as a first purification step where samples were obtained at each
step: P=pellet, SN= supernatant, UB= unbound, W= wash and E1-3= elution samples (1-3).
Samples were analysed by reducing SDS-PAGE and the resulting gels were SafeStain-stained. A
molecular weight (MW) marker is shown on the left in kilodaltons (kDa).

Subsequent size exclusion chromatography (SEC) purification increased the purity of

Smchd1, where the protein elutes as the second major peak seen in the chromatography

profile (Figure 3.7). The elution volume indicates a protein with a molecular weight

of approximately 900 kDa, conflicting with the assumption of a dimeric Smchd1 that

corresponds to approximately 450 kDa. However, this estimation relies on the overall

shape of a protein, also known as the Stokes radius, and is mostly reliable for globular

proteins. As Smchd1 is predicted to adopt an elongated structure, the protein would

therefore display a larger Stokes radius which would likely cause it to elute in earlier

fractions as indicated in Figure 3.7 (b). To further validate the identity of Smchd1,
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Western blot analysis was performed on the eluted fractions (Figure 3.7 d). Fractions

27-32 were found to contain most Smchd1 protein and hence were routinely pooled in

subsequent purifications. The protein was further concentrated to obtain a final sample

in the concentration range of 1-3 mg/ml of protein.
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Figure 3.7: Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) of full-length recombinant
Smchd1. SEC was performed on a Superose 6 increase 10/30 GL column for (a) a calibration
sample with the protein standards (Thyroglobulin 670 kDa dimer and 330 kDa monomer,
Aldolase 158 kDa, Ovalbumin 44 kDa, Myoglobin 17 kDa and Vitamin B12 1.35 kDa)
indicated for the corresponding peaks in kilodaltons (kDa) and (b) the purification of full-length
recombinant Smchd1, for comparison. (b) Smchd1-containing fractions are highlighted in blue
which are also analysed by (c) a SafeStain reducing SDS-PAGE gel and (d) Western blot. (c-d)
Molecular weight (MW) marker positions are indicated on the left in kDa.

3.3.5 Circular dichroism spectroscopy indicates purified Smchd1 is a

folded protein

Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy is a technique that examines the difference in

absorbance of right- and left-circularly polarized light of substances. Because different

secondary structural elements of proteins carry varying light absorption properties, this
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technique is commonly used to assess the presence of secondary structures within a

protein sample, acting as an indicative measure of its folded state [177]. I performed

CD spectroscopy on the purified full-length Smchd1 protein using an Aviv 410SF CD

spectrometer. A spectral signature for α-helical content is indicated by negative bands

at 208 and 222 nm. In the obtained results, a clear minimum at 208 nm was observed for

the full-length Smchd1 protein, however it is difficult to distinguish whether a negative

band is also present at 222 nm as this is very proximal to 218 nm band suggestive of

β-strand content (Figure 3.8 a). Nonetheless, the overall CD spectrum obtained for

Smchd1 is indicative of a folded protein.

While CD spectroscopy does not provide a quantitative estimation of secondary

structure content, various databases can be used to provide comparisons to solved

protein structures and their available CD spectra. I used the K2D2 online database

[160] to analyse the CD spectra obtained for the full-length Smchd1 protein, which

predicted an α-helical content of approximately 84% and β-stranded content of only

approximately 1% (Figure 3.8 b). The remaining values to a 100% coverage may

correspond to unstructured regions, such as loops. Overall, the

experimentally-obtained curve appears comparable to the predicted spectrum obtained

via the K2D2 database, as similar negative bands at 208 and 222 nm can be observed

(Figure 3.8 b).
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Figure 3.8: Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy suggests purified full-length
Smchd1 is a folded protein. (a) Experimental data, indicating expected wavelength
absorption for the corresponding secondary structures as per legend. The y-axis denotes the CD
output signal, ellipticity (q), in millidegrees (mdeg), while the x-axis indicates the wavelength
in nanometers (nm). (b) Experimental CD spectrum (red) compared with the predicted
CD spectrum (blue) obtained from the K2D2 online database [160], showing the percentage
prediction of secondary structure in the outlined box.
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3.3.6 Examining the thermal stability of the recombinant full-length

Smchd1 protein

To examine buffer conditions that promote the protein stability of full-length Smchd1,

differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF) was performed at the CSIRO Collaborative

Crystallisation Centre (C3) [178]. DSF is a means of investigating protein stability by

determining the temperature at which a protein unfolds. This process is monitored by

an increase in the fluorescence of an added dye with affinity for hydrophobic parts of

the protein, which become exposed as protein unfolding proceeds [179]. The expected

resulting fluorescence curve is sigmoidal, and a melting temperature (Tm) value can be

obtained from the midpoint of the sigmoidal transition.

DSF was performed on purified full-length Smchd1 protein using 14 different buffers

over a range of pH conditions, at high and low salt concentrations. The obtained

melting curves lacked detectable unfolding transitions in all tested conditions (Figure

3.9). These observations are likely due to the multi-domain property of the full-length

Smchd1 protein which is expected to result in multiple transitions during thermal

denaturation, with transitions expected for each component domain. Rather than

resulting in multiple peaks, the unfolding of distinct domains may coalesce into the

observed flat melting curves. Overall, the obtained melting curves yielded unreliable

melting temperatures for all tested conditions and DSF seemed an inappropriate

measure of protein stability for the full-length Smchd1 protein.
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Figure 3.9: Differential scanning fluorometry (DSF) of full-length Smchd1 under
different buffer conditions. (a-n) Melting curves of Smchd1 obtained under the indicated
conditions. Temperature is indicated on the x-axis of each graph, in degrees Celsius. Outlier
curves are excluded from melting temperature (Tm) calculations. Curves represented by dashed
lines have unreliable Tm estimates.
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3.3.7 Examining the catalytic activity of the full-length recombinant

Smchd1 protein

Smchd1 consists of an N-terminal GHKL ATPase domain that has been previously

established as catalytically active [61]. As a way of examining whether the purified full-

length Smchd1 protein was likewise functional, I performed an in vitro ATPase assay

using the same fluorescence polarisation system previously reported for the isolated

N-terminal region of Smchd1 (residues 111-702) [61]. The assay was performed in an

endpoint mode, where the reaction was terminated following a one-hour incubation of

protein with the ATPase reaction substrates. In the presence of magnesium (Mg2+),

a co-factor required for the ATP hydrolysis reaction among all members of the GHKL

ATPase family [99], full-length Smchd1 exhibits a catalytic rate of approximately 0.05

µM ADP/min/µM protein (Figure 3.10 a). This value is comparable to the catalytic

rate obtained for the Smchd1 N-terminal GHKL region alone [61].
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Figure 3.10: Examining the catalytic activity of the full-length recombinant Smchd1
protein. (a-b) The x-axis denotes the ATP concentrations used: 1.25, 2.5, 5.0 and 10 µM and
the y-axis indicates ADP produced (µM) in both graphs, using full-length purified Smchd1
protein (a) with Mg2+ and (b) without Mg2+, where reactions took place for 1 hour. Protein
concentrations tested are displayed in the different shades of blue as indicated in the legend on
the right. Each measurement was performed in triplicates, where error bars represent ± standard
deviation (S.D.) of the mean. (c) Reducing SafeStain SDS-PAGE analysis of prepared Smchd1
protein dilutions used in the assay in (a-b), showing a molecular weight marker position on the
left, in kilodaltons (kDa).

As formerly described, substitutions in SMCHD1 underlie human conditions BAMS

and FSHD. We previously examined the effects of several disease-associated variants

that localise within Smchd1’s ATPase domain by examining their ATP hydrolysis rates

in vitro. However, these studies were limited to the context of the Smchd1 ATPase

domain only (residues 111-702) [146]. The strongest gain-of-function missense variant

we identified was the BAMS-associated mutation, Ser135Cys (S135C), which exhibited a

∼3-fold increase in the ATPase activity of Smchd1 relative to wild-type protein (Figure

3.1) [146].
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An additional missense mutation of interest in Smchd1 is Ala667Glu (A667E), located

in the C-terminal region of the extended Smchd1 ATPase domain. This mutation was

identified via an ENU mutagenesis screen, closely following the discovery of Smchd1.

A667E was recognised as an enhancer of variegation, thereby eliciting an enhanced

repressive function in Smchd1 (manuscript in preparation). However, following in vitro

ATPase analysis of this mutant in the context of a Smchd1 ATPase region construct,

an ATP hydrolysis rate similar to that of wild-type protein was observed (Figure 3.11).

These results provided initial evidence that the enhanced function of Smchd1 introduced

by the A667E mutation may not be due an increase in ATPase activity.
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Figure 3.11: Smchd1 variant A667E displays a comparable ATPase activity to wild-
type protein in the context of the N-terminal region (111-702 aa). (a-b) The x-axis
denotes the ATP concentrations used: 1.25, 2.5, 5.0 and 10 µM and the y-axis indicates ADP
produced (µM) in both graphs, using N-terminal region Smchd1 protein (111-702 aa) in (a)
wild-type (WT) form or (b) the A667E variant; where ATPase reactions took place for 1 hour.
Protein concentrations tested are displayed in the different shades of blue as indicated in the
legend on the right. Each measurement was performed in triplicates, where error bars represent
± standard deviation (S.D.) of the mean.

I sought to determine whether SMCHD1 mutants S135C and A667E exhibit similar

catalytic rates in the context of the full-length protein. As shown in Figure 3.12 (b),

mutant A667E displays a comparable catalytic rate to wild-type protein, consistent with

previous studies performed with the isolated ATPase region. Unexpectedly, variant

S135C also displays a similar catalytic rate to wild-type SMCHD1 (Figure 3.12 e), in

disagreement with the gain in ATPase activity observed for this mutant in the context

of the Smchd1 N-terminal region [146] (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.12: SMCHD1 mutants A667E and S135C display a similar ATPase activity
to wild-type protein in the context of the full-length protein. (a,b,d,e) The x-axis
denotes the ATP concentrations used: 1.25, 2.5, 5.0 and 10 µM and the y-axis indicates ADP
produced (µM), using (a,d) wild-type full-length purified Smchd1 protein or (b,e) full-length
SMCHD1 mutants, where all reactions took place for 1 hour. Experiments (a,b) and (d,e) were
performed independently, and therefore they are to be compared only to each other. Protein
concentrations tested are displayed in the different shades of blue as indicated in the legend on
the right. Each measurement was performed in triplicates, where error bars represent ± standard
deviation (S.D.) of the mean. (c,f) Reducing Stain-Free SDS-PAGE analysis of prepared Smchd1
protein dilutions used in the corresponding assays, showing a molecular weight marker position
on the left, in kilodaltons (kDa).

In the competition binding fluorescence polarisation (FP) assay initially used, the ADP

produced from the hydrolysis reaction can specifically interact with an ADP-antibody.

A fluorescently-labelled ADP probe is also added to the reaction, which competes with

and can become displaced from the antibody by the ADP produced from the hydrolysis

reaction. The displacement of the labelled ADP probe results in a tumbling motion

which can be detected as a decrease in FP value. Non-specific binding of the protein of

interest to the labelled ADP probe can occur, an event that is more likely to happen in

the presence of a larger molecular weight protein, such as full-length Smchd1.

To provide further confidence in the obtained results, I used a different ATPase assay

system to examine whether similar trends in activity were observed. Rather than using

fluorescence polarisation as a readout of ATPase activity, the ADP-Glo system detects

ADP production using an indirect approach, where the ADP is converted to ATP,

which is used to generate light in a luciferase reaction. Included in this analysis was an

additional SMCHD1 mutant, E147A, which was previously shown to completely

abolish the ATPase activity of Smchd1 in the context of the N-terminal region of the

protein (residues 111-702) [61, 133]. As depicted in Figure 3.13, similar catalytic rates
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were observed across the tested mutants as they all exhibit an ATPase activity

comparable to that of wild-type full-length Smchd1. Surprisingly, this includes the

E147A mutant where ATPase activity was expected to be completely abolished.
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Figure 3.13: SMCHD1 mutant E147A exhibits ATP hydrolysis activity in the full-
length protein. ADP-Glo assay results, using 10 µM ATP across all reactions and testing either
(a) 0.5 µM or (b) 1.0 µM full-length Smchd1 protein. (a-b) The y-axis represents the relative
light units (RLU) produced by the reactions, whereas the x-axis denotes the full-length Smchd1
protein tested, as depicted by the colour legend on the right. (c) A standard curve for the 10
µM ATP used was plotted for RLU units (y-axis) against amount of ADP produced (x-axis)
to obtain (d) a representation of protein concentration tested (x-axis) and ADP concentration
produced (y-axis) for all tested Smchd1 samples combined. (e) The same ADP-Glo assay was
performed in the presence (dotted lines) or absence (solid lines) of 10 µM Radicicol, an inhibitor
of Smchd1 ATPase activity, representing the amount of ADP produced (µM) at varying protein
concentrations (µM). (f) Reducing Stain-Free SDS-PAGE analysis of prepared Smchd1 protein
dilutions used in the ADP-Glo assay, showing a molecular weight marker position on the left, in
kilodaltons (kDa).
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To determine whether a protein contaminant may have compromised the assay results,

I performed the same ADP-Glo assay on wild-type protein and mutants E147A and

A667E, this time in the presence of an established Smchd1 inhibitor, Radicicol [61]. As

shown in Figure 3.13 (e), comparable ATPase rates were observed for Smchd1 samples in

the presence of Radicicol compared to absence of inhibitor, indicating all protein samples

fail to be catalytically inhibited by Radicicol. Additionally, varying mutant-specific

ATPase rates were observed which differ to the catalytic trends depicted in Figure 3.13

(d). Despite all protein samples being quantified via a spectrophotometer in preparation

for the ATPase assays, it appears that while relatively comparable protein amounts are

highlighted by SDS-PAGE for wild-type, A667E and S135C samples, mutant E147A is

very faintly visible (Figure 3.13 f). Nevertheless, ATPase activity was still detected for

the E147A mutant (Figure 3.13 d,e), suggesting the protein concentration measured for

this mutant was overestimated. Taken together, these results suggest the presence of

a protein contaminant may interfere with the ATPase analysis of full-length Smchd1

protein samples.

3.3.8 Negative stain electron microscopy (EM) of full-length Smchd1

reveals elongated, rod-shaped particles

Following the successful expression and purification of full-length Smchd1, I sought to

perform structural studies on the obtained protein sample. As formerly discussed,

Smchd1 is a large ∼450 kDa dimeric protein, consisting of two known functional

domains: an N-terminal GHKL ATPase and a C-terminal SMC hinge domain (Figure

3.14 a). While the connecting intermediate domain remains entirely uncharacterised to

date, it is thought to be conformationally flexible, a property permissive of its

anticipated functional role in chromatin manipulation. Considering these factors,

X-ray crystallography seemed an inappropriate technique for structural studies on the

full-length Smchd1 protein. Instead, I employed electron microscopy, which is a

commonly used method for visualising the structure of higher molecular weight species.

I first performed Blue Native PAGE (BN-PAGE) followed by Western Blot analysis, a

method that allows the visualisation of migrating native protein complexes to enable

the identification of different oligomeric states of a protein. In BN-PAGE, complex

migration depends on its tertiary conformation, hence the molecular weight marker is
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largely not indicative of an accurate molecular weight of the protein of interest. Instead,

by comparing the detected bands for the native Smchd1 protein sample to the denatured

Smchd1 protein or lysate, it can be inferred the bottom band is indicative of a monomeric

Smchd1, while the top band represents a dimeric Smchd1 (Figure 3.14 b). These results

suggest the native full-length Smchd1 purified from insect cells exists as a dimer, thereby

it may be assumed the images obtained upon negative stain EM are representative of

dimeric Smchd1 particles.

Initial EM trials using full-length Smchd1 protein following IMAC and SEC purification

steps revealed small aggregate structures upon negative staining (data not shown). I

therefore incorporated an additional purification step, using either cation (Figure 3.14

c (i)) or anion exchange (Figure 3.14 c (ii)), at pH conditions of 9.5 or 5.5, respectively.

A relatively poor protein yield was obtained, however the additional purification step

provided a more homogeneous Smchd1 protein sample that was suitable for negative

stain EM studies. The resulting EM images I obtained revealed elongated, rod-like

particles of approximately 50 nm in length with small globular entities at either terminus

of Smchd1 sometimes detectable (Figure 3.14 d (i,ii)). However, the visualised structures

appeared to adopt varying conformational states, indicating protein flexibility. Because

of the observed heterogeneity, follow-up 2D class averaging analysis and cryo-EM studies

were unattainable.
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Figure 3.14: Negative stain electron microscopy (EM) of full-length Smchd1 reveals
elongated, rod-shaped particles. (a) Schematic representation of the full-length Smchd1
protein. The ATPase region comprising of a ubiquitin-like (UBL) fold, a GHKL ATPase and
a transducer domain, are located at the N-terminus, and the SMC hinge domain flanked by
coiled-coil regions is located at the C-terminus of Smchd1. (b) Blue Native-PAGE (BN-PAGE)
followed by Western blot analysis of insect cell lysate, compared to both denatured and native
purified Smchd1 protein. Molecular weight (MW) marker positions are indicated on the left, in
kilodaltons (kDa). (c) Eluting fractions analysed by reducing Stain-Free SDS-PAGE following
a third purification step of full-length Smchd1 by either (i) cation exchange (MonoS column) or
(ii) anion exchange (MonoQ column) chromatography. (d) (i-ii) Representative negative stain
images of full-length Smchd1, with a zoomed-in imaged of one particle shown on the right.
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3.3.9 Full-length recombinant Smchd1 co-purifies with DNA and

Histone 3

Following SEC purification of full-length Smchd1, the eluting protein was predominantly

present in the second peak, further validated by SDS-PAGE analysis (Figure 3.15 a,b).

However, faint bands representative of full-length Smchd1 protein were also present in

fractions ∼22-25, which correspond to the first peak of the SEC chromatography profile

(Figure 3.15 a,b). This initial peak depicts the elution of aggregate proteins or species

that are too large to be separated by the Superose 6 column used. Smchd1’s presence in

fractions ∼22-25 was an indication the protein may form larger, oligomeric complexes,

potentially accompanying histone proteins which are the core components of chromatin.

I therefore analysed samples from SEC fractions 22-34 by gel electrophoresis to detect

the presence of any co-eluting DNA. I additionally performed Western blot analysis on

the equivalent fractions, probing for both Smchd1 and Histone 3 proteins. As revealed

in Figure 3.15 (c), there was an abundant presence of DNA in fractions 23-26, which

correspond to the first peak of the chromatography profile. Interestingly, the DNA

species detected was of a consistent molecular weight of approximately 1.2 kilobases,

likely due to sonication and therefore fragmentation of genomic DNA. Among fractions

∼27-31, corresponding to the second SEC peak where the majority of Smchd1 protein

elutes, DNA is distributed as a smear of different-sized nucleic acids, indicating a

heterogenous population of DNA. It therefore appears that the high salt concentration

(500 mM NaCl) buffer used in SEC chromatography is unable to remove the

contaminating DNA, indicating a tight interaction and its potential requirement for

Smchd1’s protein stability. The abundant nucleic acid presence in fractions 23-26

coincided with the high detection of Histone 3 in these samples following Western blot

analysis, which was only faintly-detected in later fractions (Figure 3.15 d). These

results suggest the first eluting peak following full-length Smchd1 chromatography may

represent a high molecular weight species composed of chromatin-bound Smchd1,

whereas the second peak comprises of Smchd1 that remains DNA-bound following

chromatin shearing upon insect cell lysate sonication.
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Figure 3.15: Full-length Smchd1 co-purifies with DNA and histone 3. (a) SEC profile
of recombinant full-length Smchd1 and (b) corresponding selected fractions analysed by reducing
Safestain SDS-PAGE. (c) Agarose gel (1%) of SEC fractions analysed in panel (b), with a DNA
ladder indicating size in kilobases (kb) on the left. (d) Western blot analyses of SEC fractions
against Smchd1 (top) and histone 3 (bottom). (b,d) Molecular weight (MW) marker positions
are indicated in kilodaltons (kDa) on the left.

To provide a further insight into this hypothesis, I performed mass spectrometry

analyses on fractions obtained from the first and second peaks of SEC chromatography

on full-length recombinant Smchd1. As expected, Smchd1 was highlighted as the most

abundant protein in both peaks (Figure 3.16 a,b), particularly in the second peak

where majority of the protein elutes as indicated by SDS-PAGE (Figure 3.7 c). Histone

proteins were likewise most abundant in the first peak relative to Smchd1, supporting

my hypothesis that this population may represent a chromatin-bound Smchd1. I

performed additional Smchd1 immunoprecipitation experiments, using anti-GFP resin

to capture Smchd1-GFP from MEFs derived from Smchd1GFP/GFP mice (refer to

section 3.3.10). I performed immunoblotting for selected proteins of interest that were

identified by mass spectrometry studies (Figure 3.16 a,b). These included Smarcc1 and

Smarca4, which are components of the SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complex [180];

RYBP is a protein that is involved in mediating histone H2A ubiquitylation [181] and

was additionally suggested as a Ring1A/B interactor [182]; and Trim37, which has

been recognised as a histone H2A ubiquitin ligase [183]. As shown in Figure 3.16 (c-f),

none of these proteins are present in the Smchd1-containing (bound, B) fraction,

indicating they do not interact with Smchd1 under these conditions. While a faint

band was observed for Smarcc1 (Figure 3.16 e), it is not of the expected molecular

weight of ∼123 kDa and likely indicates a non-specific detection by the antibody.
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Figure 3.16: Mass Spectrometry analysis of Smchd1 SEC chromatography fractions.
(a-b) A summary of identified peptides upon mass spectrometry analysis of fractions from the
first and second peaks obtained upon SEC chromatography of full-length Smchd1, highlighting
the 25 most abundant species. The x-axis represents the gene name of the identified peptides,
whereas the y-axis denotes relative abundance of the peptides in arbitrary values. (c-f)
Immunoprecipitation studies followed by western blot analyses testing a potential interaction
between Smchd1 and (c) Smarca4, (d) RYBP, (e) Smarcc1 and (f) Trim37, denoting the input
(Inp), unbound (UB) and bound (B) fractions. (c-f) Molecular weight marker positions are
indicated on the left, in kilodaltons.

3.3.10 DNA-bound Smchd1 can exchange for shorter, single-stranded

oligonucleotides

The finding of Smchd1’s co-purification with DNA prompted further investigation into

its nucleic acid-binding preference. Because Smchd1 was already associated with DNA,

I performed a competitive electromobility shift assay (EMSA) where various

concentrations of 6-Fam fluorophore-labelled oligonucleotides were incubated with the

purified protein sample. EMSA experiments were previously performed for Smchd1’s
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isolated hinge domain, which revealed a slight preference for single-stranded DNA

(ssDNA), particularly for poly-C oligopnucleotides [58]. I therefore compared the

ability of DNA-bound Smchd1 to substitute for and interact with either ssDNA or

dsDNA oligonucleotide probes. As shown in Figure 3.17, the full-length protein

appears to exchange for a ssDNA oligonucleotide probe but not for dsDNA, as complex

migration can be detected in the presence of 2 µM of a 15-base pair poly-C ssDNA

probe. As the Smchd1 protein is likely purified bound to genomic dsDNA, these results

do not suggest that there is no affinity for dsDNA, but highlight the inability to

exchange for the dsDNA probe under these conditions. However, while full-length

DNA-bound Smchd1 seems able to exchange for an ssDNA oligonucleotide probe in

vitro, an almost equimolar amount of DNA relative to Smchd1 protein appears to be

required for this event to initiate (Figure 3.17).
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Figure 3.17: Electromobility Shift Assay (EMSA) indicates DNA-bound Smchd1
can exchange for shorter, single-stranded DNA. EMSA investigating whether full-
length purified Smchd1 can interact with either (top) a 6-Fam-labelled 15-base pair poly-C
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) or (bottom) a 6-Fam-labelled 30-base pair scramble double-
stranded DNA (dsDNA). The EMSA was performed either (left) in the presence of 2.5 µM
of purified Smchd1 protein or (right) without Smchd1, acting as a negative control. Amount of
oligonucleotide present in each reaction are listed at the top, in nM. The 0.5% (w/v) agarose gel
was scanned on a Typhoon 9410 fluorescence scanner.
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3.3.11 Immunoprecipitation followed by Mass Spectrometry studies

reveal known interacting protein partners of Smchd1

Previous proteomics analyses revealed HBiX1, a heterochromatin protein 1

(HP1)-binding protein, and its mouse homologue, Lrif1, as protein interactors of

Smchd1 [51, 131]. HBiX1 was previously shown to localize on the inactive

X-chromosome (Xi), also a property of Smchd1, and both were demonstrated as

essential in Xi compaction in human cells [131]. Using a similar experimental

approach, I performed immunoprecipitation (IP) studies using female mouse embryonic

fibroblasts (MEFs) obtained from Smchd1GFP/GFP mice generated on a C57BL/6

background, with the aim of identifying novel protein interactors of Smchd1. I used

GFP-Trap beads (Chromotek), which have been established as highly effective in the

pulldown of GFP-fusion proteins and are considered the gold-standard for this

procedure, largely due to a high efficiency and binding affinity [184]. As shown in

Figure 3.18, Smchd1-GFP (∼250 kDa) was largely identified in the first elution (E1)

sample following IP from Smchd1-GFP MEFs and was absent in the IP elution

samples from wild-type (WT) MEFs, which were used as a negative control as Smchd1

lacks the GFP tag in these cells.
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Figure 3.18: Western blot analysis of Smchd1-GFP immunoprecipitation. Smchd1-
GFP immunoprecipitation (IP) experiments were performed for wild-type MEFs as a negative
control, and for Smchd1-GFP MEFs as the test sample. Following cell lysis, samples from pellet
(P), input (Inp), unbound (UB) and bound (B) fractions were collected and analysed by Western
blot using an anti-Smchd1 antibody. Molecular weight (MW) marker positions are indicated on
the left, in kilodaltons (kDa).
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Following four independent immunoprecipitation experiments, E1 samples from each

experiment (Figure 3.18) were trypsinized and analysed by LC MS/MS with the aim of

identifying novel potential protein interactors of Smchd1. Peptides corresponding to a

total of 2153 proteins were identified (Appendix A), from which 82 were considered of

very high significance, and 218 of high significance (Figure 3.19 a,c). Both significant

groups represent peptides that are enriched in the test sample compared to the

negative control sample, with a p-value below 0.05, and are further distinguished by

being more than two-fold (high significance) or four-fold (very high significance)

enriched. P-values were obtained from a student’s t-test comparing peptides arising

from samples following anti-GFP immunoprecipitation of Smchd1-GFP MEFs with

ones from WT MEFs, using a Benjamini-Hochberg correction. Highlighted in the

volcano plots are Smchd1 and established protein interactors of Smchd1: Lrif1 (Lrif1 )

and HP1γ/α (Cbx3/Cbx5 ) [51, 131] (Figure 3.19 a,c). Displayed in Figure 3.19 (b,d) is

the distribution of peptides arising from Lrif1 (Lrif1 ) and HP1γ/α (Cbx3/Cbx5 ).

These indicate all identified peptides for the two proteins, despite very few, were found

only in the Smchd1-GFP MEFs IP samples and not in the negative control samples

from WT MEFs across the four experimental replicates, validating their specificity for

Smchd1.

A summary of MS-identified proteins are listed in Table 3.1 as they are of broad

interest due to either their involvement in epigenetic processes, or reported interactions

with the Xist long non-coding RNA which is required for X-chromosome inactivation

(XCI), in which Smchd1 plays a critical role. Examples of these are the heterogenous

nuclear ribonucleoproteins (hnRNPs), which are a family of RNA-binding proteins.

Many of these have been established as Xist-associated factors, in particular hnRNPK

and hnRNPU [56], both of which are depicted as statistically significant (Table 3.1). In

addition to hnRNP proteins, non-POU domain-containing octamer-binding protein

(Nono), RNA-binding protein 3 (Rbm3), Splicing factor, proline- and glutamine-rich

(Sfpq), RNA-binding protein 14 (Rbm14), RNA-binding protein FUS (Fus) and

RNA-binding motif protein (Rbmx) (Table 3.1) represent some of the many

components of paraspeckles, a nuclear domain that is formed through multiple

RNA–protein and protein–protein interactions. While a complete understanding of

their functional role is unclear, paraspeckles have been proposed to sequester proteins

into nuclear bodies, which can modulate the local levels of active molecules and
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influence gene regulation [185, 186]. Nono, Fus and Sfpq have been established as core

components of paraspeckles [187], all of which show a statistically significant

enrichment upon MS analysis (Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.19: Mass Spectrometry studies reveal known interacting protein partners
of Smchd1. Volcano plots highlighting the position of (a) Lrif1 and Smchd1 and (c) Cbx3
and Smchd1. Other than Smchd1, the two most abundant identified peptides were Ahnak and
Plectin (Appendix A), which are highly expressed proteins involved in cell-cell adhesion and the
maintenance of the cellular cytoskeleton structure, respectively. As Smchd1 is found exclusively
in the nucleus, the two proteins were therefore considered as non-specific interactors of Smchd1.
(a, c) Both the x- and y-axes represent the log of the fold change between output peptides
following anti-GFP immunoprecipitation (IP) from Smchd1-GFP MEFs and WT MEFs. The
red dots represent the position of most statistically significant peptides, followed by blue and grey
dots. (b,d) Plots showing independent peptides identified in the each of the four experimental
replicates (x-axis) from Smchd1-GFP MEFs and WT MEFs for (b) Lrif1 and (d) Cbx3. (b,d)
Each coloured dot represents an independent peptide, and the crosses are imputed values for the
corresponding peptides to allow for an enrichment comparison.
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Table 3.1: Selected proteins identified by Smchd1-GFP IP-MS.
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Following up on these results, I aimed to validate the interaction between Smchd1 and

selected MS-identified proteins by performing co-immunoprecipitation (co-IP)

experiments. I chose to examine the proteins: Nono, Rbm3, Nucleophosmin

(NPM1/B23), Nucleosome assembly protein 1-like 1 (Nap1l1) and ATP-dependent

RNA helicase (Ddx3). Nono and Rbm3 are paraspeckle proteins, while NPM1/B23

holds diverse roles in nuclear molecular mechanisms, including chromatin remodeling

processes via histone protein interaction [188]. Likewise, Nap1l1 has been recognised as

a chromatin modulator [189, 190], while Ddx3 has been suggested to function as a

tumour suppressor as well as a transcriptional regulator [191, 192]. As depicted in

Figure 3.20 (a), co-IP experiments for the selected proteins of interest revealed that

while ample Smchd1 was detected in the input samples, none was present in elution

samples. These results suggested the examined proteins do not directly interact with

Smchd1. I also performed immunofluorescence experiments in Smchd1-GFP MEFs in

order to examine the cellular localisation pattern of Smchd1 and the core paraspeckle

protein, Nono, as an additional method of testing a potential interaction between these

proteins. In this experiment, Smchd1 was endogenously GFP-tagged and mouse Nono

protein was detected by an anti-mouse Nono antibody (Dr. Archa Fox, University of

Western Australia). As depicted in Figure 3.20 (b), there was no co-localisation

detected between Smchd1 and Nono, further suggesting the two proteins do not

detectably interact in the nucleus.

Figure 3.20: Validation of potential Smchd1 protein interactors. (a) Co-
immunoprecipitation (co-IP) experiments using antibodies against B23, Nono, Nap1l1, Rbm3
and Ddx3 as bait, probing for Smchd1 as a potential interactor following Western blot analysis.
Input (I) and elution (E) fractions were analysed in each co-IP experiment. Molecular weight
is indicated in kilodaltons (kDa) on the left. (b) Immunofluorescence of Smchd1-GFP MEFs
depicting Nono in red, Smchd1 in green and DAPI in blue. Images are representative of n=10
imaged nuclei.
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3.4 Discussion

Serving as one of my main project aims, I have successfully expressed and purified the

full-length mouse Smchd1 protein. I used a eukaryotic insect cell expression system

that, in contrast to bacterial cells, is capable of introducing post-translational

modifications and provides a complex protein folding machinery that is more similar to

that of mammalian cells. Following two purification steps, a relatively pure Smchd1

protein sample was obtained, as indicated by SDS-PAGE analyses. The secondary

structure prediction algorithm, ProteinPredict, revealed the intermediate domain of

Smchd1 that connects the two functional domains to be predominantly β-stranded,

contrasting with canonical SMC proteins that consist of long, α-helical coiled-coil

arms. However, CD spectroscopy analysis of the purified full-length Smchd1 protein

and follow-up quantitative predictions of secondary structure composition via the

K2D2 software estimated an α-helical content of approximately 85%, with only 1%

β-stranded content. The K2D2 prediction method relies on obtained CD spectra for

proteins with a known tertiary structure, where the prediction accuracy may be

estimated by the similarity between the experimental and the predicted CD spectra.

Overall, the two curves appeared comparable in my analysis. However, the second

minima obtained for the experimental CD spectra does not clearly distinguish whether

it is indicative of β-stranded content at 218 nm, or α-helical content at 222 nm. In the

obtained predicted spectrum this minima became accentuated towards the 222 nm

wavelength, indicative of α-helical content, and likely providing an explanation for the

final 85% α-helical predicted estimate of the Smchd1 protein. Recent publications have

additionally suggested that protein CD spectra does not yield accurate predictive value

for β-turns compared to α-helices [193], likely due to the heterogeneity of their

conformation. Nonetheless, while the obtained secondary structure content predictions

may not accurately reflect the composition of the full-length Smchd1 protein, the

obtained CD spectra indicate the purified protein is folded. Further structural analyses

of the full-length protein are therefore required to validate the secondary structure

content of Smchd1’s intermediate domain.

As a feature of all canonical SMC proteins, the C-terminally located SMC hinge domain

is thought to act as the primary dimerisation site of Smchd1, a concept that is further

discussed in Chapter 4. On the other hand, the N-terminal region of Smchd1 (residues
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111-702) that comprises of the GHKL ATPase domain was established as monomeric in

solution [61]. However, a new study that examined a different N-terminal construct of

SMCHD1, comprising of residues 25-580, has revealed a dimeric high-resolution structure

of the region [133]. These results suggest that dimerisation of full-length Smchd1 occurs

at both termini, consistent with the rod-shaped particles I observed upon negative stain

EM studies. ATPase assays performed with the N-terminal region of Smchd1 compared

to ones performed in the context of the full-length protein are therefore likely to reveal

differences in ATP hydrolysis rates due to a potential cooperative mechanism that may

be induced by the dimerisation of the ATPase domains. Indeed, ATPase activity rates

seemed to differ for various mutants of Smchd1 in the context of the full-length protein

compared to the isolated ATPase region. However, rather than being able to attribute

these differences to the dimeric state of the full-length Smchd1 protein, it seems likely

that other factors are at play.

A feasible explanation is that a potential co-purifying protein contaminant may have

interfered with the assay. This was speculated based on the inability of the established

Smchd1 inhibitor, Radicicol, to abolish the ATPase activity of either the wild-type or any

of the mutants studied. Additionally, the E147A mutant, which was previously shown

to completely abrogate the catalytic activity of Smchd1’s N-terminal region, remained

catalytically active in the context of the full-length protein. Lastly, the ATP hydrolysis

rate of Smchd1 is considered slow at ∼0.05 µM ADP/min/µM protein. Hence, even

the minimal presence of a contaminating enzyme that is likewise able to hydrolyse ATP

may easily interfere with the assay and result in a false positive output. I additionally

showed that full-length Smchd1 co-purifies with DNA, indicating the in vitro ATPase

assays I performed were in the presence of contaminating DNA. It is therefore possible

that DNA-bound Smchd1 may also alter the ATP hydrolysis rates observed, which were

dissimilar to rates obtained for the same mutants in the context of the N-terminal region

of Smchd1.

The presence of bound DNA may additionally justify the requirement for a third ion

exchange purification step to yield a homogeneous Smchd1 sample prior to negative

stain EM. The obtained images revealed elongated, rod-like particles of approximately

50 nm in length that are indicative of dimeric Smchd1 proteins, as highlighted by

Blue-Native PAGE analyses of the native protein sample. Unfortunately, the observed

conformational flexibility of the sample hindered further analyses, such as
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2D-classifications and averaging, where particles are separated into different classes

based on their observed orientation. Alongside purifying as DNA-bound, I showed via

Western blot analysis that Smchd1 additionally co-purifies with Histone 3, whereas

follow-up mass spectrometry analyses confirmed the presence of other histone proteins

in both the first and second eluting peaks obtained from SEC chromatography. These

results may indicate a direct association of Smchd1 with nucleosomes, a hypothesis

that remains to be further investigated. If, however, Smchd1 is a direct interactor of

nucleosomes, a protein complex composed of purified nucleosomes and full-length

Smchd1 may be subject to further electron microscopy studies. This would not only

reveal their mode of interaction, but may stabilise the Smchd1 protein by reducing its

conformational flexibility.

Following EMSA experiments, it appeared that a ssDNA oligonucleotide probe was

able to substitute for bound DNA that accompanied purified recombinant Smchd1.

However, nearly an equimolar amount of the oligonucleotide relative to Smchd1 protein

was required to compete off the DNA-bound Smchd1. EMSA experiments are unable

to reveal the fraction of the protein population exchanging for the oligonucleotide of

interest. However, in order to ensure the full Smchd1 population undergoes this

exchange so that a homogeneous sample can be obtained, a concentration exceeding

equimolar amounts to Smchd1 protein is likely necessary. While this may be one way

of reducing the heterogeneity derived from the co-purifying DNA, it seems

unattainable for larger Smchd1 protein requirements such as for structural analysis.

Nonetheless, the presence of a homogeneous nucleic acid template would be crucial to

obtaining a less heterogeneous Smchd1 protein sample for further electron microscopy.

As previously mentioned, one option may be to examine a nucleosome-Smchd1 protein

complex, where the ∼147 base-pair nucleosomal DNA could provide a scaffold for

Smchd1.

While it appears Smchd1 exhibits some affinity for histones, I sought to understand

which other partners it may bind in cells. Paraspeckle proteins were abundantly found

and suggested as potential interacting partners of Smchd1 upon immunoprecipitation

and mass spectrometry analyses. However, following validation studies via

co-immunoprecipitation and immunofluorescence experiments, none were successfully

confirmed as interactors of Smchd1. Paraspeckle proteins are RNA-binding proteins,

which are often non-specific interactors that arise upon immunoprecipitation studies
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due to their ’sticky’ nature, offering a potential explanation for their abundance. This

family of proteins was recently suggested to undergo liquid-liquid-phase separation

(LLPS), a process that describes macromolecules such as proteins or nucleic acids

condensing into a dense phase that resembles liquid droplets [194]. LLPS is thought to

underlie the formation of membrane-less compartments, such as heterochromatin [195,

196]. Phase separation was additionally suggested to drive the process of

X-chromosome inactivation [197], in which Smchd1 holds a critical role. HP1

represents one of the two established protein interactors of Smchd1, for which I

provided additional evidence here. As part of its molecular function, HP1 is recruited

to histone H3, lysine 9 methylated sites (H3K9me) on chromatin, leading to the

formation of compact chromatin, termed heterochromatin. Recently, HP1 was also

shown to form phase-separated droplets in vitro, where it is proposed to oligomerise in

order to compact chromatin into phase-separated condensates [195, 196, 198].

Together, these findings may suggest that Smchd1 may likewise be a component of

phase-separated droplets.

In conclusion, I have provided biochemical analyses of the full-length Smchd1 protein,

which suggested a requirement for DNA interaction as the bound DNA failed to be

removed under the high salt conditions used in SEC chromatography. Follow-up

studies will be targeted at ways to try and remove the contaminating DNA, and any

potential proteins that may co-elute with Smchd1 and have likely interfered with the

in vitro ATPase assays. One way of doing so may be to perform chromatography on

the full-length Smchd1 protein in the presence of ATP. Across other studied GHKL

ATPases, the ATP-binding event has been shown to induce ATPase dimerisation [99,

115]. This is followed by ATP hydrolysis and the subsequent dissociation of the dimer

into a monomeric form. While any potential cross-talk between the ATPase and SMC

hinge domains of Smchd1 remains to be elucidated, it is proposed that ATP hydrolysis

may likewise result in dimer dissociation of the Smchd1 ATPase domain, resulting in

an open, V-like conformation of the full-length protein as the dimer remains anchored

at the C-terminal hinge domain. The described conformational change may release the

bound DNA, facilitating the capture of a DNA-free Smchd1 protein sample.





Chapter 4

Structure and function of

Smchd1’s hinge domain

4.1 Abstract

The hinge domain of SMCHD1 has previously been implicated in nucleic acid binding

and in the pathogenesis of FSHD2 when its DNA-binding capability is reduced. Yet,

its underlying mechanism of function as well as overall structure remained unclear. We

revealed the first atomic-resolution structure of Smchd1’s hinge domain, providing a

novel insight into its DNA-binding and dimerisation modes. Using structure-guided

mutagenesis, I found that the central pore of the hinge domain dimer is not involved in

nucleic acid interaction, and that DNA is not threaded through this region. As an

epigenetic regulator, Smchd1 has been directly associated with chromatin association.

I was therefore interested in further investigating the requirements of Smchd1’s

localisation to chromatin in cells. Using immunofluorescence techniques, I found that

the hinge domain targets Smchd1 to chromatin, while additionally identifying a

functional hotspot within the hinge that is required for chromatin localisation in cells.
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4.2 Introduction

At the molecular level, Smchd1 occupies distinct regions across the genome where it

can exert epigenetic silencing effects [52, 58]. It was recently proposed that Smchd1

mediates long-range chromatin interactions by acting as an insulator protein that

sequesters chromatin from other DNA-binding proteins [52–54]. These functions are

thought to be, at least partially, imparted by the hinge domain which has been shown

to bind nucleic acids in vitro [58]. Additionally, the presence of an FSHD2-associated

variant in SMCHD1, R1866G which is located within the hinge domain region, was

shown to reduce SMCHD1’s silencing capacity [199] as well as its ability to interact

with DNA in vitro [58]. These findings highlight the functional importance of the

hinge domain in SMCHD1’s overall silencing capacity.

SAXS studies have previously been performed on the hinge domain. These studies

indicated that in comparison to canonical SMC proteins, where the heterodimeric

hinge domain is flanked by antiparallel intramolecular coiled-coils, Smchd1 adopts an

intermolecular parallel coiled-coil arrangement [62]. However, the atomic-resolution

structure of the hinge domain and the mechanism that underlies its interaction with

nucleic acids remained unclear. We have recently reported the crystal structure of the

mouse Smchd1 hinge domain, which represents the first high-resolution structure of a

eukaryotic homodimeric SMC hinge domain [162].

4.2.1 The crystal structure of Smchd1’s hinge domain reveals

differences to canonical SMC proteins

The overall structure of Smchd1’s hinge domain is similar to that of other SMC hinge

domains, where two protomers assemble into a donut-shape and form a central pore

(Figure 4.1 a,c). The Thermotaga maritima SMC hinge (TmSMC) is the closest

structural homolog of the Smchd1 hinge domain, as unlike other SMC proteins, it also

forms a homodimer [162]. Common to all SMC hinge domains, monomers of Smchd1

and TmSMC each comprise of subdomains I and II, which are connected by a flexible

linker (Figure 4.1 b,d). In comparison to TmSMC, Smchd1 lacks an N-terminal strand

and two helices from subdomain I, and two β-strands from the subdomain interface. In

subdomain II, a more extended helix is present at the interface side, alongside an
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additional β-strand at the C-terminus (Figure 4.1 b,d). Overall, due to subdomain II

of the Smchd1 hinge domain being rotated by 18◦ or 27◦ relative to the closed or open

TmSMC structure, respectively, the two subdomains II of Smchd1 are brought closer

while subdomains I are placed further away (Figure 4.1 a,c).
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Figure 4.1: The structure of Smchd1’s hinge domain differs to canonical SMC
proteins. Comparing the cartoon representations of (a) the Smchd1 hinge domain (PDB:6N64)
and (c) the canonical SMC hinge (PDB:1GXK) as seen from above, where individual protomers
are highlighted by a dashed line. A comparison of (b) Smchd1 and (d) canonical SMC hinge
domain from T. maritima topology, using the same colour scheme as in (a) and (c). The figure
is reproduced from [162].

4.2.2 The Smchd1 hinge domain interface comprises of canonical and

non-canonical interactions

Similar to canonical SMC proteins, dimerisation of Smchd1’s hinge domain is mediated

by two interfaces from each protomer. In Smchd1, the first interface is formed between

H3 of subdomain I and H6 of subdomain II of opposing protomers (Figures 4.1 b, 4.2

a). A second interface is formed by β-strands S1 and S2 of subdomain I from one

protomer, and S3-S8 of subdomain II from the opposing protomer. Aside from these,

there are contributing non-canonical dimer interface interactions, including a hydrogen
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bond between Y1765 in H3 and D1866 of S6, aliphatic interactions between Y1765 of

H3 and F1874 of S7, and a salt bridge between K1873 of S7 and D1749 of H2 (Figure

4.2 a). Surprisingly, mutagenesis of dimer interface residues does not affect the overall

structure of the hinge dimer but contributes to protein thermal stability [162]. In

addition, interface residues R1762 and R1848 also appear to contribute to DNA

binding as they display a reduced affinity for DNA in vitro upon their substitution to

Ala (Figure 4.2 b).
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Figure 4.2: The Smchd1 hinge domain interface comprises of canonical and non-
canonical interactions. (a) A zoomed-in view of the Smchd1 hinge domain dimerisation
interface, where subdomain I is shown in light purple and subdomain II is shown in green; a 90◦

rotation is shown on the right. (b) DNA-binding fluorescence polarisation assay testing mutants
of the Smchd1 hinge domain dimer interface. Protein concentrations are indicated on the x-axis
(µM) and polarisation values on the y-axis as a percentage of the maximum value. Plotted points
represent technical replicates for two independent experiments fitted to a hyperbolic binding
curve. DNA-binding assays were performed using a 20-base pair 6-Fam labeled single-stranded
DNA corresponding to the HS5-1b sense-methylated enhancer site (2.7.4). (c) Kd and standard
deviation values calculated from the fitted curves are outlined for each protein sample, in µM.
Figure is reproduced from [162].
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4.2.3 Smchd1’s hinge domain mediates nucleic acid interactions via

two positively charged patches

Upon solving the three-dimensional structure of Smchd1’s hinge domain, the

electrostatic surface potential of the region was revealed as highly basic in charge. This

finding was not surprising as previous studies have shown that Smchd1’s hinge domain

has the ability to bind nucleic acids in vitro [58], a property shared across canonical

SMC complexes where the hinge domain holds a key role in DNA interaction [75,

200–203]. The next question was therefore to examine which residues of the Smchd1

hinge domain were involved in nucleic acid interactions. By performing

structure-guided mutagenesis, positively charged residues within three clusters of the

Smchd1 hinge domain were substituted to Ala to help infer residues involved in nucleic

acid binding. These clusters were separated into cluster 1, located on one face of the

dimer, cluster 2 which consists of an extended linker, and cluster 3 surrounding the

central channel of the dimer (Figure 4.3 a). Examining the DNA-binding affinity of

these mutants, it was revealed that residues within cluster 2 and 3 contribute to

DNA-binding (Figure 4.3 b-d), alongside dimer interface residue R1848 (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.3: Smchd1’s hinge domain interacts with DNA via two positively charged
patches. (a) A representation of the electrostatic surface potential of the Smchd1 hinge
homodimer, with residues of interest highlighted and grouped in clusters based on their location.
(b-d) DNA-binding fluorescence polarisation assays testing (b) cluster 1, (c) cluster 2 and (d)
cluster 3 Smchd1 hinge domain mutants. Protein concentrations are indicated on the x-axis (µM)
and polarisation values on the y-axis as a percentage of the maximum value. Plotted points
represent technical replicates for two independent experiments fitted to a hyperbolic binding
curve. DNA-binding assays were performed using a 20-base pair 6-Fam labeled single-stranded
DNA corresponding to the HS5-1b sense-methylated enhancer site (2.7.4). (e) Kd and standard
deviation values calculated from the fitted curves are outlined for each protein sample, in µM.
Figure is reproduced from [162].
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 DNA-binding residues of the Smchd1 hinge domain are not well

conserved across SMC proteins

The crystal structure of Smchd1’s hinge domain revealed the presence of highly basic

surfaces, of which only clusters 2 and 3, but not cluster 1, were shown to contribute to

nucleic acid interaction in vitro (Figure 4.3). Surprisingly, these residues are not well

conserved across SMC proteins (Figure 4.4 a). Cluster 2 residue R1790 displays

charge-conservative substitutions across human SMC2 and SMC4, alongside mouse

SMC3 (Figure 4.4 a). Residue R1796, which is also located within cluster 2, is only

present in human SMC4. These two residues reside within the extended linker of

Smchd1’s hinge domain, which exhibits the greatest heterogeneity compared to other

SMC proteins. The length of this linker is highly variable across SMC hinge domains,

but most abundant in positively charged residues in Smchd1, suggesting a potential

role in nucleic acid interaction. Regarding cluster 3 residues, only K1880 appears to be

conserved in human SMC4. Finally, the dimer interface residue R1848 that also

contributes to DNA-binding in the Smchd1 hinge domain is only conserved in the

TmSMC protein. Between orthologs of Smchd1, all residues that contribute to

DNA-binding in vitro display a high sequence conservation (Figure 4.4 b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: Multiple sequence alignment of the Smchd1 hinge domain with orthologs
and canonical SMC proteins. (a) Multiple sequence alignment comparing the Mus musculus
Smchd1 hinge domain (residues 1683-1899) with Thermotaga maritima SMC, Mus musculus
SMC1A, Homo sapiens SMC4, Mus musculus SMC3 and Homo sapiens SMC2. The linker
region of the mouse Smchd1 hinge domain is depicted by a black line. (b) Multiple sequence
alignment of the Smchd1 hinge domain (residues 1683-1899) from Homo sapiens, Mus musculus,
Rattus norvegicus and Gallus gallus. (a-b) Conserved residues are shown in red. Residues that
contribute to DNA-binding in vitro from clusters 2 and 3, alongside dimer interface residue
R1848, are highlighted in purple. Residues D1749 and D1751 that are mutated in FSHD2 are
highlighted in yellow. Sequences were aligned using the program MultAlin [174] and images were
generated using ESPript3.0 [175].
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4.3.2 Expression and purification of Smchd1 hinge domain torus

mutants

All SMC hinge domains studied to date have been shown to adopt a donut-like

structure with a central cavity formed between two hinge domain protomers [204]. A

highly conserved feature of the central channels of SMC hinge domains is the

abundance of positively charged residues that line the lumen region [205]. In cohesin’s

SMC1-SMC3 heterodimer, mutation of three positively charged residues within the

hinge domain lumen were shown to abolish DNA loading, but did not affect cohesin’s

recruitment to chromatin [202]. I therefore sought to examine whether nucleic acid

binding might also occur via the torus of the Smchd1 hinge domain homodimer. To do

so, I introduced mutations that would occlude DNA from entering the central pore

formed by the dimer. Residues selected for substitution were S1870, which does not

engage in crucial interactions based on the three-dimensional structure, and H1856,

which lies on the rim of the central pore (Figure 4.5 a). Met, Asn or Gln were

introduced in place of S1870, and Trp was substituted for H1856 as a means of

obstructing the central channel via the presence of bulkier residues. Purification of the

four torus mutants resulted in a high protein yield (Figure 4.5 b) and follow-up SEC

analysis indicated they all retain a dimeric state, with an elution profile that

corresponds to the wild-type counterpart (Figure 4.5 c (i)). Smchd1 hinge domain

monomers can be identified as the lower molecular weight band by reducing

SDS-PAGE analysis, where the presence of a higher molecular band across fractions

∼43-45 are likely representative of contaminating TEV protease which was not entirely

removed upon the preceding subtractive IMAC purification step (Figure 4.5 c (ii)).
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Figure 4.5: Purification of Smchd1 hinge domain torus mutants. (a) Cartoon
representations of the Smchd1 hinge domain (PDB:6N64), where monomers are shown in pale
orange and blue. Residues H1856 and S1870 are shown in stick form for each monomer. (b)
IMAC purification of each torus mutant, showing eluting samples (E1-E3) analysed by reducing
Stain-Free SDS-PAGE. Molecular weight (MW) indicators are shown on the left in kilodaltons
(kDa). (c) (i) SEC profiles of wild-type and torus mutants of the Smchd1 hinge domain with (ii)
selected fractions analysed by reducing Stain-Free SDS-PAGE.

4.3.3 Mutagenesis of the torus region or the consensus dimerization

site of the Smchd1 hinge domain do not alter its overall structure

To confirm the dimerization state and examine any gross structural changes that may

be caused by introducing mutations, I performed small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)

analyses on the wild-type Smchd1 hinge domain and all four torus mutants,

S1870Q/M/N and H1856W. In parallel, I examined the triple mutant

G1872A/G1875A/G1876A that targets dimer interface residues and leads to a

reduction in protein thermal stability in vitro [162]. Overall, SAXS analyses indicated

that none of these mutations disrupted Smchd1 dimer formation (Figure 4.6). The

overall size of the protein samples is indicated by the radius of gyration (Rg) value,
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which represents the square root of the average distance of each scattering atom from

the particle centre, and is calculated by Guinier approximation. Rg values were

additionally determined by computing the real-space interatomic distance distribution

function (P(r)). Both methods yield comparable Rg values for all tested samples, as

summarised in Table 4.1.

Comparing torus mutants to wild-type Smchd1 hinge domain, Rg values range between

26.0 and 27.6 Å for mutants, versus 27.0 Å obtained for the wild-type protein (Table 4.1).

The triple mutant exhibits a slightly smaller Rg value of 25.1 and 25.8 Å obtained via the

two separate calculations. However, maximum dimension (Dmax) values, which describe

the estimated maximum diameter of the protein based on the distance distribution

function (P(r)), measures at 100 Å consistently across wild-type, torus mutants, as

well as the triple glycine mutant sample, indicating that all variants adopt a similar

conformation to the wild-type counterpart.

The obtained scattering data also allows the estimation of the intensity of radiation

scattered at zero angle I (0), a value that is extrapolated either from the Guinier

approximation or from the (P(r)) function (Table 4.1). I (0) is equal to the square of

the number of electrons in the scattering object and is thus proportional to the

molecular mass of a protein at a given concentration. This value, alongside the

linearity of the Guinier plot, reflect whether high molecular weight aggregates or

inter-particle interference are present, which may contribute measurably to scattering

and therefore the quality of the data. I (0) values obtained from the Guinier

approximation are consistent with values obtained from the (P(r)) function across the

protein samples (Table 4.1). Guinier plots depicted in Figure 4.6 (insets in panels i)

also highlight a linearity in scattering at low angles for all tested samples, indicating

the particles are monodisperse.

Overall, the observation that none of the mutations appear to disrupt Smchd1 hinge

domain dimer formation was particularly surprising for the triple glycine mutant.

Substitution of this motif in other SMC hinge domains was reported to abrogate

dimerization [206], yet SAXS analysis indicates the Smchd1 hinge mutant remains

homodimeric in solution. A previous study investigating Smchd1 introduced the same

triple mutation to Ala and observed a modest shift in elution time following SEC

analysis [131], however they did not further examine this disruption biophysically.
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These findings suggest the flanking α-helices present in our Smchd1 hinge domain

construct may augment dimer formation.
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Figure 4.6: Mutagenesis of the torus region or the consensus dimerization site of
the Smchd1 hinge domain do not alter its overall structure. Small angle X-ray analysis
of (a) wild-type Smchd1 hinge domain, (b-e) torus mutants and (f) a triple mutant replacing
the three consensus Glycine residues required for dimerization in canonical SMC hinge domains.
Scattering intensity profiles are shown in (i), where the background-subtract SAXS data are
indicated as black circles representing mean intensity I(q) as a function of momentum transfer
q in Å-1. Guinier plot for qRg ≤1.3 are shown as insets in (i), where linearity indicates that
particles are monodisperse. The radius of gyration and initial scattering intensity I (0) were
approximated using the Guinier equation with PRIMUS, giving values as indicated in Table 4.1.
Pair-distribution functions, P(r) plots calculated using GNOM are shown in (ii). The Rg and
maximum particle dimension Dmax calculated from the P(r) analysis are as reported in Table
4.1.
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Table 4.1: Data collection and scattering parameters for SAXS analysis.

 
Data collection and scattering parameters for SAXS analysis 
 
 

Data collection parameters  
Instrument  Australian Synchrotron SAXS/WAXS beamline  
Beam geometry 120 μm point source  
Beam wavelength (Å) 1.033  
q range (Å-1) 0.0114-0.4  
Exposure time (seconds) 2  
Protein concentration  ~5 mg/ml sample injected via in-line size exclusion chromatography   
Temperature (°C) 16  

Structural parameters    
Protein sample WT S1870M S1870N S1870Q H1856W G1872A/ 

G1875A/G1876A 
I(0)(cm-1)  
[from Guinier] 

0.06757 
±0.00022  

0.01447 
±0.00085 

0.01041 
±0.00086 

0.01377 
±0.00094 

0.07781 
±0.00079 

0.08236  
±0.00069 

Rg (Å)  
[from Guinier] 

27.0 
±0.141 

27.1 
±0.242 

27.6 
±0.336 

27.2 
±0.283 

26.9 
±0.415 

25.1 
±0.332 

I(0)(cm-1)  
[from P(r)] 

0.06799 
±0.00019 

0.01455 
±0.00079 

0.01043 
±0.00077 

0.01384 
±0.00010 

0.07850 
±0.00075 

0.08284 
±0.00065 

Rg (Å)  
[from P(r)] 

27.70 
±0.127 

27.8 
±0.274 

28.0 
±0.356 

28.0 
±0.380 

27.9 
±0.423 

25.8 
±0.457 

Dmax (Å) 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Software    

Primary data reduction ScatterBrain (Australia Synchrotron)  
Data processing PRIMUS, GNOM  
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4.3.4 The Smchd1 hinge domain does not thread nucleic acids through

its central pore

To examine the DNA-binding affinity of the torus mutants compared to wild-type

Smchd1 hinge domain, I performed an in vitro fluorescence polarization assay using a

20 base-pair single-stranded DNA probe containing one methylated cytosine that was

previously tested and shown to interact with Smchd1 [58, 162]. This oligonucleotide

represents a Pcdh cluster-specific sequence, termed the HS5-1b enhancer site, where

Smchd1 was shown to localise by chromatin immunoprecipitation and sequencing

(ChIP-seq) studies [58]. These studies also showed that while Smchd1 exhibits a slight

preference for methylated DNA in vitro, differences in binding affinities compared to

both double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) and unmethylated DNA probes were within a

2-fold window [58]. I chose to only examine the methylated HS5-1b oligonucleotide

probe across all DNA-binding assays in order to enable direct comparisons between

test samples. However, it is anticipated that DNA-binding differences between mutants

will apply to all oligonucleotide probes.

As seen in Figure 4.7, the presence of bulkier residues at the torus region of the hinge

domain does not impact DNA-binding, as the mutants largely exhibit Kd values similar

to the wild-type counterpart. There seems to be a small decrease in the DNA-binding

affinity of S1870Q for the HS5-1b oligonucleotide, displaying a Kd value of approximately

2.0 µM compared to wild-type protein which shows a value of ∼1.2 µM. The mutant

H1856W actually reveals a small increase in DNA-binding affinity, with a Kd value of

∼0.8 µM, however this difference is not considered substantial and may be accounted for

by technical error. Taken together, these results are consistent with the hypothesis that

nucleic acids are not threaded through the central pore of the Smchd1 hinge domain.
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Figure 4.7: Torus mutants do not alter nucleic acid binding of the Smchd1 hinge
domain, suggesting binding does not occur by threading through the central channel.
(a) (i) DNA-binding fluorescence polarization (mP) of 12.5 nM 6-FAM labeled 20 bp single-
stranded DNA by wild-type (WT) and torus mutants of the Smchd1 hinge dimer at indicated
protein concentration (µM). Data points are plotted for technical duplicates of three independent
experiments fitted to a hyperbolic binding curve, where error bars represent the standard
deviation. (ii) Kd and standard deviation values calculated from the fitted curves are outlined
for each protein sample, in µM.

4.3.5 Interface mutations in conjunction with shorter coiled-coil

regions in the Smchd1 hinge domain disrupt the dimer

While our crystallised Smchd1 hinge domain construct comprised of residues 1683-1899,

electron density was observed only for residues 1710-1886. The predicted N-terminal

α-helices which are thought to form coiled-coils are therefore absent from the three-

dimensional structure, and any interactions that may be mediated by these regions

are yet to be determined. This also indicates the regions lacking electron density are

likely to be conformationally flexible. Previous SAXS analyses of the 1683-1899 amino

acid construct revealed a ’drumstick’ model where the hinge domain is flanked by an

N-terminal protruding region, thought to correspond to the N-terminal α-helices [62].

These data provide reasoning for the flanking coiled-coil domains forming head-to-head

dimers, which contrasts with previously reported SMC hinge domains that were shown

to form head-to-tail (N- to C-terminal) coiled-coils [204, 207]. Additionally, as the

introduction of mutations within the Smchd1 hinge domain interface do not appear to

interfere with dimerisation, it was therefore speculated these coiled-coil regions may play

a role in hinge domain homodimerisation.

To answer this question, I expressed a shorter hinge domain construct encompassing

residues 1699-1883 of Smchd1 which lacks the flanking α-helices (Figure 4.8 c). I

additionally introduced mutations V1774G, triple mutant G1872A/G1875A/G1876A
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or R1848A in this construct, all of which are located at the dimer interface (Figure 4.8

d) and exhibit a reduced thermal stability in vitro [162], therefore they are expected to

further interfere with hinge domain dimerisation. While the wild-type protein was

successfully purified for this construct, all three mutants were poorly expressed (Figure

4.8) and majority of protein eluted in the void volume upon SEC analysis (data not

shown). However, the same mutants were successfully expressed in the context of the

longer hinge domain construct that comprises of the flanking α-helices and appeared

homodimeric [162], while deletion of these predicted coiled-coil regions compromised

their stability. Therefore, my data support the existence of the hinge domain dimer

interface observed in the crystal structure. These results are consistent with a role for

the flanking α-helices in augmenting the dimeric structure of the Smchd1 hinge

domain, undeterred by mutation-induced disruption of the intersubunit hinge domain

interface.
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Figure 4.8: Dimer interface mutations in conjunction with shorter coiled-coil regions
in the Smchd1 hinge domain disrupt the dimer interface. (a) Schematic representation
of the full length Smchd1 gene architecture, indicating domain boundaries of the SMC hinge
domain as amino acid residue numbers. Comparing constructs of (b) the crystallised Smchd1
hinge domain and (c) the Smchd1 hinge domain with a shorter N-terminal coiled-coil region. (d)
Cartoon representation of the Smchd1 hinge domain dimer (monomers shown in red and grey;
PDB:6N64) highlighting residues at the dimer interface: V1774 in orange, G1872/1875/1876 in
magenta and R1848 in cyan, as spheres. (e-h) IMAC followed by subtractive IMAC purification
of (e) wild type and (f-h) dimer interface mutants (1699-1881 aa). (e-h) Samples were analysed
by reducing Stain-Free SDS-PAGE, where UB=unbound, E1-E3= elution samples, cut= sample
following TEV-cleavage, 2%-50%= imidazole concentrations. Molecular weight (MW) indicators
are indicated on the left in kilodaltons (kDa).
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4.3.6 Mutation of R1848 and R1867 alter Smchd1’s nuclear

localization pattern

To examine how residues that contribute to Smchd1’s nucleic acid binding in vitro may

affect its cellular function, cluster 2 mutations R1790A and R1796A, interface

mutations D1842A and R1848A, and cluster 3 mutations R1867G, R1869A and

K1873A, were introduced into full-length mouse Smchd1 by Dr. Tracy Willson (Walter

and Eliza Hall Institute). I transfected these constructs into human 293 cells in which

endogenous SMCHD1 expression was silenced by a short hairpin RNA (shRNA).

Crucially, shRNA-silencing is restricted to human SMCHD1 in this system, therefore

enabling the examination of the introduced full-length mouse Smchd1 constructs

containing point mutations of interest. Successful knockdown of SMCHD1 is

highlighted by Western blot analysis in Figure 4.9, which was performed by Ruoyun

Wang (Walter and Eliza Hall Institute), in addition to depletion of SMCHD1 nuclear

foci in SMCHD1-knockdown (KD) 293 cells (Figure 4.10). Bright nuclear foci are

known to correspond to SMCHD1’s localisation to the inactive X chromosome in

wild-type cells, as previously shown [51]. Importantly, all transfections were performed

in parallel, with an equivalent amount of construct transfected for each of the tested

samples, and imaging parameters identical between samples to allow for an accurate

comparison.

250

150

50

37

Nons      UT        KD
α-SMCHD1

α-Actin

Figure 4.9: SMCHD1-knockdown in HEK293 cells. Western blot analysis of HEK293
cells transduced with either a non-silencing (nons) shRNA, untransduced HEK293 cells (UT) or
cells transduced with a SMCHD1-knockdown shRNA (KD). Actin was used as a loading control.
Molecular weight markers are indicated on the left, in kilodaltons.
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Transfection of the wild-type mouse Smchd1 construct into KD cells restore Smchd1’s

enrichment to nuclear foci. However, these appeared distinct from endogenous human

SMCHD1 staining as multiple foci are observed (Figure 4.10 c), rather than only the

expected two foci corresponding to the two inactive X-chromosomes present in tetraploid

293 cells (Figure 4.10 a). This is likely due to the over-expression of the construct,

and hence all mutants of interest are compared to the over-expression of the wild-type

Smchd1 construct rather than the non-silencing shRNA control. Across the various

mutants examined, a similar cellular localisation pattern to wild-type Smchd1 over-

expression was observed for cluster 2 mutants, R1790A and R1796A, and cluster 3

mutants R1869A and K1873A. Likewise, mutant D1872A, which was chosen as a control

as it does not alter protein thermal stability or nucleic acid binding in vitro, exerted a

similar localisation in cells to wild-type Smchd1. Only two tested mutations, R1867G

(cluster 3) and R1848A (dimer interface), appeared to abrogate nuclear foci formation

(Figure 4.10 g-h). The R1867G mutant exhibited a visible decrease in the number of

nuclear foci present compared to the introduction of the wild-type counterpart, where

multiple nuclear foci were seen. A similar phenotype was observed for the R1848A

mutant, with a very diffuse presence of nuclear Smchd1 that exhibited a complete absence

of nuclear foci.

R1867G is an FSHD2-associated substitution, located within cluster 3 of Smchd1’s hinge

domain (Figure 4.3). Previous in vitro studies also investigated this mutation in the

isolated hinge domain of Smchd1 and showed this residue is important in nucleic acid

interaction, as its substitution to glycine reduced its affinity for DNA [58]. We also found

similar results via our in vitro fluorescence polarisation assay, where the mutant exhibits

a 6.2-fold reduction in DNA-binding affinity relative to its wild-type counterpart (Figure

4.3 d). R1848 is positioned at the central pore region of the hinge domain, indicating

a potential role in mediating interprotomer contacts. Additionally, the Ala mutant

shows a 11.4-fold reduction in DNA-binding affinity in vitro (Figure 4.2 b), suggesting

R1848 may also mediate nucleic acid interactions. Taken together, these data indicate

that mutations that impact Smchd1’s nucleic acid binding in vitro do not typically

compromise its chromatin binding ability in cells, likely owing to due compensation

from adjacent residues. However, it appears that residues R1848 and R1867 contribute

to a functional hotspot in the hinge domain that plays a key role in localising Smchd1

to chromatin and their neutralisation cannot be compensated for.
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Figure 4.10: Mutation of R1848 and R1867 alter Smchd1’s nuclear localization
pattern. Immunofluorescence in (a) control, non-silencing shRNA transduced, or shRNA-
mediated SMCHD1-knockdown 293 cells 24 hours post-transfection with (b-j) the indicated full-
length Smchd1 variants. DAPI staining is depicted in blue, whereas Smchd1 staining is shown
in yellow, and merged channels are displayed below. Maximum intensity projection images are
shown as representative of n>150 nuclei positive for Smchd1 overexpression per sample; data
shown are representative of 3 independent experiments. All images were obtained with identical
settings between controls and all transfected cells, to enable comparison between the images
provided in the figure. Scale bars, 20 µm.
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4.3.7 The hinge domain targets Smchd1 to chromatin

To further investigate whether the hinge domain contributes to Smchd1’s chromatin

localisation, additional mutations were introduced in the full-length construct by Dr.

Tracy Willson (Walter and Eliza Hall Institute): V1774G and the triple mutant

G1872A/ G1875A/G1876A. We previously demonstrated these mutations reduce the

thermal stability of hinge domain dimers within the 1683-1899 aa construct that

retains an N-terminal coiled-coil region, therefore compromising the integrity of

Smchd1’s hinge domain [162]. Structurally, these residues reside at the dimer interface

(Figure 4.8 d), while the G1872A/G1875A/G1876A mutant additionally targets a

triglycine motif located at Smchd1’s C-terminus which is highly conserved and

necessary for dimerization across SMC hinge domains [206] (Figure 4.4). I also

examined the cellular localisation of a full-length Smchd1 construct that lacks the

hinge domain altogether (∆ L1710-M1884). Importantly, the nuclear localisation signal

(NLS) of SMCHD1 was previously reported to be located within residues 1961-1992,

which was shown as sufficient for its localisation to the nucleus [208]. Deletion of the

hinge domain in my construct therefore did not interfere with the integrity of the NLS.

Upon transfection of these constructs into 293 cells and follow-up immunofluorescence

studies, it can be seen that either the introduction of mutations V1774G,

G1872A/G1875A/G1876A, or deletion of the hinge domain from full-length Smchd1,

lead to abrogation of focus formation (Figure 4.11 d-f). These results support a role

for the hinge domain in Smchd1’s chromatin localisation.
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Figure 4.11: Deletion or compromise of hinge domain integrity alter Smchd1’s
nuclear localisation pattern. Immunofluorescence in (a) control, non-silencing shRNA
transduced, or (b-f) shRNA-mediated SMCHD1-knockdown 293 cells 24 hours post-transfection
with the indicated full-length Smchd1 with mutations (d,e) in the dimer interface or (f) deleted
hinge domain. DAPI staining is depicted in blue, whereas Smchd1 staining is shown in yellow,
and merged channels are displayed below. Maximum intensity projection images are shown as
representative of n>100 nuclei positive for Smchd1 overexpression per sample; data shown are
representative of 2 independent experiments. All images were obtained with identical settings
between controls and all transfected cells, to enable comparison between the images provided in
the figure. Scale bars, 20 µm.

4.3.8 Smchd1 hinge domain residues D1749 and D1751 exhibit an

enhanced affinity for DNA in vitro and an altered cellular

localisation when substituted for Gly or Val

Given the FSHD2-associated mutation, R1867G, affects both Smchd1’s DNA-binding

in vitro in addition to chromatin localisation in cells, I sought to investigate whether

residue D1749, which is spatially situated adjacent to R1867, contributes to

DNA-binding (Figure 4.12 a). When substituted for small neutral residues, D1749G

and D1749V appeared to exhibit an enhanced affinity for DNA in the in vitro

DNA-binding assay (Figure 4.12 b,d). During the course of my study, two new

FSHD2-related mutations in SMCHD1 were added to the LOVD open-source database

[209]: D1750G and D1750V, corresponding to substitutions of mouse Smchd1 D1751.

While D1748 of human SMCHD1 (D1749 in mouse Smchd1) does not show sequence

conservation across SMC hinge proteins, the FSHD2-affected residue in SMCHD1,

D1750 (D1751 in mouse Smchd1), is conserved across mouse SMC1A and human
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SMC4 proteins (Figure 4.4). Variants D1751G and D1751V also exhibit an enhanced

affinity for DNA in vitro (Figure 4.12 c,d). This is an unexpected finding as

FSHD2-associated mutations in SMCHD1 are associated with loss of SMCHD1

function.
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Figure 4.12: Two Smchd1 hinge domain residues, D1749 and D1751, exhibit an
enhanced affinity for DNA when substituted for Gly or Val.(a) Cartoon representation
of the Smchd1 hinge domain dimer (PDB: 6N64), where monomers are depicted in light purple
and pink. A zoomed-in image is shown on the right, depicting residues D1751, D1749 and R1867
in each monomer. (b-c) DNA-binding fluorescence polarization (mP) of 12.5 nM 6-FAM labeled
20 bp single-stranded DNA by wild-type (WT), (b) D1749 mutants and (c) D1751 mutants of
the Smchd1 hinge dimer at the indicated protein concentration (µM). Data points are plotted for
technical duplicates of two independent experiments fitted to a hyperbolic binding curve, where
error bars represent the standard deviation. (d) Kd and standard deviation values calculated
from the fitted curves are outlined for each protein sample and oligonucleotide tested in µM,
rounded to one significant figure.

These results prompted me to further investigate the effect of mutations D1749G and

D1749V in the context of full-length Smchd1 by examining their localisation in cells.

Similar to the previous experiments, I transfected the full-length constructs into

SMCHD1-knockdown 293 cells and immunofluorescence was performed 24 hours later.

As can be seen in Figure 4.13 (d-e), these mutations alter Smchd1’s localisation to

chromatin as a complete absence of nuclear foci is observed. In vitro experiments

performed in the context of the hinge domain suggested these mutations enhance
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Smchd1’s affinity for DNA, therefore absence of nuclear foci formation may suggest

Smchd1 mutants D1749G and D1749V undergo non-specific DNA interactions that

may result in the diffuse staining pattern observed.

Figure 4.13: Smchd1 hinge domain mutants D1749G and D1749V alter its nuclear
localisation pattern. Immunofluorescence in (a) control, non-silencing shRNA transduced, (b)
shRNA-mediated SMCHD1-knockdown 293 cells and (c) SMCHD1-knockdown 293 cells 24 hours
post-transfection with the full-length Smchd1 containing point mutations (d) D1749G or (e)
D1749V. DAPI staining is depicted in blue, Smchd1 staining is shown in yellow and H3K27me3 is
shown in purple, with merged images shown below as indicated. Maximum intensity projection
images are shown as representative of n>100 nuclei positive for Smchd1 overexpression per
sample; data shown are representative of 2 independent experiments. All images were obtained
with identical settings between controls and all transfected cells, to enable comparison between
the images provided in the figure. Scale bars, 20 µm.
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4.4 Discussion

The availability of the first crystal structure of the Smchd1 hinge domain enabled

structure-guided mutagenesis studies to better investigate its mechanistic properties.

Of three identified positively charged patches on the hinge domain surface, two were

revealed as key sites of nucleic acid interaction. One of these, termed cluster 3,

encompasses residues surrounding the central channel therefore highlighting the

possibility that DNA may be threaded through the central pore. By introducing

bulkier residues as a means of occluding nucleic acids from passing through the torus

region, I have provided evidence that disproves this hypothesis as mutations in the

hinge torus did not affect DNA-binding in vitro. However, residues R1867 and R1848,

which were revealed as key sites of nucleic acid interaction both in vitro as well as in

cellular localisation studies, are located in close proximity to the central pore region.

Their position is too distal from the hinge domain surface to interact directly with

nucleic acids, suggesting that the hinge domain may undergo a conformational

transition from the closed state observed in the crystal structure, to an open hinge

conformation that may expose this region and allow direct interactions with DNA and

chromatin. A recent study investigating the canonical SMC complex, cohesin, has

proposed a similar mechanism for its hinge domain, where a crystal structure of the

heterodimeric SMC hinge was obtained in an open conformation while bound to

single-stranded DNA [210].

Experimental evidence suggests that the α-helices flanking the Smchd1 hinge region

likely play a role in dimer formation. Based on sequence prediction and structural

similarities to other hinge domains, the flanking α-helices of the Smchd1 hinge domain

are predicted to form coiled-coils. Unfortunately, atomic detail of this region was absent

from the electron density of our solved hinge domain crystal structure. Surprisingly, we

found that the introduction of interface mutations did not affect hinge dimer formation,

but resulted in a reduced protein thermostability [162]. To further test the importance

of the flanking α-helices in dimer formation, I introduced dimer-disrupting mutations

in a Smchd1 hinge domain expression construct that lacks the surrounding α-helices

and I produced the recombinant protein in E. coli cells. While the wild-type construct

was successfully purified, all dimer-disrupted mutants were poorly expressed and eluted

in the void volume upon SEC analysis. Because the same mutants were previously
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successfully expressed in the context of a construct that comprises of the flanking α-

helices [162], these data suggest a role for the adjacent α-helical regions in augmenting

Smchd1 dimer formation. Therefore, interface mutations introduced in the extended

construct are being suppressed by dimerisation of the predicted coiled-coil regions.

Previous SAXS studies on the Smchd1 hinge domain suggested a head-to-head

arrangement of the dimer based on the observed polarity of the flanking α-helices [62].

Low-resolution electron microscopy images of full-length Smchd1 support this finding,

with globular domains observable at either apex, which likely represent the ATPase

and hinge domains that segregate at the N- and C-terminus, respectively [131].

However, our crystal structure of the Smchd1 hinge domain reveals the N- and

C-termini of the two monomers are on the same face. It may therefore be possible that

in response to a stimulus such as DNA interaction, the α-helices surrounding the hinge

domain may re-arrange to adopt either a head-to-tail or head-to-head arrangement. It

additionally remains unclear whether these helices also play a role in chromatin

interactions. Removal of the coiled-coil regions in the presence of an intact hinge

domain within a full-length Smchd1 construct and follow-up immunofluorescence

studies may help answer this question.

Here, I have shown via cellular studies that the hinge domain is required for Smchd1’s

localisation to chromatin, and compromising its integrity such as via dimer interface

mutations results in an altered nuclear localisation pattern. These findings therefore

suggest that Smchd1 dimer stability may also play an essential role in nucleic acid

binding. While residues from clusters 2 and 3 were implicated in DNA-binding in vitro,

their introduction into full-length Smchd1 and follow-up cellular studies revealed only

two residues were critical in chromatin localisation in cells: R1867 from cluster 3, and

R1848 within the dimer interface. These results indicate most nucleic acid-binding

residues are dispensable for chromatin localisation in cells, whereas R1848 and R1867

likely contribute to a functional hotspot in the hinge domain that cannot be compensated

for by other adjacent DNA-binding residues. However, the possibility of these two

mutations interfering with hinge domain stability cannot be excluded, particularly as I

have shown that hinge domain integrity is required for Smchd1’s chromatin localisation.

I have additionally identified mutations that enhance Smchd1’s DNA-binding affinity in

vitro, affecting residues D1749 and D1751. Interestingly, residue D1749 is situated only
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3.7 Å apart from the FSHD2-affected residue, R1867, based on the crystal structure

of the Smchd1 hinge domain. Given the importance of R1867 in nucleic acid binding,

these results may suggest a potential interaction between D1749 and R1867, where

the negatively charged D1749 may normally act as a brake to nucleic acid binding by

interacting with the positively charged R1867. Therefore, upon substitution of D1749

to either Gly or Val, and the removal of the negative charge, it would allow R1867

to freely interact with the negatively charged DNA, providing a potential explanation

for the enhanced DNA-binding affinity observed for this mutant. This hypothesis may

not apply for residue D1751 as it is located 10.4 Å away from R1867 based on the

three-dimensional structure.

An enhanced DNA-binding capability of residues D1749 and D1751 is further translated

into an altered chromatin localisation upon their introduction into human SMCHD1-

knockdown 293 cells via full-length mouse Smchd1, where the mutants fail to localise

to nuclear foci. A possible explanation for this may be that enhancing Smchd1’s DNA-

binding affinity can result in non-specific interactions that may visually present as a

diffuse staining pattern within cellular nuclei. Whether an enhanced interaction with

DNA may represent an enhanced epigenetic silencing capability of Smchd1 is unknown.

Considering Smchd1 variants D1751G and D1751V are FSHD2-related, where it has

been established that the condition arises due a loss of SMCHD1 function, it indicates

this might not be the case. Instead, an aberrant or prolonged occupancy of Smchd1

on chromatin may prevent it from performing its original function as it likely requires

a specific balance that allows it to engage and disengage with target chromatin sites

accordingly.

Relating these findings to the functional properties of another epigenetic regulator, the

polycomb repressive complex-2 (PRC2), it has been proposed that its non-sequence

specific affinity for nucleic acids acts to retain the complex on chromatin long enough

for it to enzymatically modify histone proteins [211]. We have previously shown that

Smchd1 is likewise able to associate with RNA without sequence specificity [55].

Additionally, we have found that Smchd1’s targeting to chromatin is dependent on the

PRC1-mediated ubiquitylation of histone 2A (H2AK119ub) [55]. Therefore, similar to

the targeting of PRC2 to chromatin, the nucleic acid-binding capacity of Smchd1’s

hinge domain may be necessary to stabilise its chromatin-bound state to enable

efficient silencing. An enhanced nucleic acid-binding capacity of Smchd1, as observed
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for variants of residues D1749 and D1751, would thereby prolong its residence time on

chromatin. Although the specific consequences of this behaviour remain unknown,

these findings highlight the possibility that either a gain or loss in DNA-binding

affinity may lead to a loss of overall function of Smchd1, and the associated FSHD

condition in humans.



Chapter 5

Structure and function of

SMCHD1’s ATPase domain

5.1 Abstract

SMCHD1’s ATPase domain has been of recent interest due to the identification of

disease-related variants that are frequently located within this region of the protein.

However, the mechanisms by which some of these pathogenic variants affect SMCHD1

function are poorly understood. To provide more in-depth information about

SMCHD1’s ATPase dimerisation properties, I used analytical ultracentrifugation

studies to demonstrate that the wild-type SMCHD1 ATPase region undergoes

dimerisation in the presence of both the UBL domain and ATPase substrate. In vitro

ATPase assays revealed that the presence of either the N-terminal UBL domain, or a

C-terminal extension of the SMCHD1 ATPase region, do not alter the protein’s

catalytic activity. Using cellular studies, I revealed that Smchd1 mutations that alter

the catalytic activity of the SMCHD1 ATPase region protein in vitro also exhibit an

altered cellular localisation upon their introduction in cells, in the context of

full-length Smchd1. Via the same cellular assay, I additionally demonstrated that the

UBL domain is necessary for the localisation of full-length Smchd1 to chromatin.

Together, these studies suggest that either a perturbed dimerisation or catalytic

activity of the ATPase region are required for Smchd1’s interaction with chromatin.

121
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5.2 Introduction

Until recently, little was known about the N-terminally located GHKL ATPase domain

of SMCHD1. Previous in vitro assays demonstrated that the ATPase region was

catalytically active and was present as a monomer in solution, with further SAXS

analyses revealing its low-resolution structure which was suggested to resemble the

full-length molecular chaperone protein, Hsp90 [61]. However, the high-resolution

structure and biological function of this domain in relation to the overall molecular

function of SMCHD1 remained unknown. To provide a better understanding of the

structure-function properties of SMCHD1’s ATPase region that may underpin the

protein’s mechanistic level, I sought to determine its three-dimensional structure via

protein crystallisation and electron microscopy methods.

5.2.1 FSHD- and BAMS-associated SMCHD1 mutations do not map

to specific regions of the ATPase region

Variants in the human SMCHD1 gene have been associated with two debilitating

conditions: FSHD and BAMS. FSHD-related variants in SMCHD1 span the full-length

of the gene, while BAMS-associated variants are tightly clustered within the extended

ATPase region of SMCHD1 (Appendix B). The confined localisation of

BAMS-associated SMCHD1 variants initially suggested that an altered ATPase

activity may underlie the disease pathogenesis. We recently showed that BAMS-related

variants resulted in altered catalytic rates of the SMCHD1 ATPase region, where

several of the variants we investigated exhibited a gain in ATPase activity [146].

The recent publication of a human SMCHD1 ATPase crystal structure provided the

ability to spatially map pathogenic variants [133]. As depicted in Figure 5.1, disease

variants do not appear to localise to specific regions of the SMCHD1 ATPase. However,

there is a BAMS-associated cluster within a loop region that is situated at the dimer

interface, suggesting these may potentially interfere with dimerisation (Figure 5.1 a).

This hypothesis was briefly explored via native PAGE and cross-linking experiments,

which suggested that dimerisation was instead reduced in FSHD-associated variants,

but unaffected in BAMS-associated variants [133]. Nonetheless, these findings require

further investigation and should extend to more rigorous, biophysical methods that
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are able to reveal more specific information about SMCHD1’s ATPase self-association

properties.

How disease-associated mutations in SMCHD1 may influence other functions of the

protein, such as specific chromatin or protein interactions, remains to be explored. We

previously observed a diminished ATPase activity across FSHD-associated SMCHD1

variants, however mutations found in these patients span the full-length of the SMCHD1

gene and are not limited to the ATPase region, in contrast to BAMS-associated variants.

Hence, while defects in ATPase activity or dimerisation properties of the SMCHD1

ATPase region may account for a loss of function in SMCHD1 in some FSHD cases,

there are likely other contributing factors. For example, we previously demonstrated that

an FSHD-related variant located within SMCHD1’s C-terminal hinge domain, R1867G,

reduced its affinity for DNA [58]. In Chapter 4, I furthermore revealed that two separate

FSHD-related mutations that also localise to the SMCHD1 hinge domain resulted in an

enhanced DNA-binding affinity in vitro. It is therefore evident that many aspects of

SMCHD1 function are associated with human disease if compromised.

(a)

(b)

45° 45°

45° 45°

Figure 5.1: BAMS- and FSHD-associated missense variants within SMCHD1’s
ATPase region. Cartoon representation of the human SMCHD1 ATPase monomer (25-580
aa) (PDB:6MW7), highlighting (a) BAMS-associated variants in orange, with a box surrounding
the location of hotspot residues, and (b) FSHD-associated variants in magenta. (a-b) Residues
shown as yellow spheres have been associated with both diseases.
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5.2.2 A ubiquitin-like (UBL) domain is present at the N-terminus of

the extended SMCHD1 ATPase region

During the course of my studies, the first three-dimensional structure of a human

SMCHD1 ATPase region was reported [133]. This structure was of a catalytically

inactive point mutant of SMCHD1, E147A, which is unable to hydrolyse ATP. This

study additionally identified an N-terminal ubiquitin-like (UBL) domain within

SMCHD1’s extended ATPase region, which was proposed to be required for

dimerisation [133].

Proteins that contain UBL domains have been largely recognised for their role in

recruitment of ubiquitinated substrates to the proteasome for degradation, however

not in all cases. In the E3 ligase protein, Parkin, the UBL domain inhibits its

auto-ubiquitination by competing with ubiquitin for binding to Parkin [212]. In the

chromatin-modifying complex polycomb repressive complex 1 (PRC1), the UBL

domain of its core component protein, BMI1 (PCGF4), undergoes

homo-oligomerisation and thereby contributes to histone H2A Lys119 ubiquitination

(H2AK119ub) [213]. Hence, UBL domains can hold various functions that are largely

linked with mediating a broad range of protein interactions.

As their name suggests, UBL domains share a high structural homology to ubiquitin,

which is best known for its role in mediating protein degradation upon its covalent

addition onto target proteins [214]. The sequence conservation between SMCHD1’s UBL

domain and human ubiquitin or the UBL domain of Parkin are both relatively poor, with

a sequence identity of only approximately 16% observed for both comparisons (Figure

5.2 a). However, the UBL region of SMCHD1 and ubiquitin share a similar spatial

arrangement, with a Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) value of 5.325 Å (Figure 5.2

b,c). As distinguished from the structure of the SMCHD1 ATPase, the newly-identified

UBL domain undergoes a domain-swapping event, where the UBL domain from one

SMCHD1 monomer crosses over to the monomer on the opposing side (Figure 5.2 b).

Yet, apart from contributing to SMCHD1 ATPase dimerisation, the functional role of

the UBL domain in terms of SMCHD1’s overall mechanism of function and recruitment

to specific chromatin sites remains unclear.
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UBL domains may possess Lys residues, which in the case of ubiquitin, function as

poly-ubiquitination sites and are conserved across orthologues. While human ubiquitin

contains seven Lys residues, SMCHD1’s UBL domain has only four (Figure 5.2 d).

Their position within the SMCHD1 UBL domain also differs compared to human

ubiquitin, where only Lys80 (Lys48 in ubiquitin) appears to localise to a similar region

in three-dimensional space (Figure 5.2 d). Whether these Lys residues are of functional

importance in SMCHD1 remains unknown, however, experimental evidence obtained

to date has not yet identified a role for ubiquitination or proteasomal degradation for

SMCHD1. Yet, notably, several disease-related mutations in SMCHD1 localise to the

UBL domain, highlighting an overall functional importance (Figure 5.1 a,b).

(a)

(b) (c)

90°

90° 90°

90°

(d)
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H sapiens  Ubiquitin
H sapiens  Parkin
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H sapiens  Ubiquitin
H sapiens  Parkin

25 35 45 55 65 75

85 95 105
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Figure 5.2: A ubiquitin-like (UBL) domain is present at the N-terminus of the
extended SMCHD1 ATPase region. (a) Multiple sequence alignment comparing the Homo
sapiens SMCHD1 UBL domain (25-110 aa) with the Homo sapiens Parkin UBL domain (1-76 aa)
and Homo sapiens Ubiquitin, where conserved residues are boxed in red. Sequence alignment
was obtained using MultAlin [174] and the image was generated using ESPript3.0 [175]. (b)
Superimposition of the human SMCHD1 ATPase (25-580 aa; PDB: 6MW7) crystal structure
with human ubiquitin (PDB:1UBQ), where two SMCHD1 monomers are depicted, in grey and
slate, and ubiquitin is shown in cyan. Magnesium (Mg2+) is shown as an orange sphere, and
ATP is depicted in stick-mode. (c) Superimposition of SMCHD1’s UBL domain (slate) and
ubiquitin (cyan), with (d) lysine residues depicted for each, in orange and yellow, respectively.
Images were obtained via PyMOL.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Co-purification of the SMCHD1 ATPase (111-702 aa) with a

fragment antigen-binding (Fab)

Previous crystallisation trials of the SMCHD1 ATPase region (111-702 aa) by other

members of our group were unsuccessful, likely due to conformationally flexible regions

in the protein. As part of pursuing new experimental approaches to aid protein

crystallisation, I generated fragment antigen-binding (Fab) fragments from antibodies

raised against the ATPase region of Smchd1 (clone 1D6, WEHI antibody facility),

using a Pierce Fab preparation kit (Thermo Fisher). As outlined in Figure 5.3 (a), Fab

fragments can be obtained from immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibodies following a

digestion step with the cysteine protease, papain, resulting in one Fc portion and two

Fab fragments from one antibody. Non-reducing SDS-PAGE analysis identified an

obtained Fab population representative of ∼45 kDa, further evident at a molecular

weight of ∼25 kDa under reducing conditions due to the removal of the inter-chain

disulfide bond (Figure 5.3 b). Upon Papain-mediated digestion, the Fc region can be

visualised as a ∼28-30 kDa species under both reducing and non-reducing conditions

(Figure 5.3 b). A subsequent purification step using a Protein A column to bind and

remove the IgG Fc portion was performed. However, as observed in Figure 5.3 (b), the

Fc region remains highly abundant in the eluted samples following this step, failing to

interact with the Protein A resin.

As my aim was to obtain a SMCHD1 ATPase-Fab protein complex, I first purified the

SMCHD1 ATPase protein (111-702 aa) which was expressed in Sf 21 insect cells, as

previously described [61, 146]. I incubated the purified SMCHD1 ATPase with the Fab-

containing sample obtained above, and performed co-purification of the protein complex

via size exclusion chromatography (SEC) to remove the unbound Fc portion (Figure 5.3

c (i)). As highlighted in Figure 5.3 (c) (i-ii), the SMCHD1 ATPase region co-elutes with

the Fab fragment in fractions 32-37 following SEC, whereas the Fc portion is present

in later fractions, depicted by the shoulder peak in the chromatography profile (Figure

5.3 c (i)), and via SDS-PAGE analysis in fractions 39-41 (Figure 5.3 c (ii)). Fractions

of interest (32-37) were pooled and concentrated, and subjected to either crystallisation

trials or electron microscopy.
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Figure 5.3: Co-purification of the SMCHD1 ATPase (111-702 aa) with a fragment
antigen-binding (Fab). (a) A schematic representation depicting the Papain-mediated
digestion step of IgG antibodies to obtain Fab fragments, where digestion of one antibody
yields one Fc portion and two Fab fragments. The Fc portion specifically interacts with
Protein A, which is used to obtain a purified Fab population. (b) Fractions collected from
the Fab purification step were analysed by Stain-Free SDS-PAGE, either under non-reducing
or reducing conditions. (c) (i) A SEC profile of SMCHD1 (111-702 aa) alone compared with
the co-purification of SMCHD1 (111-702 aa) in complex with a Fab, with (ii) selected fractions
analysed by reducing Stain-Free SDS-PAGE, with black arrows distinguishing the representative
band for the Fc portion and the Fab. (b, c(ii)) Molecular weight marker position is shown on
the left, in kilodaltons (kDa).

I set up crystal trays with either the SMCHD1 ATPase protein (111-702 aa) alone,

in combination with an equimolar concentration of the SMCHD1 inhibitor, Radicicol,

or, in complex with the Fab fragment obtained above. Crystallisation trials were set

up using the Shotgun, Proplex, C3-1, C3-2, C3-3, C3-4 and C3-5 defined screens at

the Collaborative Crystallisation Centre (C3), Melbourne. These were prepared using a

robotic sitting drop method in 96-well plates, at 22◦C and at a protein concentration of 5

mg/ml. From all 96-well plates, only one condition produced protein crystals for all three

protein samples, consisting of 1 M diammonium hydrogen phosphate, 0.1 M imidazole

and 0.2 M sodium chloride (Figure 5.4). As an initial method of confirming whether the

observed crystals were formed from protein and not salt, imaging under UV light was

performed to detect the presence of tryptophan residues, which fluoresce when excited

by UV light. As observed in Figure 5.4, the obtained crystals were not illuminated by

UV light. The presence of salt crystals was further confirmed by diffraction data which

was collected by Dr Richard Birkinshaw at the MX2 beamline, Australian Synchrotron.
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(a) SMCHD1 111-702 aa apo (b) SMCHD1 111-702 aa + Radicicol (c) SMCHD1 111-702 aa + Fab

Figure 5.4: Crystallisation trials of the SMCHD1 ATPase region (111-702 aa).
Images obtained upon crystallisation trials of (a) the SMCHD1 ATPase region (111-702 aa)
protein alone, (b) with an equimolar amount of Radicicol or (c) in complex with a Fab fragment.
(a-c) All crystals were obtained using 1 M diammonium hydrogen phosphate, 0.1 M imidazole
and 0.2 M sodium chloride. The same images are shown below, but were taken under UV light.
Images were acquired at the CSIRO Collaborative Crystallisation Centre (C3) facility.

I additionally subjected the purified SMCHD1 ATPase-Fab protein complex to

electron microscopy analysis, using negative stain as a sample preparation method.

The SMCHD1 ATPase region is a ∼65 kDa protein, representing a low molecular

weight protein for negative stain electron microscopy studies, which is a technique that

is commonly used for proteins larger than 100 kDa. This is mainly due to the absolute

resolution being limited to ∼2 nm by the grain size of the negative stain [215]. The

addition of a 45-50 kDa Fab fragment would therefore enhance the overall molecular

weight of the protein complex, while furthermore providing a defined feature for image

alignment. Previous small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) analyses of the SMCHD1

ATPase region (111-702 aa) revealed a particle diameter of 105 Å, corresponding to

10.5 nm (Figure 5.5 a) [61, 146]. Combined with a Fab fragment of ∼45-50 kDa, a

slightly larger protein complex would be expected to be visualised. The resulting

negative stain images of the SMCHD1 ATPase-Fab protein complex revealed a

homogeneous protein population, highlighting the presence of boomerang-shaped

particles of approximately 15-20 nm in length (Figure 5.5 b), corresponding to a

predicted molecular size as indicated by previous SAXS analyses.
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Figure 5.5: Negative stain electron microscopy images of a SMCHD1 ATPase-Fab
fragment protein complex. (a) Bead model of the SMCHD1 ATPase region (111-702 aa)
obtained via SAXS analyses. (b) Representative negative stain images of a SMCHD1 ATPase-
Fab fragment complex, with a zoomed-in image of one particle shown on the right. Images were
obtained via a FEI Talos L120C transmission electron microscope at x150,000 magnification.
Samples were prepared using a 1% (v/v) uranyl acetate solution.

5.3.2 Reductive lysine methylation as a protein crystallisation strategy

Reductive surface lysine methylation of protein samples has been used previously to

improve the likelihood of protein crystallisation [172, 216]. Surface residues, such as

lysines, have long side chains and therefore a high conformational entropy that may

prevent the formation of a highly ordered crystal lattice. Reductive methylation can be

achieved chemically, where the primary amine groups of lysine residues are modified to

tertiary amines [172]. Upon performing the methylation step as outlined by Walter et

al. [172], the reaction led to a population of precipitated SMCHD1 ATPase protein,

which was removed by centrifugation. The soluble SMCHD1 protein was then

subjected to size exclusion chromatography (Figure 5.6 a). This step led to the

isolation of lysine-methylated SMCHD1 ATPase protein that was free from aggregates,

eluting as a single peak that is comparable to the elution profile of unmodified

SMCHD1 protein (Figure 5.6 a). However, upon crystallisation trials using the defined

conditions in the Shotgun, Proplex, C3-5 and C3-6 screens (CSIRO Collaborative

Crystallisation Centre (C3), Melbourne), no crystals were obtained.
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Figure 5.6: Reductive lysine methylation of the SMCHD1 ATPase region (111-702
aa) prior to crystallisation trials. (a) A size exclusion chromatography profile of wild-type
SMCHD1 111-702 aa (black line) and SMCHD1 111-702 aa following a lysine methylation step
(green line), showing (b) selected lysine methylated SMCHD1 fractions analysed by reducing
Stain-Free SDS-PAGE. (b) Molecular weight marker position is shown on the left, in kilodaltons
(kDa).

5.3.3 Limited proteolysis of the SMCHD1 ATPase region

Following many unsuccessful crystallisation trials of the SMCHD1 ATPase region, it

seemed likely the 111-702 aa construct was not well suited for crystallisation, possibly

due to the presence of unstructured or highly dynamic regions. Limited proteolysis

involves the incubation of a purified protein sample with a limited amount of protease

that is able to undergo sequence-specific cleavage of the peptide. This method can be

used to examine the conformational features of a protein, under the assumption that

resistance to proteolytic cleavage denotes a well-folded, sterically unavailable region

to the protease. Conversely, sites of limited proteolysis often occur within areas of

protein flexibility, such as loops or poorly-folded regions, hence this method may be used

to identify sites of conformational flexibility in a protein. Consequently, by removing

regions that contribute to protein conformational heterogeneity, a protein sample that

is more amenable to structural elucidation by X-ray crystallography may be obtained.
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I performed limited proteolysis on the purified SMCHD1 ATPase region (111-702 aa)

using the serine proteases: trypsin and chymotrypsin. Trypsin cleaves peptides at

arginine and lysine residues, while chymotrypsin has a preference for larger

hydrophobic residues, such as tryptophan, tyrosine, phenylalanine, and methionine.

Following proteolytic cleavage by either trypsin or chymotrypsin, a protein fragment of

a molecular weight of ∼50 kDa was identified by SDS-PAGE (Figure 5.7). I excised

this protein band and subjected it to N-terminal sequencing (Australian Proteome

Analysis Facility, Macquarie University) to identify the site of proteolysis. The

N-terminal 6-amino acid sequence was identified as SLNSDI, encompassing residues

227-231 of SMCHD1, denoting a solvent-exposed and poorly structured region within

SMCHD1’s ATPase.
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Figure 5.7: Limited proteolysis of the SMCHD1 ATPase region (111-702 aa) with
trypsin and chymotrypsin. Reducing Stain-Free SDS-PAGE analysis depicting detected
protein fragments following proteolytic digestion of the SMCHD1 ATPase protein (111-702 aa).
Concentrations of trypsin and chymotrypsin used are indicated above each sample as a dilution
factor from a starting concentration of 1 µg/µl, where an untreated SMCHD1 protein sample
(UT) was used as a comparison. The fragment chosen for N-terminal sequencing and the 6-amino
acid sequence subsequently identified is depicted by a black arrow, present as the second band
following either trypsin or chymotrypsin-mediated proteolysis. Molecular weight marker position
is shown on the left, in kilodaltons (kDa).
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5.3.4 Hydrogen Deuterium Exchange (HDX) and mass spectrometry

(MS) of the SMCHD1 ATPase (111-702 aa) reveals flexible

regions in the protein

To further confirm the results obtained above via limited proteolysis and to identify

the exact boundaries of regions within the SMCHD1 ATPase that display large

conformational dynamics, I performed hydrogen deuterium exchange (HDX) coupled

with mass spectrometry (MS) analyses with Dr Jarrod Sandow (Walter and Eliza Hall

Institute). HDX-MS is a powerful tool often used to identify dynamic regions within a

protein [217]. HDX relies on the exchange of hydrogen atoms with deuterium, which is

incorporated into the surrounding solvent, where the most accessible regions within a

protein become more rapidly deuterated. As the deuterium that becomes incorporated

into side chain groups is rapidly back-exchanged, this method is sensitive to the

backbone amide exchange. A global uptake of deuterium can be monitored by

quenching of the HDX reaction and subsequent proteolytic digestion at various time

points, giving rise to peptides that can be subjected to MS analysis [217]. In addition,

by revealing the most and least solvent-exposed regions of the protein, this technique

also provides a global indication of protein fold, thereby facilitating structural

interpretation.

For the HDX-MS analysis of SMCHD1’s ATPase, I used four different deuterium

labeling times, of 30, 60, 600 and 3600 seconds, to ensure sufficient time was provided

to allow deuterium uptake of the majority of amides in the protein, while also allowing

the capture of fast exchange events with the use of shorter time ranges. A 97.46%

sequence coverage was achieved, with obtained results highlighted in Figure 5.8 (a).

Regions that were most protected from solvent deuterium uptake can be observed

across several locations within the protein, such as where the percentage of deuteration

was below 10% after a 30-second pulse, correlating with an involvement in protein

secondary and tertiary structure. However, proteins are highly dynamic in nature,

exhibiting local and global conformational fluctuations, where even stable secondary

structural elements undergo transient breakage and re-formation of hydrogen bonds.

Such events are often represented by time-dependent increases in deuteration levels,

and are typically indicative of secondary structural elements. As depicted in Figure 5.8
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(a), these trends were detected at localised regions throughout the SMCHD1 ATPase

protein.

The highest levels of deuterium incorporation, following only 30 seconds of labeling,

occurred across residues ∼200-230 aa, 270-300 aa and 670-690 aa (Figure 5.8 a,c).

Importantly, these regions exhibited a similarly elevated percentage of deuteration

across all time-points and are therefore indicative of solvent-exposed structures within

the protein, which do not partake in hydrogen bonding. Interestingly, the

rapidly-deuterated region encompassing residues 200-229 (Figure 5.8 b) incorporates

the previously identified proteolytic site following both trypsin- and

chymotrypsin-mediated limited proteolysis of the protein (Figure 5.7). I was therefore

interested in further exploring this potential loop region and examining whether its

removal may impact the protein folding or activity of SMCHD1’s ATPase region.
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Figure 5.8: Hydrogen Deuterium Exchange (HDX) mass spectrometry of the
SMCHD1 ATPase (111-702 aa) reveals flexible regions in the protein. (a) Full
experimental results with (b) a zoomed-in version (150-250 aa) highlighting a region of interest
(200-229 aa) in grey. (a-b) The x-axis represents the residue number of the SMCHD1 (111-702
aa) protein and the y-axis depicts residue deuteration as an absolute percentage. HDX labelling
was carried out over four time points of 30, 60, 600 and 3600 seconds, as indicated by the legend
on the right. (c) A cartoon representation highlighting regions of deuterium exchange within
the SMCHD1 ATPase (25-580, PDB: 6MW7) following 30 seconds of labeling. A colour legend
is shown on the right, depicting regions that were less than 25% (dark blue), between 25-50%
(slate) or above 50% (red) deuterated following the 30 second labeling time.
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5.3.5 Removal of a loop region from the SMCHD1 ATPase (111-702

aa) diminishes the protein’s catalytic activity

As shown above, both limited proteolysis and subsequent HDX-MS analysis of the

SMCHD1 ATPase region (111-702 aa) revealed a flexible region in the protein that

corresponds to an “ATP-lid” structure across members of the GHKL family of proteins

[99]. While varying conformations and sequence lengths are present among the

ATP-lid structures across members of the GHKL family, all hold a conserved role in

ATPase activity regulation [99]. I was therefore interested in investigating whether the

identified dynamic region in the SMCHD1 ATPase may represent the conserved

ATP-lid structure and may therefore also hold a role in regulating the protein’s

catalytic activity. To do so, I used overlapping PCR to remove the sequence encoding

the residues 200-229 from the SMCHD1 111-702 aa construct. These residues

encompass the majority of the identified flexible region, leaving only a few extra amino

acids to minimise any potential perturbation to the surrounding secondary structural

regions that may be induced by the loop deletion. The protein was successfully

expressed in Sf 21 insect cells and purified via a TEV protease-cleavable N-terminal

His6 tag. Subsequent size exclusion chromatography revealed a predominant peak,

highlighted by fractions ∼37-41 and further confirmed as representative of a ∼60 kDa

protein by SDS-PAGE analysis (Figure 5.9 a-b). These fractions were pooled and

concentrated.
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Figure 5.9: Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) of a loop-deleted SMCHD1
ATPase. (a) SEC profile of a wild-type 111-702 aa SMCHD1 ATPase (black) compared to
a loop-deleted version, lacking residues 200-229 (teal). (b) Reducing Stain-Free SDS-PAGE
analyses of the input (Inp) sample and selected fractions following SEC of the loop-deleted
SMCHD1 ATPase region. Molecular weight (MW) indicators are shown on the left in kilodaltons
(kDa).
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Upon the release of the three-dimensional structure of a human SMCHD1 ATPase

(25-580 aa), which was not available at the time these experiments were performed, I

was able to map the position of the flexible loop region. As depicted in Figure 5.10 (a),

the identified loop region corresponds to the ATP-lid structure identified among

GHKL proteins. The structure is positioned over the ATP-binding site within the

GHKL ATPase pocket, and consists of a short α-helical unit. The structural

representation of ATP-lid residues 200-229 highlights the small remainder of the loop

that is left, allowing contact to the adjacent α-helix without perturbing the local

protein fold (Figure 5.10 a). Upon in vitro ATPase analyses, an evident reduction in

the catalytic rate of the loop-deleted SMCHD1 ATPase was observed compared to the

wild-type protein (Figure 5.10 b-c). While wild-type SMCHD1 exhibited a catalytic

rate of ∼0.03 µM ADP/min/µM protein, the loop-deleted protein displayed

approximately a three-fold reduction in ATPase activity, with a catalytic rate of ∼0.01

µM ADP/min/µM protein. These results are therefore consistent with a regulatory

role of the ATP-lid in SMCHD1’s catalytic activity, as established for other GHKL

proteins [115, 218].
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Figure 5.10: Removal of a loop region from the SMCHD1 ATPase (111-702 aa)
diminishes the protein’s catalytic activity. (a-b) Showing the three-dimensional structure
of the SMCHD1’s ATPase (25-580 aa; PDB: 6MW7) as part of the 111-702 aa SMCHD1 construct
used in this experiment. (a) Highlighting the loop region of interest that resides over the active
site on SMCHD1, where the deleted residues 200-229 are shown in red. ATP is shown in
stick form and Mg2+ is depicted as a green sphere. ATPase assay results of (b) wild-type
SMCHD1 compared to (c) SMCHD1 with the loop deletion. (b-c) The x-axis denotes the ATP
concentrations used: 1.25, 2.5, 5.0 and 10 µM and the y-axis indicates ADP produced (µM).
Protein concentrations tested are displayed in the different shades of blue as indicated in the
legend on the right. Each measurement was performed in triplicates, where error bars represent
± standard deviation (SD) of the mean, and are representative of two independent experiments.
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5.3.6 Presence of the ubiquitin-like (UBL) domain or a C-terminal

extension do not alter the catalytic activity of the SMCHD1

ATPase region

While trialing various protein crystallisation strategies of the SMCHD1 ATPase 111-702

aa construct, the first three-dimensional structure of a human SMCHD1 ATPase (25-580

aa) emerged [133]. Upon identifying various discrepancies in the experimental procedures

presented in the study, I aimed to reproduce and expand on selected findings. I was

foremost interested in investigating whether the wild-type SMCHD1 ATPase underwent

dimerisation in the presence of the newly-identified UBL domain (25-110 aa), or whether

the observed dimerisation of the E147A variant presented in the study was potentially

induced by the point mutation or was the result of a crystallisation artefact.

I initially expressed and purified two of the SMCHD1 ATPase constructs presented in

the published study, comprising of residues 25-580 and 111-580. In order to pursue

their experimental procedures, I originally used bacterial cells as an expression system,

however, a poor protein yield was obtained (result not shown). I therefore expressed

the constructs in Sf 21 cells instead, a system that I previously used to successfully

express the 111-702 aa SMCHD1 construct. Subsequent purification steps included

IMAC followed by SEC, for which resulting profiles are displayed in Figure 5.11 (a). Both

new constructs eluted at a position most consistent with a monomer form, comparable

to the profiles obtained in the published study [133].
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Figure 5.11: Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) of new SMCHD1 ATPase
constructs. (a) Comparing the SEC elution profiles of SMCHD1 constructs 111-702 aa (black),
25-580 aa (pink) and 111-580 aa (teal), with molecular weight standard values indicated above in
kilodaltons. (b-c) Reducing Stain-Free SDS-PAGE analysis of selected fractions following SEC
of the (b) 111-580 aa and (c) 25-580 aa constructs. Molecular weight marker position is shown
on the left, in kilodaltons (kDa).
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Following the successful expression and purification of the two new SMCHD1 ATPase

constructs, I sought to determine their in vitro catalytic rates. Comparing 25-580 aa

and 111-580 aa SMCHD1 would therefore elucidate whether the newly-identified UBL

domain (25-110 aa) alters SMCHD1’s ATPase activity, whereas the 111-702 aa

construct I previously investigated excludes the UBL region but extends past the

transducer domain (Figure 5.12 a). As shown in Figure 5.12 (b-d), all three tested

proteins exhibited comparable catalytic rates. At low protein concentrations (0.1 and

0.2 µM), SMCHD1 constructs 25-580 aa and 111-580 aa exerted a ∼three-fold higher

ATP turnover than the 111-702 aa SMCHD1 counterpart, however similar trends were

observed at higher protein concentrations (0.4 and 0.6 µM) across all three constructs

(Figure 5.12 b-d).
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Figure 5.12: Comparing the catalytic rates of various SMCHD1 ATPase constructs.
(a) A schematic representation depicting the gene architecture of full-length Smchd1, with
domain boundaries of the ATPase region indicated below (in amino acid residues). (b-d) The
x-axis denotes the ATP concentrations used: 1.25, 2.5, 5.0 and 10 µM and the y-axis indicates
ADP produced (µM). Protein concentrations tested are displayed in the different shades of blue
as indicated in the legend on the right. Each measurement was performed in triplicates, where
error bars represent ± standard deviation (SD) of the mean. (e) Reducing Stain-Free SDS-PAGE
analysis of prepared Smchd1 protein dilutions used in the corresponding assays. Molecular weight
marker position is shown on the left, in kilodaltons (kDa).
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I additionally aimed to express and purify a new construct that encompasses residues

25-702 of SMCHD1, thereby providing the most extended version of a SMCHD1 ATPase

region that contains both the N-terminal UBL domain (25-110 aa) and the C-terminal

extension following the transducer domain (580-702 aa). As depicted in Figure 5.13,

this construct was well expressed and eluted as a single peak following SEC analysis,

corresponding to a monomeric species that is analogous to the elution profile of the

111-702 aa SMCHD1.
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Figure 5.13: Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) of the 25-702 aa SMCHD1
ATPase construct. (a) Comparing the SEC elution profiles of SMCHD1 constructs 111-702
aa (black) and 25-702 aa (purple). (b) Reducing Stain-Free SDS-PAGE analysis of elutions
fractions (E1-E3) following the first IMAC purification step, followed by selected fractions
obtained following SEC of the 25-702 aa construct. Molecular weight marker position is shown
on the left, in kilodaltons (kDa).

The next step was to analyse the catalytic activity of the 25-702 aa SMCHD1

construct compared to the 111-702 aa construct that lacks the UBL domain. I

additionally performed this experiment in the presence and absence of the SMCHD1

inhibitor, Radicicol [61, 131]. As highlighted in Figure 5.14, the two SMCHD1 ATPase

constructs exhibit a comparable catalytic rate, of an estimated 0.03 µM ADP/min/µM

protein, consistent with the previously examined wild-type SMCHD1 ATPase

constructs (Figure 5.12). As expected, both constructs displayed a diminished

catalytic rate in the presence of 10 µM Radicicol. While the ATPase activity of the

UBL-containing 25-702 aa SMCHD1 was completely abolished (Figure 5.14 b), the

111-702 aa construct displayed very low levels of catalytic activity in the presence of

Radicicol. However, the compound’s efficacy was previously demonstrated for this

construct and shown to fully abrogate its ATPase function [61, 131]. The low activity

levels observed are therefore thought to arise from contaminating proteins. Together,
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these results therefore demonstrate that the presence of both the N-terminal UBL

domain and the C-terminal extension do not alter the catalytic activity of SMCHD1’s

ATPase, additionally displaying an equal inhibition by Radicicol.
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Figure 5.14: The presence of the ubiquitin-like (UBL) domain does not alter the
catalytic activity of the SMCHD1 ATPase region. Comparing the in vitro catalytic rates
of SMCHD1 ATPase constructs (a) 25-702 aa and (c) 111-702 aa, (b,d) in the presence of 10 µM
Radicicol, respectively. (a-d) The x-axis denotes the ATP concentrations used: 1.25, 2.5, 5.0 and
10 µM and the y-axis indicates ADP produced (µM). Protein concentrations tested are displayed
in the different shades of blue as indicated in the legend on the right. Each measurement was
performed in triplicates, where error bars represent ± standard deviation (SD) of the mean, and
are representative of two independent experiments. (e) Reducing Stain-Free SDS-PAGE analysis
of prepared Smchd1 protein dilutions used in the corresponding assays. Molecular weight marker
position is shown on the left, in kilodaltons (kDa).
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5.3.7 Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) studies reveal dimerisation

of the wild-type SMCHD1 ATPase

Despite providing valuable insights into the molecular structure of SMCHD1, the

recently published structure of the human SMCHD1 ATPase represents the

catalytically inactive point mutant of the ATPase, for which preferential dimerisation

was observed over the wild-type counterpart [133]. These results therefore prompted

an interest in establishing whether the wild-type SMCHD1 ATPase adopts a similar

dimeric conformation to the E147A mutant, alongside determining the domain’s

dimerisation parameters via biophysical experiments such as analytical

ultracentrifugation (AUC).

AUC is a commonly used method for determining the self-association properties of

proteins by monitoring their sedimentation velocities in a centrifugal field [219]. As I

was interested in investigating the dimerisation properties of the wild-type SMCHD1

ATPase region, I performed sedimentation velocity analyses for two wild-type

SMCHD1 ATPase constructs, 111-702 aa and 25-702 aa, to validate the reported

involvement of the UBL domain in SMCHD1’s dimerisation [133]. I additionally

examined the requirement of AMPPNP, a non-hydrolysable form of ATP, and Mg2+,

which is a co-factor for the ATP hydrolysis reaction, for the dimerisation of the two

constructs. As outlined in Figure 5.15 (a-b), the 111-702 aa SMCHD1 ATPase region

that lacks the UBL domain is present as a monomeric species both in the absence and

presence of 1 mM AMPPNP/Mg2+, with sedimentation coefficient (S) values of 4.09

and 4.10, respectively, and a predicted molecular weight of ∼65 kDa which is

consistent with the calculated value of 68 kDa for this construct (Table 5.1). The

UBL-containing SMCHD1 ATPase encompassing residues 25-702 was also identified as

a monomeric species in the absence of ligand, with a sedimentation coefficient value of

4.45 and an indicated molecular weight of ∼74 kDa, corresponding to the calculated

value of 78 kDa (Figure 5.15 c, Table 5.1). In the presence of 1 mM AMPPNP/Mg2+,

however, a higher molecular weight species emerged, depicted by a second peak that

coincides with a higher sedimentation coefficient of 7.01 and is representative of a

molecular weight of ∼126 kDa (Figure 5.15 d, Table 5.1). These results therefore

confirm the dimerisation of the wild-type SMCHD1 ATPase, an event that is

dependent on the presence of both the N-terminal UBL domain and ligand.
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Figure 5.15: Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) studies reveal dimerisation of the
wild-type SMCHD1 ATPase. Sedimentation velocity analyses demonstrate that the 111-702
aa SMCHD1 ATPase construct is a monomer in solution in both (a) in the absence and (b)
the presence of 1 mM AMPPNP and Mg2+. The SMCHD1 25-702 aa construct that contains
the UBL domain is (c) monomeric in the absence of ligand but (d) undergoes AMPPNP and
Mg2+-dependent dimerisation. (a-d) Panels (i) represent a continuous size, c(s), distribution
plotted as a function of the sedimentation coefficient (S), whereas panels (ii) (top) represent the
raw sedimentation profiles of absorbance at 290 nm versus cell radius and (bottom) the residuals
for the continuous size, c(s), distribution best fits plotted as a function of radial position (cm)
from the axis of rotation. Analyses were performed using the program SEDFIT [166].
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Table 5.1: Summary of sedimentation velocity analysis of SMCHD1 ATPase
constructs.

Table 1 | Summary of sedimentation velocity analysis of two SMCHD1 ATPase constructs in the presence and absence of ligand. 

 Wavelength 
(nm) 

Sedimentation coefficient 
(S) 

Molar mass 
(kDa) 

Calculated molar 
mass (kDa) 

Frictional ratio 
(f/f0) 

Fit RMSD 

SMCHD1 111-702 aa apo 290 4.09 65.1 68.0 1.33 0.007 
SMCHD1 111-702 aa + 1mM AMPPNP/MgCl2 290 4.10 65.3 68.0 1.33 0.007 
SMCHD1 25-702 aa 290 4.45 73.8 78.0 1.39 0.006 
SMCHD1 25-702 aa + 1mM AMPPNP/MgCl2 290 7.01 126.0 78.0 1.21 0.006 
Fixed parameters      
Buffer density (g/cm3) 1.004 
Buffer viscosity (cP)  1.027 
Partial specific volume 0.7369 

5.3.8 Mutations within Smchd1’s ATPase region alter the cellular

localisation of the full-length protein

To assess the cellular effects of SMCHD1 ATPase mutations on full-length Smchd1

function, I transfected wild-type or mutant forms of full-length Smchd1 constructs into

SMCHD1-knockdown (KD) HEK293 cells, a system that I previously described in

Chapter 4. Human SMCHD1-KD cells were transfected with mouse full-length Smchd1

constructs to restrict the shRNA-mediated KD to the human SMCHD1, thereby

confining the investigation to the introduced mouse Smchd1 constructs. As previously

mentioned in Chapter 4, transfection of wild-type full-length Smchd1 into

SMCHD1-KD HEK293 cells results in the formation of multiple nuclear foci, a

localisation pattern that differs from the non-silencing control cells where two bright

nuclear foci are observed, which correspond to SMCHD1’s localisation to the two

inactive X-chromosomes present in tetraploid 293 cells (Figure 5.16 a,c). Smchd1’s

abundant presence and multiple nuclear foci formation upon transfection in

SMCHD1-KD cells is likely due to the over-expression of the construct. All mutants of

interest are thereby compared to the over-expression of the wild-type Smchd1

construct rather than the non-silencing shRNA control.

I was interested in three Smchd1 mutations that localise to the ATPase region of

Smchd1: E147A, A667E and S135C. E147A represents an established catalytically

inactive mutant that is unable to hydrolyse ATP, representing a loss-of-function

variant [61, 131, 133]. A667E represents a neomorphic mutant that was initially shown

to result in an enhanced Smchd1 function in vivo, however more recent studies suggest

it does not always result in a gain-of-function phenotype (manuscript in preparation).

Lastly, S135C is a BAMS-associated variant that exhibited the strongest gain in
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ATPase activity following an in vitro ATPase assay, of approximately three-fold

compared to wild-type Smchd1 (Figure 3.1) [146]. Immunofluorescence results

following transfection of either three full-length Smchd1 ATPase variants into

SMCHD1-KD HEK293 cells all indicated a distinct nuclear localisation pattern (Figure

5.16 d-f). All introduced mutations resulted in a failure of Smchd1 localisation to

nuclear foci, exhibiting a very diffuse Smchd1 staining pattern that differs from

wild-type Smchd1 transfected cells (Figure 5.16 c). Overall, these results suggest that

mutations that either abolish or enhance Smchd1’s ATPase activity in vitro also alter

the protein’s ability to localise to chromatin in the transient transfection cellular assay.

Figure 5.16: Mutations within Smchd1’s ATPase region alter the cellular
localisation of the full-length protein. Immunofluorescence in (a) control, non-silencing
shRNA transduced, (b) shRNA-mediated SMCHD1-knockdown 293 cells and (c) SMCHD1-
knockdown 293 cells 24 hours post-transfection with the full-length Smchd1 containing point
mutations (d) E147A, (e) A667E or (f) S135C. DAPI staining is depicted in blue, Smchd1
staining is shown in yellow and H3K27me3 is shown in purple, with merged images shown
below as indicated. Maximum intensity projection images are shown as representative of
n>100 nuclei positive for Smchd1 overexpression per sample; data shown are representative
of 2 independent experiments. All images were obtained with identical settings between controls
and all transfected cells, to enable comparison between the images provided in the figure. Scale
bars, 20 µm.
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5.3.9 Smchd1’s UBL domain is required for its localisation to

chromatin

Following the identification of an N-terminal UBL domain in SMCHD1, I was interested

in investigating its functional role in the context of the full-length protein. Using the

same cellular assay described above, I transfected either a full-length wild-type Smchd1

or a full-length Smchd1 construct that lacks the UBL domain (∆1-110 aa) into SMCHD1-

KD HEK293 cells. Transfection of the wild-type mouse Smchd1 construct into SMCHD1-

KD cells restored Smchd1’s enrichment to nuclear foci, but as previously discussed, this

results in a distinct Smchd1 staining pattern compared to endogenous human SMCHD1

due to the overexpression system used (Figure 5.17 c). However, deletion of the UBL

domain from Smchd1 led to abrogation of focus formation, resulting in a diffuse Smchd1

staining pattern instead which does not resemble wild-type Smchd1-transfected cells

(Figure 5.17 d). These findings suggest that Smchd1’s UBL domain is required for its

localisation to chromatin.
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Figure 5.17: Smchd1’s UBL domain is required for its localisation to chromatin.
Immunofluorescence in (a) control, non-silencing shRNA transduced, (b) shRNA-mediated
SMCHD1-knockdown 293 cells and (c) SMCHD1-knockdown 293 cells 24 hours post-transfection
with the full-length Smchd1 or with (d) a Smchd1 construct that lacks the UBL domain (∆1-110
aa). DAPI staining is depicted in blue, Smchd1 staining is shown in yellow and H2AK119ub is
shown in purple, with merged images shown below as indicated. Maximum intensity projection
images are shown as representative of n>100 nuclei positive for Smchd1 overexpression per
sample; data shown are representative of 2 independent experiments. All images were obtained
with identical settings between controls and all transfected cells, to enable comparison between
the images provided in the figure. Scale bars, 20 µm.
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5.4 Discussion

Upon trialing various protein crystallisation strategies of the SMCHD1 ATPase

111-702 aa construct, no protein crystals were obtained. Following the release of the

first structure of a human SMCHD1 ATPase region and the identification of a UBL

domain that was proposed to be required for its dimerisation, potential explanations

for unsuccessful crystallisation trials became more evident. The 111-702 aa SMCHD1

construct I was investigating lacked the UBL domain (25-110 aa) and was always

present as a monomeric species in solution. A dimerisation event would likely reduce

the dynamics within SMCHD1’s ATPase, providing a greater overall stability and

propensity for crystal formation. However, the published structure was obtained using

the catalytically inactive SMCHD1 mutant, E147A, in the presence of ATP. Therefore,

it may be inferred that the E147A mutant retains the ability to bind ATP but fails to

hydrolyze it. Interestingly, dimerisation triggered by ATP-binding is a common feature

present among GHKL ATPases [115, 119]. This phenomenon may justify the observed

preferential dimerisation of the E147A mutant over wild-type SMCHD1 depicted by

Native-PAGE studies [133], as it is likely a result of this mutant being trapped in an

ATP-bound state.

Despite the high-resolution structure of SMCHD1’s ATPase being unavailable at the

time, using limited proteolysis followed by HDX-MS analysis, I identified a loop region

within the protein that corresponds to the conserved ATP-lid structure present across

members of the GHKL family of proteins [99, 101, 115, 119]. To investigate its functional

role, I removed this region from the SMCHD1 ATPase construct to produce a stably

expressed protein. Subsequent in vitro ATPase analysis revealed a reduced catalytic

activity of the loop-deleted SMCHD1 ATPase, by approximately three-fold compared to

the wild-type counterpart. Following the availability of the published SMCHD1 ATPase

structure, it became evident that a residue located within SMCHD1’s ATP-lid, Arg207,

directly interacts with the ATP nucleotide and helps its positioning for hydrolysis [133].

Hence, upon deletion of ATP-lid residues 200-229, I thereby disrupted the stabilisation

of ATP, consequently reducing its catalytic efficiency.

Across the different SMCHD1 ATPase constructs studied, comparable catalytic

activities were obtained via in vitro ATPase assays, revealing that SMCHD1 catalytic

rates were unaffected by either the presence of the N-terminal UBL domain or a
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C-terminal extension past the transducer domain. These results suggest that the

dimerisation event of the SMCHD1 ATPase region does not contribute to an altered

ATP turnover, furthermore inferring the absence of a synergistic behaviour upon

dimerisation of the ATPase region. This contrasts with previous findings obtained for

the GHKL ATPase, Hsp90, where monomeric constructs exhibited a reduced ATPase

activity compared to the wild-type dimeric counterpart [220].

The identification of an N-terminal UBL domain in SMCHD1 raised a great interest

regarding its functional role. UBL domains have been commonly shown to interact with

the 26S proteasome, stimulating proteasomal activity in a similar fashion to ubiquitin

chains [221, 222]. In the E3 ubiquitin ligase, Parkin, its UBL domain inhibits Parkin’s

auto-ubiquitination as it competes with ubiquitin for the binding site [212]. Parkin’s

UBL domain was additionally suggested to regulate the activity of its RING1 domain,

as the two directly interact [223]. In the case of SMCHD1, the UBL domain may play a

role in targeting SMCHD1 to H2AK119ub-marked chromatin, as removal of H2AK119ub

chromatin marks were shown to result in a global loss of Smchd1 protein stability and

genome-wide changes in gene silencing [53, 55]. Such interactions may occur either

directly, via SMCHD1’s UBL domain, or via specific protein interactions that have not

yet been determined, to therefore regulate SMCHD1’s residence time on chromatin.

I have shown via AUC studies that the UBL domain is required for the dimerization of

the wild-type SMCHD1 ATPase region, which is likely driven by the domain-swapping

event of the UBL regions [133]. It is therefore possible the UBL domains may likewise

undergo domain-swapping with protomers of adjacent SMCHD1 dimers, resulting in a

higher-order assembly. Such a phenomenon may account for the absence of nuclear foci

formation upon the transfection of a UBL-less full-length Smchd1 construct into

SMCHD1-knockdown cells, failing to oligomerise and to arrange into regions of high

local protein concentrations. Immediate future studies will aim to further investigate

the dimerisation properties of disease-associated mutants affecting the ATPase region

of SMCHD1 via AUC studies, which may reveal differences that might account for an

altered molecular function of SMCHD1 in patients suffering from either FSHD or

BAMS. I will also perform additional AUC experiments to examine the dimerisation of

ligand-bound wild-type SMCHD1 ATPase (25-702 aa) at varying protein

concentrations to quantify its equilibrium dissociation constant (Kd) for

self-association into dimers. Obtaining a crystal structure of the wild-type 25-702 aa
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SMCHD1 ATPase, as opposed to the 25-580 E147A SMCHD1 that was recently

published, may also reveal additional contacts at the extended C-terminal end of the

region that may contribute to the dimerisation interface. The neomorphic Smchd1

mutation, A667E, that revealed an altered cellular localisation in cells, is also located

within this C-terminal extension of the SMCHD1 ATPase. SAXS analysis of this

mutant in the context of 111-702 aa Smchd1 additionally exposed gross conformational

changes in the protein compared to the wild-type counterpart (manuscript in

preparation). Hence, unveiling its exact location and contact sites within the protein

may elucidate how the substitution mutation might alter both SMCHD1’s activity and

its three-dimensional arrangement.

Using immunofluorescence studies, I additionally revealed that mutations that display

either a gain or loss of ATPase activity of Smchd1 in vitro exhibit an altered cellular

localisation in cells. These results suggest that Smchd1’s localisation to chromatin is

dependent on its catalytic ability, and that a specific “sweet-spot” of ATPase activity

is required for Smchd1’s optimal function. This interpretation is further supported by

the altered in vitro catalytic rates observed across FSHD- and BAMS-associated

Smchd1 variants. We can therefore further utilise this cellular-based assay as a

supporting method to assess the effects of disease-associated mutations upon Smchd1

function, which will aid in providing a better understanding of its molecular

mechanism. We additionally plan to develop a stable cellular transfection system with

the use of fluorescently-labelled SMCHD1 to enable live imaging studies and the

investigation of SMCHD1’s dynamic behaviour.

GHKL ATPase-containing proteins, such as Hsp90 or the MORC family of proteins,

have commonly been described as ’molecular clamps’, where N-terminal dimerisation

dictates the opening and closing of the ATPase dimer and is directly coupled to the

ATPase cycle [99, 109, 115]. MORC proteins were recently proposed to capture

chromatin via a clamping or compaction mechanism, resulting in chromatin looping

[123]. In contrast, SMC proteins comprise an ATP-binding cassette (ABC)-type

ATPase domain, which have most commonly been recognised across diverse families of

transporter proteins where they are involved in translocating solutes across a biological

membrane [224]. However, they are also implicated in chromosome segregation and

DNA repair, as described for canonical SMC proteins, cohesin and condensin [225].

Both were recently demonstrated to also induce chromatin looping, via an
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ATP-dependent loop extrusion mechanism [80, 87]. Considering that SMCHD1

contains both a canonical SMC hinge domain as well as a GHKL-type ATPase domain,

its molecular mechanism of function may incorporate functional features from both the

SMC and GHKL protein families. If SMCHD1 acts as a molecular clamp, the lifetimes

of its open and closed states, and therefore its residence time on chromatin, would

likely be determined by the dimerisation dynamics of its ATPase region. Further

examination of the full-length Smchd1 protein, such as via single-molecule imaging

studies as recently performed for cohesin and condensin [80, 87, 88], may best reveal

how Smchd1 interacts with DNA or chromatin, the ATP-driven molecular functions it

possesses, and its overall mobility mechanism along DNA.
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There has been a growing interest, and consequently, many recent advances made in

our current understanding of Smchd1’s molecular structure and function. Contributing

to this field, I conducted preliminary structural studies investigating the full-length

Smchd1 protein which revealed low-resolution images of conformationally flexible,

rod-like particles. Using immunofluorescence microscopy, I demonstrated the

requirement of Smchd1’s GHKL ATPase activity, the N-terminal UBL domain, and of

the C-terminal hinge region, in Smchd1’s localisation to chromatin and nuclear foci

formation. I have additionally provided an insight into Smchd1’s mode of interaction

with nucleic acids and the role of the coiled-coil regions that border Smchd1’s hinge

domain in augmenting its homodimerisation. Furthermore, I was able to demonstrate

that the wild-type Smchd1 ATPase region undergoes dimerisation in the presence of

the newly-identified UBL domain and the GHKL ATPase subtrate, ATP.

Based on experimental evidence presented in this thesis and on related published

studies, I propose a model for how Smchd1 may be recruited to chromatin to result in

gene expression silencing. I hypothesize that Smchd1’s functional cycle is initiated

upon the ATP-induced dimerisation of the N-terminal region, a process that results in

a UBL-domain swapping event and a compact arrangement of the dimeric ATPase

(Figure 6.1 a). Following ATP hydrolysis, I propose the dimeric ATPase reverts back

to a monomeric form, resulting in the transition of full-length Smchd1 from a rod-like

conformation to a V-like structure that remains anchored at the C-terminally located

hinge domain (Figure 6.1 a). Smchd1’s hinge domain has been established to hold a

role in nucleic acid interaction, with in vitro studies suggesting it has a mild preference

for single-stranded DNA as opposed to double-stranded DNA, and inappreciable

sequence specificity [58]. It is therefore likely that nucleic acid interactions via the

hinge domain do not confer selectivity, but instead increase Smchd1’s residence time

on DNA to facilitate further specific interactions, such as with H2AK119ub-marked

chromatin which holds the highest degree of cellular co-localisation with Smchd1

reported to date [55].

Smchd1’s hinge domain may undergo conformational changes, potentially triggered by

its initial interaction with DNA (Figure 6.1 a). This was recently demonstrated for

human cohesin, which was captured in crystal form as an “open” SMC1-SMC3

heterodimer at either the south- or the north-facing end. For cohesin, this mechanism

may denote an initial interaction with DNA at the north-end of the hinge domain,
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followed by its threading through to the south-end. This event may then allow DNA to

permeate the adjacent coiled-coil region of the SMC1-SMC3 heterodimer that

separates the hinge domain from the ABC-type ATPases, which adopts a ring-shaped

structure where DNA is thought to become entrapped upon loop extrusion. A similar

process may therefore underlie Smchd1’s mechanism of DNA entrapment (Figure 6.1

a). Furthermore, a conformational change within Smchd1’s hinge domain that would

result in buried residues becoming exposed would account for the demonstrated

requirement of the two buried hinge domain residues, R1848 and R1867, in Smchd1’s

localisation to chromatin in cells (Chapter 4). To best reveal the precise DNA

interaction sites within Smchd1’s hinge domain, and potentially expose whether the

hinge dimer may obtain an open conformation, obtaining a crystal structure of a

nucleic-acid bound Smchd1 hinge would be most favourable.

Whether Smchd1’s interaction with DNA results in chromatin loop formation via an

ATP-dependent loop extrusion mechanism, as described for SMC proteins cohesin [87,

88] and condensin [80, 81], or via chromatin compaction, which involves entrapping

DNA loops via a process that is not driven by ATP and previously demonstrated for

the MORC1 GHKL protein [123], remains to be investigated. Notably, the

intermediate region of Smchd1 that connects its two functional domains is predicted as

predominantly β-stranded based on sequence prediction softwares, potentially

indicating a different functional role to canonical SMC proteins, whose central regions

comprise of long α-helical coiled-coils. However, short α-helical regions that are

likewise predicted to arrange into coiled-coils immediately flank the hinge domain of

Smchd1 on either side. Remarkably, similar short coiled-coil regions are present across

all members of the MORC family of proteins, where their role has not been clearly

determined but are thought to be involved in their dimerisation, protein-DNA

interactions, and gene transcription [226]. The described similarity in gene

architecture, alongside the presence of a GHKL-type ATPase that is shared between

Smchd1 and MORC proteins, may indicate a closer functional resemblance of Smchd1

to the MORC rather than the SMC family of proteins. Nonetheless, further functional

assays are required to examine this hypothesis. The removal of bound DNA from

purified full-length Smchd1 protein would allow single-molecule imaging studies,

enabling the investigation of Smchd1’s behaviour on DNA or chromatin, with the

added ability of incorporating associated nucleosomes in the experimental setup.
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Based on my findings outlined in Chapter 3, the co-purification of Smchd1 with DNA

and histone proteins may indicate a requirement of nucleosomal chromatin for

Smchd1’s protein stability, a hypothesis that prompts further investigation.

Figure 6.1: A model of Smchd1’s molecular mechanism and recruitment to DNA.
(a) A hypothetical model proposing that Smchd1 initially interacts with DNA via its C-
terminal hinge domain, and is then specifically recruited to H2AK119ub-marked chromatin via
its ATPase region, potentially via the UBL domain. Smchd1’s interaction with DNA may trigger
a conformational change that results in the opening of the hinge domain dimer to reveal buried
residues, such as R1867 and R1848, shown to be critical in Smchd1’s localisation to chromatin
(Chapter 4). This conformational change could further result in the opening of the central
intermediate region of Smchd1, allowing DNA to reel through and lead to the formation of
chromatin loops. Upon ATP-binding, the ATPase region of Smchd1 undergoes dimerisation,
leading to a UBL domain-swapping event. Following ATP hydrolysis, the Smchd1 protomers
disengage at the ATPase region, resulting in the opening of the dimer and the release of DNA.
(b) Long-range chromatin loop formation induced by Smchd1 prevents interactions between
distal promoter and enhancer regions, leading to a transcriptionally repressive environment. (c)
When Smchd1 is absent, short-range chromatin interactions take place which facilitate promoter-
enhancer interactions, thereby promoting a transcriptionally permissive environment.
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The presence of a UBL domain within SMCHD1’s N-terminus has sparked a great

interest regarding its functional role. Using AUC studies, I revealed that the UBL

domain is required for the dimerization of the wild-type SMCHD1 ATPase region,

which is likely driven by the domain-swapping event of the UBL regions [133]. It is

therefore possible the UBL domains may likewise undergo domain-swapping with

protomers of adjacent SMCHD1 dimers, resulting in a higher-order assembly (Figure

6.2). Such a phenomenon may account for the absence of nuclear foci formation upon

the transfection of a UBL-less full-length Smchd1 construct into SMCHD1-knockdown

cells, failing to oligomerise and to arrange into regions of high local protein

concentrations. Alternatively, Smchd1’s inability to localise to nuclear foci in the

absence of the UBL domain may potentially indicate a disruption in the formation of

phase-separated droplets. Liquid-liquid phase separation may represent a functional

property of Smchd1 that could manifest as the discrete nuclear foci observed upon

Smchd1-specific immunofluorescence studies, and is a phenomenon that we are

furthermore interested in exploring in regard to Smchd1 function.

Figure 6.2: A model of Smchd1 oligomerisation. (a) A cartoon representation of the full-
length Smchd1 protein and its component domains. (b) Smchd1 is proposed to be recruited to
H2AK119ub-marked chromatin sites, where it may undergo a higher-order arrangement driven
by UBL domain-swapping events between protomers of other Smchd1 dimers, resulting in a
high localised Smchd1 presence. The associated chromatin loop formation that is proposed to be
induced by Smchd1 may thereby create a transcriptionally repressive hub, where distal promoter
and enhancer regions are unable to interact.
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The discovery that BAMS-associated variants in SMCHD1 lead to a gain-of-function

phenotype alongside an enhanced ATPase activity in vitro raises the possibility that

SMCHD1’s function could be augmented [46, 146], an idea that may be exploited for

the treatment of FSHD2 where patients suffer from SMCHD1 haploinsufficiency.

Small-molecule activators would target the functional SMCHD1 allele that is not

affected by heterozygous mutations, whereby boosting its function may represent a way

to compensate for the dysfunctional allele. We are additionally interested in developing

SMCHD1 inhibitors as a potential therapeutic treatment for Prader-Willi Syndrome

(PWS). SMCHD1 normally silences several genes within the PWS cluster [44, 45, 52],

whose reactivation would provide one active allele in these patients, and may be

achieved via the removal of SMCHD1 function. Importantly, the targetable PWS

cluster is predominantly expressed in the hypothalamus, enabling a localised treatment

option. The recently reported crystallisation of the ATPase region of SMCHD1 may

additionally enable its co-crystallisation with small molecule compounds emerging

from the high-throughput screens we are conducting. The resulting information would

be incredibly informative, facilitating compound optimisation to improve target

specificity and selectivity, particularly regarding other GHKL-type ATPases that share

a similar ATP-binding pocket to SMCHD1 and represent undesirable off-targets.

The work that I have presented here has contributed to our current understanding of

how Smchd1 may interact with chromatin to facilitate gene expression regulation.

Ongoing efforts are directed at visualising the high-resolution structure of full-length

Smchd1 and the role of ATP hydrolysis in manipulating chromatin structure to result

in gene silencing events. New approaches in identifying novel Smchd1 interaction

partners may additionally help provide a further insight into its function and

recruitment to chromatin, and highlight its potential mode of association with

nucleosomes. Such findings may in turn facilitate the structural stabilisation of the

full-length Smchd1 protein, reducing its observed conformational flexibility to allow

high-resolution structural studies, such as cryo-EM. Providing a comprehensive

understanding of Smchd1’s distinct functional properties furthermore highlights the

requirement of different experimental approaches that are necessary to study the

enigmatic protein that Smchd1 is proving to be. Nonetheless, the resulting information

will be critical to our understanding of SMCHD1’s involvement in human disease and,

consequently, pave the way to novel therapeutic treatments.
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Table B.1: A summary of SMCHD1 mutations and their effects on protein
function.

SNPs Smchd1 domain Associated 
disease Observed functional change Pubmed ID

Arg34Pro UBL FSHD2 N/A 31243061
Asn104Ser UBL FSHD2 N/A 31243061
Leu107Pro UBL-ATPase linker FSHD2, BAMS N/A 31243061, 29980640, 28067909
Ala110Thr UBL-ATPase linker FSHD2 N/A 31243061, 25370034
Met129Arg ATPase BAMS N/A 31243061
Met129Lys ATPase BAMS N/A 31243061, 28067909
Ala134Ser ATPase BAMS Enhanced ATPase activity 31243061, 28067911
Ser135Asn ATPase BAMS No change in ATPase activity 31243061, 28067909, 28067911
Ser135Cys ATPase BAMS Enhanced ATPase activity, altered nuclear localisation 31243061, 28067909, 28067911
Ser135Ile ATPase BAMS N/A 31243061, 28067909, 28067911
Glu136Asp ATPase BAMS N/A 31243061, 28067909
Glu136Gly ATPase BAMS Enhanced ATPase activity 31243061, 28067911
Gly137Glu ATPase FSHD2, BAMS Enhanced ATPase activity 31243061, 28067909, 25256356
Asn139His ATPase BAMS Enhanced ATPase activity 31243061, 28067909
Leu141Phe ATPase BAMS N/A 31243061, 28067909, 28067911
Glu147Ala ATPase N/A Reduced ATPase activity, altered cellular localisation 27059856, 26391951
Asp150His ATPase FSHD2 N/A 31243061
Phe171Val ATPase BAMS N/A 31243061, 28067909
Gly188Arg ATPase FSHD2 N/A 31243061
Met189Val ATPase FSHD2 N/A 31243061
Leu194Phe ATPase FSHD2 Reduced ATPase activity 31243061, 25256356
Lys204Glu ATPase FSHD2 N/A 31243061, 29980640
Ala242Gly ATPase BAMS N/A 31243061, 28067909
Ala242Thr ATPase FSHD2 N/A 31243061, 29980640
His263Asp ATPase FSHD2 Reduced ATPase activity 31243061, 25256356
Glu264Lys ATPase FSHD2 N/A 31243061
Tyr283Cys ATPase FSHD2 No change in ATPase activity 31243061, 27061275
Trp324Ser ATPase BAMS Reduced ATPase activity 31243061, 28067911
Arg344Gln ATPase FSHD2 N/A 31243061, 29980640
Gln345Arg ATPase BAMS Enhanced ATPase activity 31243061, 28067909
His348Arg ATPase BAMS No change in ATPase activity 31243061, 28067909, 28067911
Tyr353Cys ATPase FSHD2 Reduced ATPase activity 31243061, 23143600
Gln400Leu Transducer BAMS N/A 31243061, 28067909
Asp420Val Transducer BAMS Reduced ATPase activity 31243061, 28067909, 28067911
Gly425Arg Transducer FSHD2 N/A 31243061, 25256356
Arg428Cys Transducer FSHD2 N/A 31243061
Glu473Gln Transducer BAMS Reduced ATPase activity 31243061, 28067909
Gly478Glu Transducer FSHD2 Reduced ATPase activity 31243061, 25370034
Arg479Pro Transducer FSHD2 N/A 31243061, 23143600
Arg479Leu Transducer FSHD2 N/A 31243061, 28744936
Arg479Gln Transducer FSHD2 N/A 31243061
Cys492Arg Transducer FSHD2 N/A 31243061, 23143600
Lys518Glu Transducer BAMS Enhanced ATPase activity 31243061, 28067911
Phe519Ser Transducer FSHD2 N/A 31243061, 29980640
Thr523Lys Transducer BAMS Reduced ATPase activity 31243061, 28067909
Asn524Ser Transducer BAMS N/A 31243061, 28067909
Thr527Met Transducer FSHD2 Reduced ATPase activity 31243061, 24075187
Gln551Arg Transducer FSHD2 N/A 31243061
Arg552Gln Transducer BAMS No change in ATPase activity 31243061, 28067909, 28067911
Trp596Gly linker (strand prediction) FSHD2 N/A 31243061
Val615Asp linker (strand prediction) FSHD2 N/A 31243061, 25370034
Pro622Leu linker (helical prediction) FSHD2 N/A 31243061
Val641Leu linker (strand prediction) FSHD2 N/A 31243061
Ala667Glu linker (strand prediction) N/A No change in ATPase activity, altered nuclear localisation N/A
Pro690Ser linker (loop prediction) FSHD2 Reduced ATPase activity 31243061, 23143600
Leu748Pro linker (strand prediction) FSHD2 N/A 31243061, 25256356
Tyr774Cys linker (loop prediction) FSHD2 N/A 31243061
Asp849Asn linker (strand prediction) FSHD2 N/A 31243061, 23143600
Leu923Pro linker (strand prediction) FSHD2 N/A 31243061
Leu978His linker (loop prediction) FSHD2 N/A 31243061
Tyr981Asp linker (strand prediction) FSHD2 N/A 31243061, 27153398
Gly1063Arg linker (disorder prediction) FSHD2 N/A 31243061
Leu1108Pro linker (disorder prediction) FSHD2 N/A 31243061
Val1114Ile linker (disorder prediction) FSHD2 N/A 31243061
Val1271Leu linker (strand prediction) FSHD2 N/A 31243061
Ile1300Lys linker (disorder prediction) FSHD2 N/A 31243061
Gln1463Pro linker (strand prediction) FSHD2 N/A 31243061, 25370034
Met1468Ile linker (strand prediction) FSHD2 N/A 31243061, 25256356
Pro1485Leu linker (disorder prediction) FSHD2 N/A 31243061, 25370034
Phe1554Ser linker (helical prediction) FSHD2 N/A 31243061, 23143600
Lys1718Ala SMC hinge N/A No change in affinity for DNA 32546545
Arg1719Ala SMC hinge N/A No change in affinity for DNA 32546545
Asp1750Gly SMC hinge FSHD2 Altered nuclear localisation, enhanced affinity for DNA 31243061
Asp1750Val SMC hinge FSHD2 Altered nuclear localisation, enhanced affinity for DNA 31243061
Arg1762Ala SMC hinge N/A Reduced affinity for DNA 32546545
Tyr1765Ala SMC hinge N/A No change in affinity for DNA 32546545
Arg1771Ala SMC hinge N/A Reduced affinity for DNA 32546545
Lys1789Ala SMC hinge N/A Reduced affinity for DNA 32546545
Arg1790Ala SMC hinge N/A Reduced affinity for DNA, no change in cellular localisation 32546545
Arg1796Ala SMC hinge N/A Reduced affinity for DNA, no change in cellular localisation 32546545
Lys1799Ala SMC hinge N/A Reduced affinity for DNA 32546545
Asp1842Ala SMC hinge N/A No change in affinity for DNA or cellular localisation 32546545
Arg1848Ala SMC hinge N/A Reduced affinity for DNA and altered cellular localisation 32546545
Tyr1846Cys SMC hinge FSHD2 N/A 32546545
Arg1866Gly SMC hinge FSHD2 Reduced affinity for DNA and altered cellular localisation 31243061, 27153398
Arg1866Gln SMC hinge FSHD2 N/A 31243061
Arg1869Ala SMC hinge N/A Reduced affinity for DNA, no change in cellular localisation 32546545
Gly1872Ala SMC hinge N/A No change in affinity for DNA 32546545
Lys1873Ala SMC hinge N/A Reduced affinity for DNA, no change in cellular localisation 32546545
Phe1874Ala SMC hinge N/A No change in affinity for DNA 32546545
Lys1880Ala SMC hinge N/A No change in affinity for DNA 32546545
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